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By Sylvia Nasar

MBAs has happened among the
more than 600 programs that do not
make it into the top 25 nationally
ranked schools.
Two-thirds of the degrees are
priced;- overabm1dant and carica-,"',,of:inore than $133,000 this year.
awarded to part-timers who stay on
tured in movies such as Working · · At the top 25 schools, the best thejob, who tend to be subsidized
Girl, master's degrees in business compensation packages offered to by their employers and who are
administration were destined for the new MBA graduates are well above looking to change career tracks or
same fate as junk bonds and Man- $200,000. Small wonder that more move into middle management.
hattan real estate - or so business of the best and the brightest are More than a fifth are getting deschool deans and business journal- headed to business school instead grees so they can start businesses,
ists predicted at the start of the of law school A graduate of New acmrding to a recent survey.. by the
decade.
York University Law School who Graduate Management Admission
Seven fat, years later, MBAs , joins a. le;i,diiigt,nnn ,;will make:.. , Counci). ,,; ·"''"
·:r,
have never been more numerous $91,000 a ye.µ-:;_ nearly $30,000
The typical· MBA with some
or more in demand At schools in less than a graduate of the universi- work experience will earn almost
the top tier, recruiting by companies ty's Stern School of Business.
$60,000 this year, compared with a
has:tuine<Lcutthroat The typical• Exp!-;.:_, In· 'i·
salaryof$25,0(X);in'1980ttheequivUniversity · of Chicago graduate
.,,..on, ,YO ume
aJentcof $49,000 iii today's dollars.
turns down so many job offers that
·What makes the pay surge all
Still; the typical tenure on first
the dean's main worry has become the more noteworthy is that an jobs in consulting, investment bank"dealing with all the disappointed MBA has become SO!Dething of a ing and some of the faster-growing
companies."
.:commodity. In. 1965, fewer than high,technology fields is less than
And the salaries of MBA gradu- . 10,000 were granted As recently as three years.
ates have climbed even faster in the 1977, when graduates of top pro''The salary number doesn't tell
1990s than in the so-called Decade gr3Il1S were grabbing headlines the whole story," said Robert Hamaof Greed. The first-year pay pack- with $22,000 starting salaries, the da, dean of the business school at
ages of Stanford graduates, for ex- nation was producing 48,000 MBAs the University of Chicago. "How
ample, have soared 62 percent after a year. Lawrence Fouraker, dean of many fall off the ladder?"
inflation in the 1990s, compared the Harvard Business SchooL prewith 21 percent for the 1980s.
dieted a collapse in starting salaries.
The ferocious competition ·for
Since then, the number has
top MBAs reflects the best econo- nearly doubled to 94,000, almost
my since the 1960s, specifically a two and a half times the number of
surge in businesses that advise law degrees.
companies on new products, acquiThe explosion in volume of
sitions or overseas expansion. It
also reflects the long-term shift of
pay and opportunity in today's serThe Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, August 2, 1998.
vice economy toward those with
knowledge and ideas.
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Raw business talent
More than anything, though, it
is a sign of the extraordinary degree
to which the term MBA has become
synonymous with raw business talent
"You're trying to find the best
people you can, and business
schools happen to be accumulating
them," said William Matassoni, a
partner for communications at the
consulting firm McKinsey & Co.,
which expects to hire more than 400
MBAs this year.
The median offer this year for a
new· Stanford MBA graduate, for
example, was $120,000, more than
double the first-year salary at the
peak of the '80s, and more than five
times the 1978 figure. Inflation has
been 142 percent over that period
East Coast schools whose graduates are more likely to wind up in

Class of '98 finding good jobs

fered their class of '97 counterparts.
"Technical graduates aren't
Tight job markets and unemthe
only ones benefiting from
ployment rates not seen in
the
~emarkable
economy," said
more than. a generation have
employers bidding up pay for Marilyn Mackes, executive dinew college graduates and of- . r_ector of the ,National Associafering signing bonuses and tion of Colleges and Employers. "Business and liberal arts
other perquisites, according to
graduates
also are doing very
a report.
well.
The July survey of more .
"Technological demands
than 350 college career service along with bu!\.iness expan'.
offices by the National As- s10ns. and restructuring, are all .
sociation of Colleges and Em- boostmg the need for a collegeployers finds that hefty salary educated work force."
mcreases are being offered
The fmdings bolstered earacross the board to lure the lier reports that engineering
class of 1998.
and computer science gradu~ven liberal arts majors are ates in the class of 1998 combemg offered average starting mand top dollar, including
pay of $27.608 a year, a 15.9 signing bonuses, because their
percent increase over wages of- skills are in short supply.
SCRIPPS HOWARD NEWS SERVICE
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Changes reflect
strong economy,
shift toward ideas
By SYLVIA NASAR
The New York Times
The 1990s were supposed to be
Jean years for: graduates of the nae
tion's top business schools. Overpriced,_ overabundant _and ~an,~tured
in movies hke "Workmg Girl, MBAs
were destined for the same fate, as
junk bonds and Manhattan- real ·estate - or so business school deaM
and journalists predicted at the start
of the decade.
Seven fat years later, MBAs have
never been more numerous - or
more in demand.
At schools in the top tier, recruiting by companies h~s tu_rned cu!•
throat. The typical Umvers1ty of Chicago graduate turns down so· many
job offers that-the dean's main worry
has become "dealing with all the disappointed companies."
And the salaries of MBAs have
climbed even faster in the 1990s than
in the 1980s. The first-year pay packages of Stanford graduates, for example, have soared 62 percent af!er
inflation in the 1990s, compared with
21 percent forthe 1980s. _.

THE FEROCiOU$:;c<>'mpetition
for top MBAs refiedfth'e b~~:~conomy since the 1960s;.-sp~et~l(:ally_,a
surge in businesses.tha_t_at;lv1~e.~!D:·,
panies on new,pr.Q<!µ~s.,a~qiµ_s,1li9.n~J
or overseas expanSioll:;lt lilso,,:_el_l~ ·
the long-term snjfMf,P,aY and. opp_or'
tunity in today's servi~-economy.toward those with · knowledge and
ideas. More than.anyth(ng;Jhoug~, it
is a sign of the ~ll'!IC!i'/!!~fd~
to which "MBA~'-'lias:i5licomecsynonymous with raw businesitalent.
"You're trying lo firio.the best people you can, and business schools
happen to be accum~lating them,"
said William Matassom, a partner for
communications at the consultmg
firm McKinsey & Co.
The median offer this year for a
new Stanford MBA, for example, was
S120,000, more than double the (irstyear salary at the peak of the 80s,
and more than five times the 1978
figure. Inflation has been 1_4-2 percent
overthat penod,
·
East Coast schools whose graduates are more likely. to wind up in
high-cost, high-pay cities like N~w
York and Boston report even loftier
starting pay. Half the gradu~tes _of
the Wharton School of the Umvers1ty
of Pennsvlvania received offers' of
more than $133,000 this year.
At the top 25 schools, the best
compensation packages offered to
new MBAs are well above $200,000.
Small wonder that more of the best
and the brightest are headed to busi"
ness school instead of law school. A
graduate of New York University
Law School who joins a leading firm
will make $91,000 a year. not preciseIv peanuts but nearly $30,000 less
than a counterpar.t fron:i the university's Stern School of Busmess.

all~~~!o~A~!~~~~~ fs"ih~~~~

MBA has become something of a
commodity. In !965, fewer than
l0,000 were granted, As recently as
!977, when graduates of _top programs were grabbing headhnes with
S22,000 starting salaries, the nation
wa~ ~r:~~~i~~ff1~;2~s:a~~min~e~~
prompt the dean of Harvard Business
School to predict a collapse in starting salaries. Since then, the number
has nearly doubled to·94,000, almost
2½ times the number of law degrees.
The sheer volume of MBAs 1s deceptive, though.,· .The graduating
classes of elite,,s~booJs - the ones
being plied witli~six'figure offers have grown little. The explosion hashappened among the more.than 600
programs that do.no~make it into the
top 25 nationally ):a~lfed· ·schools,
where the McKinse:u:onsultants and
Goldman, Sachs bariki!rs recruit.· ·
Starting salaries-for. the mass. of,·
MBAs have hardly,~llmbed into _the
stratosphere. This ·year, th_e typ1c~l
MBA with some work expenence will
earn almost $60,000, compared with
S25,000 in !980, or the equivalent of
S49,000 in today's dollars.
AT THE HIGH end, MBA pay
packages are swelling not just from
higher base salaries but a clutch of
extras. A typical offer from an invest'.
ment bank consists of.a0$75,00Q.basesalary a $25,000 "stub-year bonus":
for the rest of 1998; and $30,000
more in signin~ and moving_ mon~y.
Other compames lure recruits with
second-year tuition, ''settling in" allowances equal to half. a month's salary and other goodies like forgivable
Joans. High-technology compames
and venture capital firms are handing
out stock options and equity stakes..
"Consulting pays better in cash,"
savs Mark Homan, 30, a graduate of
the Kellogg School at Northwestern
University in Evanston. !IL. who will
receive stock opuons at ne_tworkmJs
giant Cisco Systems. "But 1f you hit
the right high-tech company, you can

make more monev."
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WKU unveils five-year strategic plan:
Western Kentucky University's strategic plan for
the next five years includes some ambitious fundraising goals, including more than doubling the
university's endowment. W estem's Board of
Regents approved the plan Friday at a meeting in
Owensboro. It includes goals related to student
learning, increasing enrollment, assuring quality
faculty and staff, responsiveness to constituents
and institutional effectiveness. Thomas Hiles,
vice president for development and alumni relations, told regents that officials hoped the university's $20 million endowment would grow to S50
million by 2003. Hiles said that giving in the
1997-98 fiscal year grew to $42 million, 'an
increase of $12 million from the previous year.
He said he hoped the university would be receiving $10 million annually by 2003.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Saturday, August 1, 1998

WKU president stlll hopefulfor center:
Wes tern Kentucky University President Gary
Ransdell says a proposed new center in
Owensboro would enable his school to expand its
offerings to students in the area. "We would hope
to be able to provide a broader array of bachelor's and master's programs," Ransdell said
Thursday. Western, Owensboro Community
College and Owensboro Techl)ical College are
working together on a center at the OCC campus
that would focus on job training. With the new
building, Western would move its Owensboro
campus from the Longfellow Education Center to
OCC. W estem serves 1,500 students per year
through its Owensboro programs;;Two-thirds of
those are graduate students. Most are enrolled in
education, business or health-related programs.
Ransdell said he would expect enrollment to
increase with a new building. College leaders had
requested $10 million for the facility. But the project did not make the final cut among those recommended by the Kentucky Community and
Technical Colleges System and later approved by
the General Assembly.

Still, the risk; not to mention the
workload. is often commensurate
with the rewards. The typical tenure
on first jobs in consulting, investment
banking and some of the faster-growing high-technology fields is less than
1hree years. "The salary number
doesn't tell the whole story," said
Robert Hamada, dean of the business
school at the University of Chicago.
:·H~w many fall ~ff~e.ladder? How
_ __
many worl< 80 hours a week?'' THE COURIER-JOURNAL • SUNDAY, AUGUST 2, 1998

WKU board approves lofty fund-raising goals
OWENSBORO, Ky.- Western Kentucky University's strategic plan
for th~ next five years incl_udes som~ ambitious money-raising goals,
mcludmg more than doubling the umversity's endowment.
. Western•~ board of regents. approved the strategic plan Friday durmg a meetmg at The Summit near Owensboro. That plan includes
goal~ related· to student learning, increasing enrollment, assuring
quality faculty and staff, responsiveness to constituents and institutional effectiveness.
. Includ~d in tbe plan are the money-raising goals. Thomas Hiles,
YJ~e president _for ~evelop'!lent and alumni rerattons, told the regents
Fnday that umvers1ty officials hope to more than double the university's endowment in tlie next five years,
He said officials hope the university's $20 million endowment will
grow to $50 million by 2003.
'f!lat may sound like a loft), goal, but Hiles said giving in the 199798 fiscal year grew to $4.2 million. That's an increase of $1.2 million
compared with figures for the previous year.
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WK.U, 2 colleges plan Owensboro center
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Western Kentucky University President Gary
Ransdell says a proposed center in Owensboro would enable his
school to expand its offerings to students in the area.
"We would hope to be able to provide a broader array of bachelor's
and master's programs," Ransdell said Thursday.
Western, Owensboro Community College and Owensboro Techni,
cal College are working together on a center at the OCC campus that
would focus on job traming. With the new building, Western would
move its Owensboro campus from the Longfellow Education Center
to acc.
College leaders had requested $10 million for the facility. But the
project did not make the final cut for projects recommended by the
Kentucky Community and Technical College System and later ap.....,.,.u.,.A hu
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KSU lawsuit could affect
students' speech rights
By John Cheves
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Few of the students at Kentucky State University ever saw
their purple-covered yearbooks in
1994 before an administrator unhappy with the books' design
- ordered them confiscated.
Now, attorneys for about three
dozen journalism, education and
civil-rights groups have joined
two KSU alumni in demanding
the yearbooks' belated release.
The legal tug-of-war over the
1992-94 edition of The Thorobred
is a· battle for college students'.
right to free speech, said Mark
Goodman, executive director of
the Student Press Law Center in
Washingion.
If college officials can suppress a yearbook that displeases
them, then they could take similar
steps against student newspapers
or student plays that offend ad,
ministrators, say the national and
state organizations lining up tci
oppose the decision by the public
university in Frankfort.
A federal judge in November
ruled in favor of KSU's seizure of
the books, arguing that a college
yearbook isn't a public forum and
doesn't deserve protection under the
First Amendment The judge based
his ruling in part on a 1988 U.S.
Supreme Court decision that permitted high schools to censor their
schools' publications. But that
high court decision specifically excluded from its ruling college publications.
.
·
Attorneys on both sides are
preparing their final briefs for the
Sixth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals
in Cincinnati, which could uphold
or reverse last year's ruling and, Goodman said, make some
history.
"This ruling is going to affect
every college student who wants
to express a viewpoint in any
school-sponsored forum, whether
it's in the college newspaper or in
a college play or on a debate
team," Goodman said.
That's an exaggeration, said
attorneys for KSU. The school's
administration seized the yearbooks only because they were of
poor quality, not because they contained unpopular viewpoints or
controversial news stories, the
lawyers said.
"It was the intent of (the college administration) to ensure certain standards of quality for the
students in terms of our publications, and this yearbook didn't
meet those standards," said KSU
attorney Harold Greene.
Both sides agree that U.S. District Judge Joseph M. Hood moved
the legal definition of college publicatiuns into new territory in November when '1e threw out the
lawsuit of former KSU students
Charles E. Kincaid and Capri A.
Coffer.

In his opinion, Hood borrowed
from the Supreme Court's 1988
landmark Hazelwood School District vs. Kuhlmeier decision, in
which the high court ruled that
high school officials could practice
"reasonable" censorship of their
students' publications. But in a
footnote to Hazelwood, the
Supreme Court justices said they
refused to apply the ruling to universities and colleges, saying they
"need not now decide whether the
same degree of deference is appropriate."
Hood ruled that college yearbooks also aren't entitled to First
Amendment protection because like high school newspapers they aren't a "public forum."
They're just an educational tool
produced at school to be read only
by students, Hood wrote.
The courts will be making a
terrible mistake if they expand the
restrictive Hazelwood decision to
include college campuses, which
are supposed to encourage diverse
points of view, journalism educators say.
"Deciding what goes into a
(college) publication is not for us,
the administrators, to decide. It's
for the students," said Michael E.
Agin, adviser to the University of
Kentucky's student newspaper
and student yearbook.
· "We have enough problems·
helping the kids understand what
their rights and obligations are under the First Amendment," Agin
said. "I'd be sorry to see the courts
throw that out and allow the students to be censored."

Disagreements
with the student
press
By late 1994, KSU's
student publications
advisor, Laura Cullen,
and her boss, Vice President for Student Affairs Betty Gibson, had
a chilly relationship.
"My feeling
According to depois, let me
sitions and other docudecide
what's
ments filed in court,
·appropriate
Gibson repeatedly had
told Cullen that she didfor me to
n't appreciate several
reo.dand: _
cartoons and letters to
what
isn't. ·
the editor that poked
Em:an adult.
fun at the KSU adminDon'i decide istration in the student
newspaper, The Thorome;"': .
bred News.
Charles-Kincaid
Gibson declined to
KSU alumnus,
comment last week.
now-a riul'Se,
Cullen now lives in Calwho sued after
ifornia and could not be
the school ·;
seized the
reached for comment.
1992-94
After another disyearbooks.
agreement over a student's letter to the editor in November 1994,
Cullen was transferred
to a clerical job in the
housing department: She filed a
complaint and soon was returned
to her t,riginal post. But a stern

for

memo from Gibson.awaited her.
"More positive news is to be
published (in the newspaper)," the
memo read. Then it added a new
rule: "The paper must be reviewed
by the student publications board
before going to print."
Also that month,
the 1992-94 yearbook
- for which Cullen
was the adviser - arrived on campus.
Lawyers later estimated that about 2,000
copies were printed
with $9,000 in student-activity fees.
Gibson immediately ordered the yearbooks seized and
locked away. Among
her concerns: The
yearbook's cover was
purple,
although
KSU's school colors
are green and yellow,
and the title, Destination Unknown, made
no sense.
Also, the captions
under many photographs didn't include the names of the
people pictured.
"Ten years from
now, 15 years from
now, somebody might
run into these persons
and refer back to the
yearbook," Gibson lat.
er testified in a deposillon. "And they'll just know, well,
that was the (homecoming) queen.
But what was her name?" Gibson's' logic sounded weak
to yearbook editor Capri Coffer
and Charles Kincaid, a nursing
student who already had paid his
student-activity fee and wanted his
book. They then sued Gibson in
U.S. District Court in Frankfort.
"My feeling is, let me decide
what's appropriate for me to read
and what isn't," said Kincaid, now
a nurse in Frankfort, in an interview last week. "I'm an adult.
Don't decide for me."
Added Coffer, who manages a
restaurant in Los Angeles "A lot
of the time, students do~'t have
many rights. That's really true at
Kentucky State, which is a verv
conservative school that would
rather force-feed its ideas into its
students than allow them to think
for themselves."
A national media concern
Last November, Hood dismissed the lawsuit, relying in part
on the Hazelwood ruling that allowed censorship of high school
publications. Hood's ruling worried many First Amendment
groups, including the American
Civil Liberties Union, the Society
of Professional Journalists and the
American Association of University Professors.
About three dozen of these organizations have filed "friend of
the court" briefs at the Court of
Appeals to show support for the
KSU students.
I! would be a disaster if college
pubhcat10ns lost their First
Amendment shield, said Goodman
of the Student Press Law Center. '
Since the 1988 Hazelwood decision, high school officials are much
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,30 groups call for release of 1992-94 KSU yearbooks
Appeal contends
free-speech right
was violated
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Attorneys for
more than 30 journalism, education
and civil-rights groups have joined
two former Kentucky State Umversity students in demanding the belated
release of the school's 1992-94 yearbooks.
Few Kentucky State students even
saw the yearbooks in 1994 before an
administrator - troubled by the
books' design - ordered them confiscated.
The legal wrangling over the

•

seized edition of The Thorobred is a
fight for college students' right tp
free speech, said Mark Goodman, executive director of the Student Press
Law Center in Washington.
In November, a federal judge ruled
in favor of the school's confiscatioq
of the books, arguing that a yearbook
is not a public forum .and does not
deserve First Amendment protection.
U.S. District Judge Joseph M.
Hood based his decision on a 1988
U.S. Supreme Court decision that allowed high schools to suppress their
schools' publications. That ruling,
however, specifically excluded college.publications.
The national and state organizations jumping into the fray to oppose
that decision think that ii college officials can censor a yearbook that
bothers them, they could also act
against student newspapers or stu-

dent plays that offend administrators.
Attorneys on both sides are preparing their final briefs for the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati, which could uphold or reverse
last year's ruling.
"This ruling is going to affect every colleiie student who wants to express a viewpoint in anr school-spon-,
sored forum, whether it's in the college newspaper or in a college play

. captions with many photographs did
not include the names of the people
pictured.
"It was the intent of (the colle11e

not now decide whether the same degree of deference is appropriate."

Hood ruled that college yearbooks
also should not get First Amendment
administration) to ensure. certam protection because like high
standards of quality for the students school newspar,ers - they are not a
in terms of our P.ublications, and this "public forum. ' They're just an eduyearbook dido t meet those stan- caiional tool produced at school to be
dards," university attorney Harold read only by students, Hood wrote.
Greene said.
Journalism educators say the
In his decision· in the lawsuit of courts will make a mistake if they exor on adebate team," Goodman said. former students Charles E. Kincaid tend the Hazelwood decision to inAttorneys for Kentucky State say and Capri A. Coffer, Hood recited the clude colleges, which are supposed to
that is an exaggeration. School offi- Supreme Court's 1988 landmark Ha- encourage free thought and diverse
cials confiscated the yearbooks only zelwood School District vs. Kuhl- points of view.
"Deciding what goes into a (colbecause -they were of poor quality, meier qecision, in which the court
not because they contamed unpopu- ruled that high school officials could le!le) publication is not for us, the adlar viewpoints or controversial sto- impose "reasonable" censorship of mmistrators, to decide. It's for the
ries, the l;lwyers said.
their students' publications.
students," said Michael E. Agin, adKSU officials said the yearbooks'
In a footnote to that case, however, viser to the University of Kentucky's
problems included a cover that was the Supreme Court refused to apply
purple although the school colors are the decision to universities and colgreen and yellow and the fact that . leges, saying that the justices "need

student newspaper and student yearbook. "We have enough problems
helpinJl the kids understand what
their rights and obligations are under
the First Amendment."
Hood's ruling worried many First
Amendment $roups, including the
American Civil Liberties Union, the
Society of Professional Journalists
and the American Association of University Professors.
About three dozen of those organizations have filed "friend of the
court" briefs at the Court of Appeals
to show support for the former students.
It would be a disaster if college
publications lost their First Amendment shield, said Goodman, of the
Student Press Law Center.
"Before Hazelwood, high schools
worried they were walking on thin
ice when they tried to interfere with
student newspapers," Goodman said.
11
Now, when administrators feel pres.
sure to control a publication, they
know they can do 1t. The law is no
longer an intimidating factor. Do we
really want that to happen at our colleges?"
However, Kentucky State's lead attorney, J. Guthrie True of Frankfort,
said the First Amendment is not at
stake in this particular case.
1
• There is no evidence to indicate
the yearbook was withheld because a
particular political viewpoint was expressed," True said.
"The yearbook was withheld from
distribution because it did not
achieve the purposes for which it was
created, which is to record and com.
memorate the events on campus dur•
ing those years."
"I don't think (the case) is-important or sweeping at all. I think (the
former students and First Amendment groups) are really overemphasizing the drama of it."
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More companies· give, interns real
•
assignments
Competition
helps· increase
expectations
B ERIN WHITE

·

¥be Wall Street Journal
Kameron· Rezai works for Merrill
Lynch & Co.'s mergers and acquisitions division in New York. A few
weeks ago he put together a 50-page
booklet for a small software company
suggesting it buy another. Rezai figured out the value of both companies,
analyzed why the purchase made
sense and wrote up his conclusions.
-"Basically the entire book was created by me, checked over and sent offto the client," he.said.
Pretty standard stuff for a junior investment banker. Except that Rezai is
a 20-year-old intern ..
Giving an intern that much responsibility was almost unheard of just. a
few years ago. Many interns spent
their time on clerical tasks and gnint
research. But as the job market
shrinks, some companies are trying to
entice future recruits with ever more
interesti~g summer internships. Others are leaning on interns to shoulder
the kind of work that permanent employees would otherwise do.
The supercharged internships reflect increased competition for the
best candidates, college counselors
say. "If you want to be competitive,
you really have to provide a meaningful experience," said Eileen Kohan,

executive director for career services
at Columbia University in New York.
"Students aren't going to waste their
time - they'll just go somewhere

else."
Companies, in tum, want interns to
return to campus enthusiastic about
how they spent their summer. "We
want to have people leave here with a
good taste in their mouth about
Chase, and you don't do that by having someone file all summer," said
Gregg Knowles, vice president and
manager of university relations at
Chase Manhattan Bank.
To guard against trivial assignments, Chase makes its supervisors
describe possible intern projects to
human-resources staffers who . oversee recruiting and career development.. If the work isn't interesting
enough, supervisors have to come up
with something else.
Alas, more responsibility often

means more hours, as older workers
know all too well. Two or three years
ago, investment-banking interns tended to work 40 to 50 hours a week;
now it is 60 to 75, Chase's Knowles
said.
Neel Gandhi,' a 20-year-old Yale
University student, has put in as
much as 100 hours a week as an intern this summer afDonaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette. Most weeks, he averaged 70 to 80 hours. At a· recent
lunch, one friend regaled him with
tales of a weekend spent whitewater
rafting; another had relaxed in the

Poconos.
"Yeah, I went on a big field trip this
weekend too," Gandhi told ·them. "I
went to the office.''

As the talk turned to social plans
for the coming week, Gandhi said,
"Let's see. I'm leaving work for dinner on Tuesday at 8, and I'll be back
in the office at 9, so yeah, I'm good
from 8 to 9.''.
. . . .... , .
In.most cases;.more resp□ ll5ibility
means more money. At some·companies, top interns are earning as much
as $1,200 a week, up from $800 two
years ago. (Earning .$10 an hour, and
$15 an hour overtime, Gandhi is at
least saving money this summer but he said he hasn't· had time to
think about how to spend it.)
Some internship programs bear littie resemblance to their predecessors
of just a feiv years ago. Dave Boyce,
intern director for Monitor Co., a
Cambridge, Mass., management consuiting firm, said that when hewas an
intern at Monitor in 1991 and 1993, he
spent much of his time traveling to
Harvard University's libraries doing
clerical chores. "I made lots of trips in
cabs with pockets of change to photocopy articles," he said.
Interns now build financial models,
do cost.analysis, interpret market research and write parts of reports for
clients. By the end of the summer,
they are expected to act like first-year
consultants.
Clients like the arrangement, Boyce

said, because Monitor doesn't charge
them for any work interns do. "It's an
extra set of hands that they're not
paying for," he said.
.'
It's not just a recruiting ·device.
Many_ smaller companies are finding
that, as their worliload booms, 'they
can't afford not to give interns real
work. Before this summer, an intern
at_Medscape Inc., a 40-person online
company that operates a medical-information Web site, was "basically a
glorified secretary," said Alex Martin
vice president of sales and marketing'.
Last year's interns functioned mainly
as travel ~gents, scouting fares and
booking flights for employees soliciting advertising from doctors and drug
comparues.
But this year,.Martin needed a mark~t researcher to head a. project
aJ111ed at boosting advertising. Sending the work out would-have run him
more than $80,000, he. said. lnstead,
he hired 20-year-old Neil Van Kerkhove. V'!'I K_erkhove analyzes interViews with pharmaceutical company
product managers to figure out why
their companies don't advertise on
the Internet, and what might make
them change their minds. .
At Medscape, "they value
in•
put," said Van Kerkhove, who will be
a senior this fall at Cornell University.

mr.
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An investment
Funds for 2 universities may have
greatest long-term impact on state
The record $366.4 million
state surplus has legislators
from Ashland to Paducah
smiling ?.s thPy are able to
deliver projects to benefit the
folks back home. Nothing
makes lawmakers happier in
an election year than to to
point to baseball fields. water
t-ine extensions. theater renovations and other projects
they have helped to secure
for their constituents.
However. the expenditure
that may have the greatest
long-term impact on Kentucky is one legislators are
least likely to mention: $100
million to the University of
Kentucky and the University
of Louisville for research
grants and endowments.
That's a substantial in-

vestment toward achieving
Gov. Paul Patton's goal of
having a nationally recognized research university in
Kentucky by 2020. The challenge now is for the two ins ti tu ti ons to spend that
money wisely.
Past allocations to the

state's two largest universities have not always been
spent wisely. Instead, intense
competition between the two
schools has led to the creation of costly programs that
duplicate one another. Whatever one school received, the
other has wanted - and legislators have bowed to political pressure and consented.
Our hope is that the new,

more powerful Council on
Postsecondary Education created by Patton's higher 'education reform bill will prevent such waste in the future. It is essential for UK
and U of L to identify differ-

ent academic areas where
they hope to excel and commit to developing those programs.
Legislators are not likelv
to boast about their commitment to higher education because it is difficult to convince average citizens that
investing millions of dollars
on programs that educate a
small number of postgraduate students will aid
economic development in
this state.
But it will. It is no accident that states with nationally known research institutions - North Carolina.
California and Michigan, for
example - aiso have robust
economies. Employers particularly those involved
with developing technologies
- flock to states with colleges that are on the cutting
edge of research.
Turf battles and lack of
money have prevented Kentucky from developing outstanding research universities. The $100 million could
well be the first step toward
UK and U of L having nationally recognized programs in
something besides basketball.

The SundayJndependent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Co11·eges weave etiquette
into their lesson plans
hiring decision.
·"Many interviews, particuSCRIPPS HOWARD NEWS SERVICE
larly for important positions,
occur during a meal, so apUniversities give students plicants have to be able to sell
computer skills, book skills themselves under those condiand research skills. Now, tions," says Carrish.
they're weaving etiquette into
Although no grades are
lesson plans.
given for this section of the
Manners are part of several course, the test for how well
communication courses taught the students have learned
by Sharon Carrish, assistant their manners is a formal dinprofessor of communication of ner designed by Carrish. The
Mansfield University in Mans- evening exposes students to
field, Pa. Students in her Com- most of what they would expem unicatton 101 classes get rience during a formal night
three days of etiquette train- out, including having dinner
ing, culminating in a formal with a guest of honor.
dinner.
"You might have all the
Carrish has even provided computer and technical skills
the training to one class of in the world, but no company
Mansfield High School stu- is going to trust you to handle
dents getting a start on their a high-profile job if you can't
college career.
· handle yourself at a dinner or
Students learn social skills in a social situation," says
like responding to formal invi- Carrish.
tations, handling receiving
Social skills are on the syllines and formal introductions, labus at other colleges and·unimaking toasts, dealing with versities around the country,
waiters and maitre d's, figur- too. Seniors at Texas Christian
ing proper table service, how University in Fort Worth learn
to place an .order and how to the amenities of formal dining
handle problems at the table.
and how to order wines at the
Some• students also learn "Senior Conference" when
how to handle a mealtime job they are guided through an elinterview, where proper man- egant six-course dinner.
ners· may directly impact the
Saint Mary's College, a

By STEVE INFANT! ·

women's college in South'
Bend, Ind., invites seniors to
participate in a seminar titled·
"Grace Under Pressure: Your'
Guide to Professional Eti."
quette." In addition to learning dining etiquette, the students also learn how to network or "work a room": they'
must collect at least three
business cards from the Saint,
Mary's College Alumnae Board;
members or other pro-:
fessionals attending the semi-' .
nar.
Susquehanna University in
Selinsgrove, Pa., teaches jun-.
iors and seniors the poise and
behavior necessary for formal
dinners with its "power dining" program. Regional liusi-·
ness executives appear as mys-:
tery guests (no name tags) at
the session to assist students:
in networking and to teach;
them the proper ways to ap-.
proach others and introduce.
themselves.
Other schools are teaching
seniors the difference between:
a fish fork and a salad fork ..
Roanoke College in Salem, Va ..,
Lebanon. Valley College in An-,
nville, Pa., and Nova South-,
eastern University in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., are among
those also conducting dining.
etiquette workshops.
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Bulldozers Slice open
coalfields controversy
By Lee Mueller

King, now 78, was among the
first Eastern Kentucky residents
EVARTS- Hazel King sat in to oppose rampant strip-mining
a darkened room full of somber abuses in the 1960s. Their opposimen and women, all of them star- tion helped create the l'ill'l federal
ing at a~.silent screen c,·=-•=..---... Surface Mining Control
that showed the0top of
and Reclamation Act
Kentuclcy's tallest mounThe meeting King
tain being bulldozed.
attended in Harlan
In the third row, 17County on July.30 was,
year-old Jennifer Ratliff
state officials say, the
EASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

:~~~~~~

Martlkl Coal's huge strip mine in Martin
County has leveled more than 8,500 acres.
The company's effort to grow crops on the
site has been abandoned.

~foud'.3:Wiiy
want to remove a mountaintop?"
Four seats away, King said without looking away from the
video of Big Black Mountain "To get down to the coal, honey."

-

~~:~r:e~~:i

national mining issue of
the 1990s: Mountaintop removal.
MTR, as the procedure is
known, is bureaucratic shorthand
for a method of coal strip-mining
See MOUNT.lllNTOP. ➔

•

Perry County, residents concerned
MOUNTAINTOP: Plan · aboutIn blasting
and water-quality damage
from a huge mine east of Hazard have_ ~heduled a meeting at the Homeplace Chmc on
Aug. 18, said Linda Brock, a member of Kentuckians for the Commonwealth. The grassroots group addresses issues of envrronmenr
, ,)
ta! concern and social justice.
. .
LC6>n-+ °' .
"After seeing what they're domg m West
that literally blasts off the tops of mountains Virginia, the old troop~ are getting back toto extract coal and fills up valleys with the re- gether again," Brock said.
.
suiting debris. The process creates acres,
Patty Wallace of Louisa, :,vho a!'tended
even miles, of flat land.
the Boone County, W.Va, meetmg, said P:0bIn MTR mining, a steel scoop attached to [ems related to MTR projects are unfamiliar
a 300-foot boom grabs nearly 100 tons of rock to many Kentuckians because _most operaand dumps it into a truck bed large enough to tions are "far removed" from mam roa_ds.
hold the average McDonald's restaurant
FitzGerald said Kentucky compames that
The method, extremely efficient at getting use MTR may be unhappy now that West
out coal, also changes the land forever. A ~1- Virginia is drawing unflattering attention to
lection of mountains becomes a sprawlmg the issue.
.
butte with a sandstone floor - a wasteland
"Shear madness," cried the headline on a
to some, a land of possibili~es to other_s. . .
U.S. News & World Report story on West
Wildly controversial m West Vrrgrma, Virginia's MTR industry last year.
MTR bas been commonplace in Kentucky for
Kentucky does not keep separate re<:m?s
vears but until last month it hardly raised an for MTR mines, said Luttrell, deputy COmmIS·
eyeb;ow anywhere - not even in Hazard sioner of the state's Department fo: Surface
where a motel nearly fell off a reclaimed strip- Mining. But of 150 active _surface mmes, fewmine site.
er than 50 have mountamtop removal perNo Ianger.
.
.
ml.ts, he sa1'd. And of that number, only two
"You can assume that any mountamtop - a 6,200-acre site in Perry Coun~ now
operation from this day forward is going to owned by Addington Inc. and Martiki Coal
come under more scrutiny than-it has in the Corp.'s 8,500-acre mine in Martin Count)'. past" said Tom FitzGerald, a Frankfort are filling valleys to make flat land, he said.
lawyer who is the state's top environmental
Other MTR projects, such as one bulldozwatchdog. "Some of them will stand up to ing 'the way for Prestonsburg's new golf
that scrutiny. 5<?me of them ma:,: not"
course, must dump their debris in~o hollowKentucky, like West Vrrgrma, has ~lean- _ fills near the tops of the hills, he said.
.
burning low-sulfur coal that has been m deFlat land amid Eastern Kentucky's hills
mand shlce the 1990 Qean Air Act ~creased and hollows can be valuable:-- in tl_ie·rii,:ht
use of el~ty -:- up 7~ percent smce 1978 places. There are businesses, mdustria! sites
_ and high':". arr-quali~ ~tandards have and even homes located on former MTR apermade MTR mmmg lucrative _m both states. .
ations across the region.
.
But what makes mountaintop removal _m
In Pikeville, residential lots on a sn:ip·
Kentucky different from _MTR m West·Vir- mined hilltop called Lovers Leap overlooking
ginia, experts say, are different patterns of the city sell for between $32,000 and $135,000
surface-ownership and, more unportantly, dif. each. In Hazard, a hospital ~nd wood-prodferent coal deixis1ts_.
.
ucts plant sit on reclaimed s_tnp mmes.
MTR proJects m Kentucky, for mstan~e,
Local officials built an airport on an MTR
typically remove 200 to 250 feet of mounta'!l•
project in Martin County. Nearby, the U.S.
top to reach two or three coa_l seams, said
Bureau of Prisons recently broke ground for a
William Kovacic, field-offip: du:ector !Or the
new high-risk federal prison that lS expected
federal Office of Surface Mining m Lexington.
to employ 400 people.
West Virginia lllUlffi!1 operations usually take
But there also are miles of barren flat
600 to 650 foet off hilltops to reach 10 to 12
land on mesas _ in Breathitt CoUI;ty, for exseams, he said.
.
ample _ that raise tougher questions about
Reports of bias~!( _damage and stream
how well the land is used after MTR changes
pollution m West Virgrrna are_rampan_t.
it forever.
"The scale and apparent msens1tw1ty to
"If you get in an airplane and fly over
the rights of neighbors bas not been_ as proEastern Kentucky, you see all kin~s of l~vel
nounced m Kentucky~ 1t has been m West
land where it's grown up and theres n~thing
Virginia," FitzGerald said.
.
on it" said Paul Preston Burchett, the aty atBesides, he added, "The _fa~ 1s, _Kentucky
tomey for Prestonsburg in Fiord County. "If
is doing a better Job of momtormg 11 and bas
you're going to develop anythmg m this refor some time."
.
gion, that's where you've got to go, or die.
About 30 Eastern Kentucky res1den~s.
"So you see. the only way we can have a
however, became concerned about mountaingolf course in Preston~urg is to make room
top removal on Black Mountam last ~07:1th
for it"
following a large protest against the m1rung
method in West Virginia . Word spread in
Teeing off In Floyd County
Harlan that Jerico! Mining Inc. - already
By the time a three-mile-long ridge line
strip-mining on Big Black - was seel:in!\ a
north of Prestonsburg is bulldozed away next
permit to take offthe top, of the mountain, myear, the city will begin building a state-fundcluding its 4,139-foot-high peak. ~'--,-,-,-ed golf course there.
.
.
That report was not true - "The highest
The Prestonsburg City Counal bas alpoint on Black won't be touched," state offiready armexed the land above old. U.S. 23,
cial Allen Luttrell said - but Hazel King said
which stretches north to Thunder Ridge harthe July "information session" with state and
ness racing track near the Johnson County
fede.--al officials served mostly to launch MTR
as a major issue in Kentucky's coalfields.
"It's just starting," King said.

for reclamation
includes home sites

line. In addition to the golf course, the levellf
land will receive a recreation complex an
home sites, Burchett said.

Doubling the flat land
In Martin County, Martiki Coal Corp. hr
been mountaintop mining for 24 years on a
18,000-acre permit. The largest mine of !'
type east of the !Mississippi River, Marti!
now has leveled more than 8,500 acres doubling the amount of flat land that existf
in the countv before mining began, gener:
manager Dick Robinson sai~.
.
Strip-mined land contams no mtroge:
humus or organic matter, but between 19E
and 1993, Martiki tried to grow crops - wi1
help from Morehead State University - c
land fertilized with money and manure fro:
80,000 chickens. about 5,000 hogs and hu:
dreds of cattle.
The $2 million project won a nation
reclamation award in 1991, but was quiet.
abandoned a few years later.
"I don't know who pulled the plug on ii
said former MSU Dean Charles Derrickso
who was involved with the project "It was
good project. We did pretty well with com L
there for a few years, doing it with no-tillir
because the soil was so skimpy."
Robinson said all the animals have be<
sold now. Impressive barns stand empty, ,
though the coal company is still baling h,
from the fields.
:
"I've been rather sad we can't genera
some interest in renewing the project" Rabi·
son said. "We would still entertain any val·
proposal - but right now, we don't ha,
any."

Derrickson is equally wistful.
''You know land, they're not making
anymore unless you make it on a mountai
top," he said.·
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Kentucky's angel of the arts

PHOTOS BY STEWART BOWMAN. THE COURIER.JOURNAL

Despite her wealth, Lucille Caudill Little says her lifestyle "doesn't include airplanes and yachts
and traveling on the Concorde and all of those things ... I don't care for all of that."

Little uses wealth
to enrich culture
Benefactor
aims bequests
at the young
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier Journal
0

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Until recently, Midway College - Kentucky's only four-year school for
women - was desperate for a
new library.
. The old library, housed in
Marrs Hall above the president's
office, had scarce study space for
students, only a few computers
and inadequate book space.
Though a new library was exceedingly expensive, then-President
Robert Botkin considered it crucial for the school's future as it
expanded from a two- to a fouryear college.
A $1 million challenge grant from Lucille Little enabled Midway
Enter Lucille Caudill Little, the College to open its new Little Memorial Library last year. The
Lexington philanthropist who has school raised another $1._5 million for the building.
set up a foundation to give away the -school raised an additional
$IO million, targeting contributhe millions of dollars left by her
$1.5
million.
lions to various colleges and arts
husband, W. Paul Little, who died
Little's gift "was ~ust a godand drama groups in Central Kenin 1990. Little gave Midway a send,"
Botkin said. 'We had to
tucky. The donations have ex$1 million challenge grant. That have that."
panded opportunities for college
enabled it last year to open its
the past several years, Litstudents and children and added
new Little Memorial Library after tieOver
has given away at least
N',l:Jl!I: ➔

7
~;r+le.
immensely to the area's cultural

fabric, recipients say.
"The diversity of her philanthropy (to the arts) is probably
unparalleled," said Terry Mobley,
head of the University of Kentucky's development program.
Morehead State President Ron
Eaglin said Little's $1 million endowment for his school's Caudill
College of Humanities has helped
expand opportunities fol' students
in art, theater and music, including sending student groups into
Eastern Kentucky to perform and
exposing theater students to stage
performances in New York.
"A lot of our kids have never

had that kind of opportunity,"
Eaglin said.
Little has donated more than

$1 million each to Midway, Morehead State Universi~ and UK.
She also gave $1 milhon each to
Transylvania University and the
Lexington Children's Theater, and
endowed the principal chair of the
Lexington Philharmonic Orchestra's cello section.
At Midway, students appreciate
the new library, said senior Karen
Bowden.
Bowden and junior Deana Holbrook said the two-story building
near the center of the campus is
more accessible to students and

has far more com~uters. "It's gar•
geous, it's beautiful."' said Hol-

brook, of Knott County.
Little, 88, is a vibrant, gracious

woman whose energy belies her age.
She said she and her husband had no
BY STEWART BOWMAN. THE COURIER~OL
c~ildren _so Little, a "former profes- Work is under way on the Lucille C. Little Theater on the Transylvania University campus In Lexington. T
s10nal smger and college drama school is among several in Kentucky that have received millions from the philanthropist.
teacher, decided to use her money to
.
, fund education and arts projects. She
responstbie. But she can be very
LITTLE MOVED to Lexin~ton
said she was inspired by her late fatough. You've got to prove (to her)
alter her marriage in 1937 and imtialther, Daniel Boone Caudill, a Moreit's \he right thing to do." . .
.
Iy kept a low profile while assisting
head lawyer and judge who stressed
. Little has long been active m Le~her husband in his expanding busieducation and community service.

mgton drama c1r~les a!ld starred m

nesses. Among other ventures, her

"I felt like Dad did so much for

some plays at UK s Gu1gn_ol T~eatre

husband became a prominent breed-

our community and education was
just a number one priority in his life

m the 1950s. _She was ·a pillar m the
arts community even bef~re she b~-

er and horse farm owner. He was the
breeder of Needles, winner of the

for all of us," she said.
SHE SAID she can't estimate the
average number of requests for donalions she receives each month. She

gan her large-scale phtlanthropic
work alter h~r husband's death.
Her devotion to cuitur~ began long
ago. ~he _Morehead native recallea

1956 Kentucky Derby and Belmont
Stakes. He also bred High Gun, winner of the 1954 ~elmont.
.
Howeve~, Little had on_e highly

uses a ranel of advisers but makes

sneakmg mto a theater on the cam-

pubhc mc1dent: She was kidnapped

the fina decisions.
'
"I study the requests very thoroughly. I make the rules (for donations), but I break them sometimes,"
Little said in a recent interview.

Those rules ban gifts. to individuals

pus of the then-Mor~head Normal
School - the teachers college that
became Morehead State - as a
houngster to watch students reearse.

.

By age 10 she. was ,Sludymg sum-

in 1979 by a former employee.of her
husband who sou~ht $~5,000 m ransom for h1S medical bills. She _wa_s
abducted from her home_but the mc1dent ended when pohce stopped

them on a road and exchanged gun-

and require recipients to be "estab-

mers a~ th ~ Cmcmnati Co.ns~rvatory

of Mustc. I have loved smgmg an?

weeks later; Little was unhurt.

tucky area where her husband a
businessman and horseman accutiiu-

actmg all of my hfe. At church, if
they had some little pageant, I wan~:

She was active in Lexington's arts
and cultural community. She became

lished" groups m the Central Ken-

lated his wealth.
•
. While. her husband was alive the
Littles hved m comfortable though

ed to IJe the lead, and usually was,
1
shL';;'1 who called herself "a college
tramp,,. attended several schools be-

not extravagant circum~t~nce~. They
!raveled, had _a condom1mum m f'!ori~a and ~ontnbuted to loc~I chanti~s.
Little said she was surpnsed to discover the ex_tent of her husband's
wealth after his death.

fore graduating from Ohio State University. She did graduate work at Columbia University and also studied at
the Juilliard School of Music before
singing professionally in New York. .

"It was a little bit shocking to me
in the beginning that I had that much

t

WHILE BEING courted by Paul
Little, whom she had met at a party

money," she said. Probate records

while she was an Ohio State student,

show that Paul Little left an estate of
at least $24.3 million in stocks, property and other assets. But Little esti-

she returned to Kentucky in the mid1930s and took a teaching job at
Morehead, where she founded the

mated that the total estate was about
$40 million and said she has given

drama department.
At the time, the school was having

away about half of that.
But she also said her wealth has
not changed her life. "I don't want to
change my iifestrle. I like it, and it

financial difficulties and Lucille Caudill became a faculty leader by chalienging then-President Harvey Babb's
plans to finance.a higher visibility for

doesn't include airplanes and yachts
and traveling on the Concorde and

football to gam support for the
school.

means," Little said. "I don't care for
all of that."

to bolster the footba_ll program was
curtailment of the school's drama
and music programs.

all of those things that money

One of Babb's planned budget cuts

THOSE WHO have dealt with her
say Little is no soft touch and can be
demanding in her quest of information about groups seeking donations

"I told him that was intolerable,"
she recalled, adding that she was still

and how they will use them.
Botkin called Little "very cautious.
She asks a lot of questions. She

her colleagues, didn't have to worry
about losing her job by challenging

wants to know she's making a good
investment in Kentucky's future," he ·
said. "In that sense, she's being very

single, planned to leave after her upcoming marriage and, unlike many of
the president.
The controversy foreshadowed
Babb's ouster a few years later.

fire with her abductor. He died. two

a founder and director.of the Lexington Children's Theatre and Studio
P_layers, a local drama group, and assisted m~ny other art.s and drama
groups with both her ttme and money.
. • ,
"She has been Lexmgton s arts angel," said Bill Thomason, a past
chairman of the Lexington Arts and

Cultural Council.

"Her influence is almost everywhere. She's been very involved m
these organizations, not just through
her money," Thomason said.

Little said her real joy is that her
gifts are an impet'-!-s. for cult~ral ~reativity. "The creativity part 1s so im-

portant in the development of the human being and the mind.

"I have said and I still believe that
I am right th;t if you 're not creative
then you';e not educated. Edu<:ation
gives not only facts, but (also) gives a
way of figuring out things."
With creativity, Little said, "you
can find a route that hasn't been pursued, and I think that's what is. the
joy of life."
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GIFTS FROM LUCILLE CAUDILL LITILE
These are some al the major gifts to arts and education
projects by Lucille Caudill Little. Most required matching
donations by recipients.
■ University al Kentucky: $1 million toward converting an annex
to the Margaret I. King Library into a line arts library. Also,
$500,000 to endow a medical school professorship in the name
al her sister, Dr. Louise Caudill, al Morehead.
■ Midway College: $1 million toward construction al a library
and $500,000 to endow a professorship for Robert Botkin, the
school's former president who retired recently.
■ Transylvania University: $1 million for a campus theater that
will open later this year.
■ Morehead State University: $1 million for an endowment in
the Caudill College of Humanities and $175,000 for a campus bell
tower.
■ Kentucky·Horse Park: $1 million to improve programs at the
region's top tourist attraction.
■ Kentucky Educational Television: $1 million for an endowment
to acquire and· create arts and education programs.
■ Lexington Children's Theatre: $1 million for programming.

Bowling team wins
2nd national title
Morehead State University's
women's bowling team captured
its second national title in the recent 1998 Brunswick Intercollegiate Bowling
Championship.
Staci Grisham
of Lexington is
a member of the

six-woman
team.
The
team's coach is
Larry Wilson.
The team won
its first national Grisham
championship in 1989 and was
i:unnei;-up in 1_993.
.,
Gnsham ts the daughter· of
Linda Grisham.
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JULIE PENA/STAFF

Boumda_ry markers are being erected at North Broadway and
West Third and at North Broadway and West Fourth

Transylvania creating
big names for itself
By Lori Becker

The stone and brick markers.

HERAL0-1...EAOER STAFF WRITER

20 _feet by 3 feet each. display the

1ran~ylvania University is
makmg its name a little more
prominent.

university's name.

Construction began in midJuly on two boundarv markers at
the comers of North Broadway
and West Third .Street and North
Broadway and West Fourth
Street.

The project, including landscaping and lighting, should be
finished about mid-September.
said Sarah Emmons. a spokeswomai:i for Transylvania.
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Centre College gets $3 million gift
DANVILLE. Ky. - Centre College is the beneficiary of $3 million
from the est_ate of Clarence Jones, a 1924 graduate.
·
Centre_ will use part of the bequest to finish paying for a recently
ope~ed yisual arts center, which will be named for Jones.
His .g,ft also will pay for a substantial renovation of two student
res1denc_es, Nevm Hall and Breckinridge Hall, and a number of other

campus improvements.
Jones, '.1 L9uisville native, was an investment banker and stockbroker. He died m 1982 and left the bulk of his estate in a trust fund.
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Ky. running low
in teacher supply
for some subjects
By Linda B. Blackford
HERALO-lEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

Principal Tom Welch is on the verge of total panic: Twenty-five of his East Jessamine High School
students have signed up for advanced chemistry,
and there's no one to teach them
"We've had the position advertised since the
third week of June, but we can't find anyone." Welch
said. "It's very.fmstrating:•
Welch is not alone. The federal government has
declared science an emergency shortage area in Kentucky, which means that teachers who go into science don't have to pay back student loans.
But school districts are still having trouble filling
key spots in science, special education and math,
sometimes filling spots with teachers who aren't
properly trained.
"Science and math areas have been reallv hard to
fill in the past couple of years," said Jack Ti1cker, assistant superintendent in Bourbon County. "That's
so~ething I've been hearing from
all over the state."

Incentive to instruct
Facing a national teacher
shortage, both the state and federal governments have tried to entice college students into teaching.
Since 1986, the Kentucky
Scholars Program has spent $12
million paying back the loans of
1,460 students who knew the,·
wanted to be teachers in Kentucky.
For every semester they teach.
a semester of loans is forgiven.
Teachers who go into a shortagl'
area, as defined by the L·_c_ Department of Education, get two semesters forgiven for every one
thev teach.
·But even loan forgiveness
may not be much incentive to
physics or computer science majors, who can get far more lucrative jobs in private industry.
So every year, desperate
school districts apply for emergency certification for teachers to
fill the tight spots. This allows
certificates to people who may not
have finished their teaching
preparation hours or don't have
Kentucky certification.
Fur the 1997-98 school year,
+'qr example. 15 teachers were giv' ·n emert!enc•; cerniicates in math
and ~-¼ teachers ·were given iull
:md part-time cerniicates in sc1·•:ce.
, '.m even •1ne t>mergenc,· n:r•llicnre 1::; :t:r1 monv, ::aid i\laniyr,
Troupe, head oi teacher education
for the Education Professional
Standards Board.
"Science and math are very
important subjects, where our students' scores are low, and you

Toe following teacher vacancies in Fayette and surroundin~ counties were

listed on the Kentucky Department of Education Web site yesterday. Most
of these will be filled by the time school starts, but the listing indicates
which areas are hard to fill.
Special Education (1)
BOURBON COUNTY
FAYETTE COUNTY
Primary program (1)
Math/Science (1)
Math (1)
English (1)
Science (1)
French (1)
Special Education (8). Language· Arts (2)
Art (1)
· •, ·"Primary program (1) , . . SCOTT COUNTY;' ' ,
English (1)
Chemistry/Physics (1)
Math (3) .
JESSAMINE COUNTY
Math/computer sciCLARK COUNTY
.ence (1)
Math (2)
Math (1)
· Science (1) · ·
Computer Technology Science (2) ...
(1)
Special EducaUon (1) · Special Education-(1)
Special Education (3)
Ele"mentary (2)
Spanish (1) .
Physical Education (1) Language Arts (1)
Social Studies/History
(1)
Reading (1)
English (1)
Technology (1)
;:1; _-. '
Elementary (1)
MADISON COUNTY
WOODFORD
COUNTY
Primary program (1)
Biology (1)
· Specjal.Educatlori (2)
Spanish (1)
· Elementary (1)
want teachers who are trained in
that area and want to teach in it,"
she said,
"It's extraordinarily difficult to
fill these spots," said Wayne
Young, who hears about problems
as head of the Kentucky Association of School Administrators.
"One. people can make more
money somewhere eise," he said.
"Second. we hired a lot of teachers
in the 1960s and a lot of them are
retiring now:·
Not surprisingly, some teacher
shortages are linked to population
areas.
[n burgeoning Boone County,
for example. hirlni! teacher5= is not
a problem.
"We've had plenty of qualified
,·andidates ior all our positions be,:ause in Northern Kentucky peo1le are moving here all the time
beL·au~e , 1I jubs, ·· said I3oone
County Superintendent Mike
Sander.
Fayette County, which sits
next to the state's largest teaching
program at the University of Kentucky, doesn't have problems either.
But in less populous Laurel
County, says assistant superintendent Roger i\farcum, qualified
math and science candidates are
fewer and farther between.
"[n the past you could always
find two or three quality applicants: now you're lucky if you get
nne." he said. ·•Other subjects
seem to be doing fine but we've
:-ad a lot of problems with math.
~l:1t·nce and special education.''

Shortages foreseen
. \ 1995 stud,· bv the Southern
'\cgional Educaiion.Board correcr
,~- !orecast shortages in speciai education, math, science and foreign
language, but no other studies fol:owed.
Math is not a federally designated shortage area because elementary, middle and high school
~L~nchers wpre rrrouoed tog-ether.
i;::iirl Trn11n~

Teacher
shortage .
.
'

Kentucky needs more teachers in
these areas, according to the
U.S. Department of.Education.
They are listed in descending
order, starting with the areas with
the most critical need,
II Leaming disabled
II Music
■ Science
■ Librarian
■ Art
■ Foreign language
■ Alternative school teachers
■ Technology education (e.g.
computer science)

Hearing impaired
Physically disabled
-Bui when they looked at district reports, they saw that the demand was greater than the supply.
"\Ve know there's a shortage
in math, especially in the middle
school area," Troupe said.
They also know that special
education is a hard spot to fill because it requires very hard work
in the classroom,
combined with
"In the past an enormous
you could amount of state
always find and federal patwo or three perwork.
Meanwhile,
quality
state educaapplicants. the
tion department
Now you're wants to do a
lucky ijyou formal teacher
get one." supply and demand
study.
Roger Marcum
dC
.
Laurel County An
ongress is
looking for new
ways to enlarge
.\me1ica·s teaching force.
■
■

But those efforts won't be
much help to the 25 chemistry
students at East Jessamine High
School.
"We're proud that we've got
that many kids in AP chemistry,"
Principal Welch said. "But we are
scrambling right now to try to
,Y\ut>.- tlvi,f- fn.- n11.- e>+.,rlaTiof-~ "

Connnenlary
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Teacher education part of cycle of mediocrity
Bill Bishop
HERALD-LEADER COLUMNIST

You can take
cc)urses this fall in
sports marketing and
sports psychology in
Owingsville. But don't
look for an advanced
class in ralculus, at
least not from More' head State University, which has an ex: tended campus in the Bath County town.
Physics? Forget about it. Biology? No
· wav. Mathematics? Not this semester.
· The academic fare Morehead offers at
· its extended campuses consists of business courses (accounting and manage, ment), nurses' training and courses for

teachers. And the courses for teachers

are education about education: eleme11tary school cmTiculum, the exceptional
child, early childhood education, and the
"lizz ed" courses in sports psychology
a11d marketing.

If a Bath Count)' \l'adl('r lmppe1wrl to

be interested in toughening his knowl-

gy courses, for example, were weekend

edge within an academic area, well, it is-

n1eetings on "environmental education."
No doubt Morehead would put together a physics class in Whitesburg if
enough students signed up for a course.
But Morehead is serving teachers. And
teachers can increase their pay if they
take courses about education. There appears to be no incentive for teachers to
take advanced classes in the subject areas in which they teach.
So, in Whitesburg, there are no advanced science courses, math coun:;es, or
English courses. More than half of Morehead's courses in Whitesburg are about
education.
Contrast the extraordinary effort by
Morehead to deliver education courses to
Eastern Kentucky with Education Commissioner Wilmer S. Cody's analysis of
Kentucky schools.
The state Department of Education
noticed that "student math performance
(in Eastern Kentucky) is the lowest in the
state and is improving more slowly than
those in other areas." Part of the problem, Cody said, is that t,·achers need to

n't going to happen -- not at this campus. Nor will it al most of !\forehead's extended campuses. which rover Eastern
Kentucky like coal dust.
Most mountain weekly newspapers
carried Morehead's fall schedule in last
week's issue. This eight-page swipe of
newsprint tells as much about the problems with Kentucky l'ducation as any
other document.

Morehead is going to extraordinary
lengths dl'livering courses lo 15 Eastern
Kentucky cities - from Hi Hat to Mount
Sterling - - that, for the most part, are
devoid of traditional academic content.
Whal Morehead offers are courses

about education theory and practice. In
Prestonsburg, for example, there were
more than 30 courses in education curriculum. counseling and school management. There was not one pure advanced
course in physics, calculus, science or biology. Morehead offered two biology
courses and one math course, but all
three wen• aimed at teachers. The biolo-

know more nrnth. In ordl'r lo lw t'ffer1i\"(',
Cody said, tcal·lil'rs need "a dl'l'J) gra!--p
of the subject nmlter and skill in gelling
it across to indi\'iclual stmlenls \\'ho Je;1r11
in different \\':.l\·<"
Unfc1rtunnt~·I,. 111anv tec1dwr:-s don't
have a ··deep gr;;._,p" 0(111:ith. Cncly :-;1irveved Kcntud-:,· middle-school math
te::ichers ancl fi ;u11d that only a quarter
were malh ma.ii 11 :-; in college. f\lon' limn
half had nevl'r 1:tkl'n calculus.
Carol Stumbo. who nms till' t'duration (lppartme111's service center in tht'
mountains. w;1rnecl late lasl rear that
many of the tl'al·hers in her {·egiul1 ··lark
the knowledge liase of co11lenl and instructional strall'gies that are necessary
for student stwn·:-;s" on stale te:-st~. Sill'
recommended tlw state makt> an <·:-:Ira d
fort to train mo1111tain teaclwr:-s.
Cod)" respotl(letl. Duri11g th,· lasl
week in July. L', 1dy ferried :i:i Ea:-;t<'rn
Kentuckv teacher:-; to Berm. will're tht·\
attended· a Sfll'l'i:tl math insti111t,•. Bui ·
that special i11:-strudio11 trn1d1l'il 0111~· :::i
teachers. Thl' n•-.;t look to slatl' lllli\'t·rsities for contiJ11ii11.1~ lrai11i11g. Tlit•\' !J'lld1:1·

to l'Slt•ncltcl rn111pt1~l'S ror mon· classes

about edtH't1\io11.
/\ncl so, in Louisn. leaclll'r:-s enroll in n

Moreheml

cotlrSl' on learnin'-! t!Jeorv and
practice. but nol physics. In' Fk·mir~gsburg. then· an• cntir~t·s in l':Ir!r childhood
edui..-atim1. l>Ut 11111 in mh·cmn·~I mathe-

nrnlics. 111 Iii I lat. ,·ou rnn l<-;irn ihe latest about "!he 1\mCrica11 scc"nclnn·
school." but Ihere are 110 f\ lorl'lll'ad courses in history. English. clw111i-..1n or algebrn.
Then• is H circle of incon1pl'IL'llCV.
Children learn from teachers \\'ho d~n·t
have a "dl'l'JJ grasµ .. of conll'11L These
children tlwn bccnnw tcadll'rs in a system that sll't•r:-s th('m ;1way frnm higl1er\e\'t!l cmirs('S in \II(' subierts 1h1·,· will
C\'l'!ltuall\' h·:ich. TlH'11.' the~t· m:\\. teachers adva1i1'l' thl'ir l'Cll'l't•rs b~ 1;1king more
coursl's in t·durnti1111 thl'ory ;111d pradic<.'.
not in acadl'mil' :-:ubjt'c!s.
Chikln·n 1:1ke n1allJ frorn ;1 new nop
of 11•;1chi·rs who lia\'t' 11c·,·1•r 1:1kt·11 cakulus. and\\'(' :in· l,;1rl.; ;11 !Ill' l11•.t.:i1111ing of
tw·rlinnil~.
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ACCandMSU
approve joint
degree program
ByToMlEwlS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Higher education history was made in
Ashland today.
Ashland Community College and Morehead State
University formalized a new
joint bachelor's in busiii.Eiss
administration program,
marking the first time two
institutions of higher learning have joined forces to enable students to earn -a baccalaureate degree without
ever having to leave Ashland. ·
ACC President Angeline
Dvorak and MSU President
Ronald Eaglin this afternoon signed a cooperative.
agreement for the program,
which will begin this fall. In
the new "Two Plus Two"
BBA program, students can
take freshmen and sophomore courses at ACC and
earn an associate degree in
business technology, then
take the remaining classes
for a bachelor's degree at
MSU's Ashland Area Extended Campus Center.
"It will be as if they were
in a four-year institution,"
Dvorak said. "It truly is a
seamless program."
MSU students at the Ashland center could already
earn baccalaureate degrees
in business, nursing, elementary education and general studies, Eaglin said. But
some necessary classes were
offered infrequently, making
scheduling difficult. The new
arrangement will give students
more scheduling flexibility.
That's good news for Ashland-area residents who want
to get a business degree but,
for family or financial reasons,
cannot travel to Morehead or
elsewhere foi: upper-level
courses, Dvorak said.
The collaboration is also significant, coordinators say, because it is the formalization of
a relationship between schools
from two power bases, the
community college system and
the regional university sector.
Gov. Paul Patton has called for
more cooperation and less duplication among those schools.
"It's going to ensure greater

606-783-2030

cooperation and understanding
so that as programs change,
students aren't hurt in the process," Eaglin said.
"We have to maximize our
resources, and we have to keep
the student at the center,"
Dvorak echoed. "We're not in
the turf war business anymore."
The "Two Plus Two" program will be a joining of
ACC's and MSU's business
curricula, said Terry Elliott,
program coordinator and assistant professor of accounting
at MSU's Ashland center.
"Economically, we're the
best bargain in the Tri-State,"
Elliott added.
Eaglin said distance learning
technology - including the Internet and interactive video will also be an integral part of
the program, connecting the

Ashland center with the main
campus.
,
Elliott, who has taught at
MSU's Ashlan~ center for
eight years, preyiously taught
at ACC for five years and has
lived in Ashland much of his
life. As a· resident, he hoped
the "Two Plus Two" added to
the city's revitalization efforts.
"Economically; as you know,
Northeast Kentucky has taken
some hits,'" he s'aid, dating all
the way back to the coal slump
of the 1970s. "Experts :11ationwide tell us education 'qs the
key to development."
There are no target goals for
initial enrollment in the "Two
Plus Two" program. But
Dvorak said coordinators are
contacting current students
and recent ACC graduates to
see if they're interested.
MSU and ACC .officials.are
already considering :similar
joint programs in nursing and
education, Dvorak said.
There is already a need for
more nurses, she said, and
population tre_nds show a high
percentage of elementary and
secondary teachers will be
ready to retire in five years.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL• TUESDAY. AUGUST 11, 1998

Business degree offered in Ashland
ASHLAND,_ Ky. - Ashland Community College and Morehead
State Un)v~rs1ty ~ave appr_o~ed a _new joint program that will offer a
bachelor s in business admin1strat1on, a first for both institutions.
. ACC President Angeline Dvorak and MSU President Ronald Ea lin
signed the.agreement yesterday; it will take effect this fall.
g
. Students will be able to earn a baccalaureate degree without leaving Ashland. Students ~an take fre~hman and sophomore courses at
ACC and_ e~rn an associate degree in business technology, then take
the remaining classes for a bachelor's degree at Morehead's Ashland
Area Extended Campus Center.
"It will be as if they were in a four-year institution," Dvorak said.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Tuesday, August 11, 1998

■

ASHLAND

Schools approve Joint program: Ashland
Community College and Morehead State
University approved a new joint bachelor's in
business administration program yesterday, a
first for both institutions. Students will be able to
earn a baccalaureate degree without leaving
Ashland. ACC President Angeline Dvorak and
MSU President Ronald Eaglin signed the agreement, which takes effect this fall. In the new
"Two Plus Two" BBA program, students can
take freshmen and sophomore courses at ACC
and earn an associate degree in business technology, then take the remaining classes for a bachelor's degree at MSU's Ashland Area Extended
Campus Center. "It will be as if they were in a
four-year institution," Dvorak said. "It truly is a
seamless program." MSU students at the Ashland
center already could earn baccalaureate degrees
in business, nursing, elementary education and
general studies, Eaglin said. But some necessary
classes were offered infrequently, making scheduling difficult The new arrangement will give
students more scheduling flexibility.
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But it's no laughing matter crunch is that some teacher ab~
when school•.employees are mak- s~ces are.~~/ie<l.b}'. the_ imposi~{
ing frantic· phone calls at 5:30. tion of higher ->iicadem,c stan<,

~~;~,fgt!li;,t:~dis!i~~~ n~~~-t~oti~!s~ : : masti~stri~ has about 5,4~/l~
; vert1smgf raismg P.ay and en:~: lege. . •.
teachf;. durmg the 177-day.,.. ,self.scrapmg tor substitutes after
!:!owering.AIJl\lificiitio'ns they M>-:: ,,.The P~.@ows people to schdo\( -~ :--: the equi_valent of ·-::·ne(federal Way school ~strict
:.~repar(i;(orfa11;:·h& takealiiimiiiliii~i~~esigne<! closet_"[0 m\lhonteachmgd~ys. tl_!is~ummerb~~nshopp1ttgfor
, ''f Kentti~ky- has de.oded to let by the l@"scltoof. ilistrict, then It used substitutes for the eqmva- filll-time teachers.
]bme distpcts hire 1\ substitutes get em~cy certification as
lent of 60,000 teaching days but
"I noticed a lot of my subs are
,,with just a; high school diploma. substitute;~',
f;:'"~. couldn't find substitutes for getting hired," said Louwsma,
"'IVlichigan ~;considerilig allowing
In J ~ n County, educat~.£i, 2,000.
who handles substitutes for the
.!~bbs wit11,.1fte. equiv~t._?f tw:<!,. notice!l,1'1at.tl,ie booming eco;Q';t
T.? ~tice m?re ~u!istitu!e~. Federal Way ·schools. "So I'm
'..llil3rs'..c()~ilfftt.il½li'ef.'stlilll!illre'c, my,hlisiiiadf)iOthf!!'♦-~<lJ:'k more~. the district now.;1s ra1s1ng mmt• pounding the'.•-pavement here in
Wfigljmg;.,
, . , ' ;t)'ie)ll'Ulllbet, :of;. triii:tive(fot:mlii:lt.!teaciiers, es~;· mum daily pa:y;:.~o $60 from $53, August to get 'new subs in."
:,days_"_·':ilia
___...f .. ,_•. li;&jn Vroi:k:t :' .: clilllf_ ·s~tittlles often :te;_'! and top pay ,to $9~;:17 from $87.
Louwspia'.s 22,~P,ttpil dis·:;'\¥:rn\M~ )I; .. ,~1:b~.;:dis:!. .. cc!ive ilaily;~y:'fatJfiti!ow regtihii';
But the. group that approved trict between .Tacoma al)d Seattle
.,ffi~;::;z:; ~clii'llnnepen8ent;"·;_ siilimes~rib\llei'i~ts.
:;:,:.,:, the pilot program was also wary had one day· last year,-when 12
'lWilin',!:'.rktit_~'ll~ll1,;W@"en_·_;-'aiid:,. -~-~iivem~,-;:and:.· Decem!Jef about it. .,::\ ·
percent of its teachers,:and other
· Sbeloif~--:~
•
fii ::Jet ·. were::,<lifficiilf:t'riiortl:hs for .us,~
"We heed .. tci be very, very staff were absent. "l;here must
''i."l,;;i;'ialli':¥Kil> • ll\ifescinlo'.'c'!ass:,: · saiil';Pilffi'il["'Iof;:si.tbstitute i;Jior. careful witll,openirig the door and have been something 'In the air,"
~tii's·;~".l!s tut'efj''after'eii'cti "diruii&-',for--:Tiftersoh~Couitty pul): letting anyone iii the classroom." she said.

c~:sh~~. :n:/~~i;~~
are called in to teach, and distri~ them out of classroo~.
.,
must compete fo~ the same teacJt , ,
"You can either!ijay more or/
ers. ; '. ;·,:-.:~;')""you can lower stan/lards," said,i
A 1><><>1 of 300 subs at Fede.,il: · Warren Fletcher, a Los Angeles l
Way kounds big for a district;. substitute teacher who's been do-,\
with 2,350 employees, but "they're;· ,Ing the job for 15 years and~
either busy, not wanting to,.~ork::r.1 makes $131.26 a day - the high;jl
that day, they want a three-dat•· '.end of substitute pay.
_;.:j
weekend, too, or they're·working ,
But Fletcher, head of the su!j:.1
for another district,~ Louwsma ; stitute teacher cauclis of the Na,::
laments.
~
'. .
: tional Education }jAssocia.tiori;';
Even less amusing is that stu- .' makes no more thait,1a suh witlj)
dents, in hours and days that add r: no experience. Train'tid to teach\
up over 12 years,,may be de.:. English, he's been "thrust into.,
prived of insbjidion by qualifie<f many other classes, even those for,\
teachers.
: .;
.I the deaf and hard of: hea110g al,;''
One paradox·of the current though he cannot sigti.
.
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Superintendent, MSU professors
question survey of new teachers
By SEAN KELLY
Staff Writer
A state survey of Kentucky's

those two areas, which are

major keys in the Kentucky
Education Reform Act (KERA).
And two Morehead State University professors questioned

newest elementary teachers

whether the negative response

revealed that at least a quarter
thought they were "moderately
, or very poorly" prepared to use
. technology and portfolios in

from some of the new teachers

classroom instruction.

But Rowan County's school

'.superintendent said new local
tteachers have performed well in

'•!'--~
''
\':-

.

said Tim Dedman, a member of
the Education Professional Standards Board:
..
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was due to first-job jitters rather
than actual ability.
A telephone survey com.mis-

sioned by the Kentucky Institute for Education Research
interviewed 1,146 of the sate's
5,569 newest first, second and

third-grade teachers.
Only 8 percent said they were
poorly prepared to teach. But
when asked about preparation
in three specific areas - assessments such as writing portfolios,

technology and student discipline - the numbers who said
they weren't ready jumped significantly .
Twenty-four percent said
they weren't well prepared to
use portfolios, and 30 percent

were not prepared to uSe tech•
noiogy, such as computers.

Another 23 percent )Vere not
ready to address student discipline problems, the survey said.
Kay Freeland, Rowan County
superintendent, said that new
teachers conring into the district
are prepared in the technology
and portfolio areas.
"The feedback we are getting
from the classroom is that (new)
teachers are better prepared
than they ever have been," she
said.
"The teachers we're getting

now know about portfolios and

~~d~~s

~:~~: ~~~!:~rth~~~k~1

The district hires about a
handful of new teachers each
year, Freeland said.

Mark and Edna Schack MSU
education professors, said they

teach future teachers the "best
practicesn concept, based on
research of other programs

throughout the U.S.

"The best practices consistent
with the profession happens to

be consistent with KERA" Mark
Schack said.

'

Edna Schack said training in
~ssessment ~nd technology is
mcorporated. ifr her classes.

"l wasn't totally ·surprised"
she said of the state survey
results. But she speculated the

assessment," Freeland said.
"Teachers are bringing portfolios to their int.erviews. I encour•

negative responses may have

"You don't find new teachers

more to do with apprehension
about the teachers' first jobs.

age all new teachers to do that."

afraid of computers," she added.
"Most have grown up with technology."

"l think with any job you go
to, you have a certain amount of

apprehension," Edna Schack
said. "No one feels 100 percent
prepared for any position they
take."
"It depends on what their
(new teachers') expectations

are," Mark Schack said. Assuming that college will totally prepare teachers for actual classroom situations "is more than
anyone could expect," he added.

"We want students to be the
best teachers they can be," Edna

Schack said, which "overlaps

with KERA."
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Ahead of tinies
Cooperation between Morehead State
and ACC predates Patton's reforms
The creation of a program some. classes needed to comto offer a bachelor's degree plete a degree, and students
in business administration have (!ither had to delay comin Ashland is just the latest pleting their degrees until
example of a cooperative the required classes were ofspirit between Ashland Com- fered in Ashland or take the
munity College and More- needed classes on campus in
head State University that Morehead. In other words,
has existed since well before one could earn ii four-year
Gov. Paul Patton's higher ed- degree in Ashland - but not
ucation reforms were en- necessarily within four
acted.
years.
In fact, when it comes to
In announcing the new
developing closer ties be- "Two Plus Two" BBA, ACC
tween the state's postsecond- President Angeline Dvorak
ary vocational schools, com- said it would be a "seamless
munity colleges and four- program" making it possible
year universities, Morehead for students to take the restate, Ashland Community quired courses without deCollege and what is now lays.
,
known as Ashland Vocational College are well ahead
Our hope is that the BBA
· of the game. Paul Patton was program is just the first of a
number of academic prostill lieutenant governor grams that will make it easiwhen MSU, ACC and the
then-Kentucky Tech, Ash- er for students to earn bachland campus, unveiled an elor degrees in Ashland. For
agreement that would create many who because of work
a closer working relationship or family obligations or a
between the three schools lack of funds cannot attend
and make it easier for them college on the MSU campus,
to offer joint programs.
"Two Plus Two" makes it
Since that time, it has been possible for them to · earn
possible for individuals to their degrees. That, in turn,
earn four-year degrees in eventually should help the
several areas in Ashland by region's economy by creating
taking lower level courses at a better educated workforce.
ACC and upper level classes
A n)llllber of area leaders
at MSU's Ashland Center. have long campaigned for the
The new business adminis- creation of a four-year coltratiori program just makes lege in Ashland, but that is
it easier for students to earn not financially feasible. Howbachelor degrees in Ashland.
ever, "Two Plus Two" is the
In the past, MSU has infre- . ·next best thing to having a
quently offered in . Ashland ,.,. 'four:'yeai- college.
·
- ---
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Ask McConnell
to change position
The 1996 federal welfare law ere- ,.
ated new barriers that have forced
many student-parents to leave behind their hopes and efforts toward
obtaining education and:job skills.
The law restricts recipients to only
one year of postsecondary education
before they must also work 20 hours
a week, in addition to being full-time
students and parents.
I am a student at Morehead State
and have met many parents who are
struggling with the stress of classes,
Jobs, day care, commuting and parenting. Many have been forced to
quit, always with the words, "I'll finish someday."
An important bill is moving
through Congress which could improve the chances for low-income
Kentuckians to get the education
and training needed for living-wage
jobs.
On July 9, the Senate passed an
amendment sponsored by U.S. Sen.
Paul Wellstone to the Higher Education Act. The amendment says states
may.allow welfare recipients to go to
school for two years before they
must also work an additional 20
hours a week.
It would also remove teen parents
from a 30 percent cap on recipients
who can take part in education.
Since teens are required to be in
school, this cap limits the number of
non-traditional students who can
count college or vocational training
as_ their work activity.
In September, a committee ofsena_tors and representatives will negotiate the final version of this bill.
Our own Sen. Mitch·McConnell is
on this conference committee. He
voted against the Wellstone amendment in July.
·.c.
Citizens of Kentucky should cont~ct Senator McConnell and urge
hnn to reconsider his position.
Please support the Wellstone
Amendment to the Higher Education
Act! .
.. ,, ..
·
For !IlOre information; Cjll 'Ken- .
tuckians For The Commi>hwealtli at '

(606) 633-5803.

. Judy Hines, member

Kentuckians For Commonwealth
·
· ·- Morehead
.
.,,

RICHMOND, Ky; -Two veteran ·Eastern Kentucky Universil)' administrators have been promoted to vice president in an admimstra- THE COURIER-JOURNAL .- SPORTS • SATURDAY, AUGUST 15. 1998
tive realignment announced by President Robert Kustra.
James R. Clark, director of planning and budget, has been named
vice president for government relations and planning. Doug Whit. .
.
IS
!ock, _executiye assistant to Kustra, becomes vice president for admin1strattveservices.
'
'!'
,., ,
Also, C.E. Baldwin, previously vice president for business affairs,
·
·
·
J
becomes vice president for financial affairs and treasurer. ·
· From C-J d s ·a1 o·
· · · ·
..
···" ... ;•;
The appointments will become effective Monday. . . .
,·
• :, .~. P~
ispatches ~
Morehead has-been tablied to finish
Kustra, Eastern Kentucky's president since July 2,.said no positions , .. Morehe;r Staie U~e~•ty'<".; . ·. (ourth in the !();team OVC, with Mur- ·
1 · semor
were created by the realignment. "My objectives. were a- more equita- volleyball la er Laure
my State thiril. Murray's Krista Shu- ·
hie di".lsion _of _a<f:mi~istra_tive _responsib. ility, better,utiJizatio_n ?f the /·Louisville ~a~ H~ ~~key ~m . Imard, ajuni~r outside h(tter, is an !111· ,
expertise of existing staff.members and a more. accurate reflect1on-of tieen naiiied ·to the all-Ohi:OJa11 as league selection. Qefendmg champion
the_levels of responsibility," he said. . . .
·
. Conference preseason first-team. ey Southeast Mis_souri has been picked
" · '""· .. · ·
: .. The 5-foot-10 Mackey,. an ·outside· ~~ h~:eat, with Eastern. Kentucky
hitter, has· made the all-conference
g ·
team the past two seasons, and last
s~ason she led the league with 4.83 ·
kills a game.
· · •. ·· ·

More·head"s Mac'~e
I\! y . named.
preseason
. aII o~ ic ID
. VOIIe,vb'aII

I
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sitions of increasing responsibility, including director of
equal opportunity affairs and
director of selection and placement, his current post.
He is a member of the executive committee of the national
board of directors of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored• People.
treasurer of the NAACP's Special Contribution Fund and a
director of the Boyd County
NAACP chapter.
Earlier this year. Whitehead
was one of six candidates considered for the national chairmanship of the NAACP.

He has also helped Gov. Paul
Patton select the heads of cabinets that run the state, is vice
chairman of the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education and chairs the council's
Committee on Equal Opportunity.
Whitehead is also a Kentucky State University trustee
and a member of the excutive
committee of the school's foundation board.

Chuck WhHehead

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Al's
charitable
arm has
new boss

Friday, August 14,_ 1998.

Chuck Whitehead
takes reins from
Judy Thomas
By KENNETH HART
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Chuck
Whitehead has been
named president of the
Ashland Inc. Foundation,
the company's charitable
giving arm.
He replaces Judy B.
Thomas,. who retired last
month.
In his new post, Whitehead will have broad responsibilities for community affairs activities,
corporate contributions
and Ashland's Equal Opportunity Finance Unit.
He will report to J. Dan
Lacy, vice president of
corporate comm uni cations.
Whitehead, who has
long been active in minority and community af. '
fairs on a local, state and
national level, will relo,
cate to Covington, where
Ashland plans to move
its corporate headquar-. •
ters by the. end of the 1
•!• ~, j ,._hi,
year.
. , -•J .. , - •
Ashland spokesman
Stan Lampe said there
may be some as-yet undetermined changes in the·
foundation's operating
procedures following the
move, "but on the whole,
our foundation has always had a focus on.edu-. .,.
cation, and it would be
most unlikely thatwould · change."
Whitehead, a native- of
Clarksdale, Miss.; joined·.
Ashland in 1963, lir.. its
credit department,. He- •1"'
later transferred ' tci, the · ~};-:.r-.,~~u~;i;;-;7:,m~:,,....,...~t {· ''! i:-:,,i,1~-, ""'·~•..:. • .Jt!·i!I • J"~·•·'rfr/t.Jftit'"~'-·;,t,1~;_:p¾{:lty::TOM LEWIS / OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
human resources departc::~·; ".:~-- 1 ,
ment, where he held. po•
.:,,<"'<.
Wesley Holbrook uses a concrete saw to cut part work will create a tiered effect leading from the
of a wall built during the second phase of .the Little Bell Tower to the Camden-Carroll Library, at
Moreheaq State University tower project. The · a cost of about $100,000.
,.
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Bailey speaks of heritage at MSI
Says region should depend on itself
By TOM LEWIS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - With his
trademark blend of cynical
humor, bluntness and sincerity, state Sen. Benny Ray Bailey on Wednesday told Eastern
Kentuckians where to turn for
answers to the region's generations-old problems of poverty,
inadequate schools and low
self-esteem.
·
"Cast down your buckets
where you are. No one's going
to come in and save you," Bailey told Morehead State University's faculty and staff at a
convocation kicking off the
school's fall semester. "If you
won't do it yourself, no one
will do- it for you."
Bailey, a health care admin-.
istrator who has served in the
Kentucky legislature since
1979, pointed to Appalachia's
rich - but oft forgotten - history.
The Scotch-Irish. settlers
who made the region their
liome were the most educated
large group of people who immigrated to America. The
church-affiliated, co-ed schools
they founded became a model
for the nation. And several
U.S. presidents came from the
region, Bailey said.
"But what happened· to Appalachia?" he asked.
The Civil War era divided
families and made it dangerous for children to walk to
school, and by the 1880s, :1 generation· had grown up without
school.
Then "do-gooders from the
North" came south and said
the schools that remained
were not effective and needed
to be consolidated, he said.
Northern reformers also decided that the region's. dialect
was bad, even though it predated William Shakespeare by
100 years"' They made Ap•
palachian residents feel bad
about their customs, dances,
religion and language, in essence pressing the culture out
of the people.
"We went th,ough generations .of laughing at- our own
until we became very selfconscious people," Bailey said.
": ... Americans decided a long
time ago that Hillbilly ain't
beautiful.''
:He found it ironic that key
facets of education reform in
Kentucky, like site-based councils and the ungraded primary,
could be found in Appalachian
schools 50 years ago.

.
:Bailey offered some cymcal
solutions to the region's prob!~ms._
.
,Build Central Kentucky Umversity in Pikeville as an offset
t? E_aste:n Kentucky, Univers1ty m Richmond. Entice large
factories and businesses in
Central Kentucky to move
their corporate headquarters
to Eastern Kentucky, much as
high-profile utility companies
and hospital chains in this region are headquartered in Lexington. Move the state's Appalachian Research Center
from Lexington to some location actually in Appalachia.
"Or we can be serious and
say we are a commonwealth,
and we can't be a commonwealth building one region at a time," he said.
He called on MSU to develop
leaders who understand the
technical aspects of society but
retain an understanding of the
people and culture here.
Perhaps Microsoft owner
Bill Gates will one day create
another "Silicon Valley" here,
Bailey said. "But don't count

on it."

Bailey, a Hindman Democrat represents Johnson
Floyd, Breathitt and Knott
counties in the Kentucky Senate. His term runs through
2000.
After Bailey's speech, MSU
President Ronald Eaglin said
he shared the goal of nurturing leaders who will return to
their hometowns and make a
difference. But he added that
MSU also suffers because of its
location in seeking fmancial
support, both state and pri· vate, which makes it hard to
totally fulfill its mission.
Eaglin said the university is
launching a new fund-raising
initiative, and he called on
MSU's faculty and staff to set
the example.
"In order to do this, we have
to help ourselves," he said.
"It's time to quit griping about
how much we make in comparison to other benchmarks.
We have to think in terms of
the whole and let the tide raise
all of it."
Fall semester registration at
MSU begins today, and classes
begin Monday.
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Making the gr~~e earns
money for college
Scholarship plan to aid
Kentucky high schoolers
By LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Ivy Davis, a freshman
at Frankfort High School, has heard that
good grades pay off.
But starting this school year, the payoff for
Kentucky high school students is an actual
payday. Students now are eligible for lotteryfinanced scholarships to attend college in the
state - with the most money going to the
students with the best grades.
"It should make everybody work harder to
get-good grades if they get paid for them,':
said Ivy, who already 1s thinking about college.
.
By the time Ivy and her class of 2002 fmish high school, the state expects to be
spending $47 million for good grades by students across Kentucky. Tfte program was approved by the Genera[ Ass~mbly thi~ year.
The scholarships promise a tu1t1on break
of up to $2 500 a year for straight-A students
in this ye~r's freshman class. That's about
the cost of attending a state college or tech. nical school, though the scholarships also
' can be used at accredited private institutions.
But even students with as low as a C-plus
average can earn some tuition help.

And all students, not just freshmen. will
get a shot at a slice of the money. For instance, seniors can earn up to $800 in tuition
discounts for top grades and a high score on
the ACT college-entrance exam.
As school resumes across the state, counselors and students alike say that the lottery
scholarships are an important new feature
for Kentucky high schools - an incentive for
students to take their studies more seriously. ·
Wil Rhodes, 15, a sophomore at Frankfort
High, said his mother, a state employee, has
told him he should try to maximize how
much scholarship help he can get over the
next three years.
· "She already told me she wants me to
work harder1" he said. 11 I guess I will."
"The scholarship makes )'.OU feel like
you're working for something 1f you don't already have that at home," .added Jay Seltsam, a Frankfort sophomore. "My parents already put a little pressure on me to do well,
and that's good."
Richard ·Bedwell, a counselor at Trigg
County High School, said the scholarships
could prove to be an inducement for harder
work because they provide targets t!tat all
students can reach. Even students without
top grades can still get some money.
·
"It's going to be a great program because
it reaches that middle group of students, the
ones ·with a 3.2 grade-point average who
score in the low 20s on. the ACT and come

from middle-class fatnilies

1"

he said. "Those

See SCHOIARSHIP

)Scholarship plan to help students

:a

1/fl;'
1
/

'

The new Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship pr4ra1m' will us
lottery profits to provide scholarships to Kentucky colleges Md triide
schools. The state will provide the college help based on Sti.Jienls~; brad
in high school and their highest score an the ACT college-e(ltrancfl' exam.
This year's seniors will be eligible for the amounts listed below. Thbse
totals will begin accumulating this year for Students in,otheii high fchool
grades. The amou~ts would be available for e~_ch year Of c~l/~gei

:continued
•are the students who don't win merit
:scholarships and don'I qualify for
;scholarships based on need," he said,
· "and those are the kids we've been
:missinn in Kentucky."
.. Critics rais;ed concerns that 1he
:program might pressure teachers to
:give students higher grades thah they
• deserve. but counselors said it is
:more likely to back up teachers
"'Straining lo coax good academic
: work out of their pupils.
Teachers will like that the new lot:1cry scholarships are tied to grades
• beginning in the freshman year, said
Elsa Spurlock. a counselor at Hazard
·:11igh.
· "We've got too many seniors who
·wait until their last semester to become concerned about their accom:
•plishments." she said. "This really
: seems to address progress.··
PROPONENTS SAY lhe pro·gram's sliding scale - one that sets
:aside $643 in annual scholarships for
:C-plus students with only an a\·erage
•ACT score - might prompt high
:school students to start studying
~harder starting this year.
, "This initiative has the potential to
; change an entire culture throughout
-Kentucky that has not encouraged
:rnou~h kid'i to continue lhrir cduca·lion af11ir hir;h school," said !:i1•n. Tim
:Shaughnessy, the Louisville L>emo. crat who muscled the scholarship bill
:through lhis year's legisla!Ure. "This
•should help kids take grades a lot
:more seriously and help parents pay
lot more attention to the academic
, progress of their kids."
: The key to the program now is
·making parents, teen-agers and
:school officials aware of the new
•payday. Despite the millions of dol: la rs invoked, the bill never captured
. widespread public attention during
· its arduous journey through !he legis• lature. And even now, with !he mon•ey in place, news of the program is
~ making its wav to students slowly.
Earlier this· month, Go\.·. Paul Pat•
Ion mailed 200.000 packages to Ken•
,lucky high school students explain·ing !he merit scholarships. But when
'.u'iked aboul lhc program, ~c\'eral stu:dcnts lingering on the Frankfort I ligh
,campus on a recent afternoon re•
':sponded with blank looks.
• And some guidance counselors
;,;aid last week that lhcy have ye! to

HOW MUCH STUDENTS CAN G
FROM MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS.
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"The scholarship makes you feel like you're working for something," said Jay Seltsam, a Frankfort sophomore.

receive any official information,
which they say they need before they
slar1 talking up the scholnrships.
"I sure wish the slate would send
me a bunch of information," said
Mark Browning, the counselor at
Pendleton County fligh School in
Falmouth. "When we get it properly
advertised and we can talk about it
directly to students, it should have
quite an influence. But I ha\·e yel to
receive any document or memo that
outlines the program."
Bobby Edwards, a counselor at
Hart County High School, agreed. "It
will make a difference," he said, "as
soon as we can fully explain ii and
help students set a goal - say here's
what you need to do."
,
THE NEW Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship is modeled
after a 5-year-old lottery scholarship
program in Georgia that has been
wildly popular.
Supporters say the program gets
parents and studenls focused on the
quality or their high school work and
promises students with only decent
grades help in attending a state university, community college or lechni-

cal school. In Kentucky, even students at private high schools are eligible for the scholarships.
The stale will place lhc money in
accounts each year based on high
school grades and exam scores. As
long .ts students keep up their grades
in college, the money will keep coming.
"This should increase access lo
college for a lot of students and also
encourage more of the very capable
students to go fo college here in Kentucky,'' said Education Commissioner
Wilmer Cody.
THE SCHOLARSHIP pro~ram
is being run by lhe Kentucky ll1ghcr
Education Assistance Authority,
which also oversees lhe state's Other
college-aid programs. Those include
scholarships based on financial need,
which also got a boost from Shaughnessy's bill.
To gel the grades-based scholarships off !he ground. the stale Educalion Department will undertake the
formidable job or recording individual high school students' grades from
semester to semester - Ifie first time
the state has kept such records.

Jim Parks. a spokesman for the department, said that accounling for
the scholnrships will r<'quire the stale
lo lrnck the grndcs of nl>out 220,000
public and private high schoolers .
The state Council on Poslsecondary Education will also participate
by setting a core curriculum used to
determine the grade-point averages.
And the KHEM will notify parents
at the end of each school year how
much scholarship money their children have earned toward college.
MIKE DAVIS, the counselor at
Frankfort High, said as soon as the
state provides official details, he is
read)'. to start pitching the program.
He hkes the program's promise because it plar.s to a group of students
who haven t felt as if scholarship
programs were directed toward them.
"A lot of students just don't see
themselves working toward scholarships," Davis said. "We've got a ton
of students who make good grades,
hut you add in all of the students in
lhe state or put them up against kids
from across the nation, and there is a
lot of difference between having n 4.0
GPA and having a 3.7."
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An example from lhe Kentucky
·
Higher Educallon Asslslance Authorlly:

· , · .·
, ,

If John, a high school freshman in 1998-99, makes a 2.8 grad~PQini.
average at the end of the school year, the Kentucky Higher Edl,lca'.tion
Assistance Authority will send him a letter letting him know he wlJI ·rec •
a $200 scholarship for each year he attends an eligible Kentuci\t"J.
•
postsecondary institution. If he makes a 3.0 at the end of his s~nomore •
year, he w,n be eligible for a $250 scholarship that will be add
the
$200 scholarship and provide $450 for each year of college. T11 proce
will be repeated for his remaining two years of high school.
i
John also takes the ACT twice during his junior year and mak~, sea
of 23 and 24; however, he takes the test again during his seniofyear an
improves his score to 26. He then becomes eligible for a bonus.sward
$428, which is based on his highest ACT sco,e attained by 1he date al ~lgtr.
school graduation, for each year he attends an ellgible Kentucky
•
postsecondary institution.
1
\
•

'°

ct:

li

Shaughnessy said he is confident
the program will eventually win the
widespread approval he thought
might help it sail through the General Assembly. "I wish that a lot more

people knew about it, tiut it's new
and there's a strategy for communieating its merits," he said. "That mif
take a little time, but 1 th.ink it's ri,ing to catch on pretty quick."
. .;.
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MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S RUN

EKU, Morehead stars triumph
By Chip Cosby

Top finishers

HERAI.DUADER STAFF WRITER

Skimming through the
waves of contestants crossing
the finish line during last night's
}lidsummer Night's Run, it became pretty obvious that this
was a race for everybody.
There was young and old,
big and small, walkers, runners
- even a man dressed up in a
Spider Man outfit.
"That's what makes this
event so unique," director Lynn
Wiseman said. "It seems like
every corner of society is represented."
Not surprisingly, though, the
first to cross the finish line in
the men's and women's 5K races
were both competitive runners.
Jamie King, who will enter
her final year of track eligibility
at Eastern Kentucky University,
won the women's division with a
time of 17:29.
The men's race was won by
Tony Teats, a track and cross
country athlete at Morehead State
University, who finished in 14:59.
While
the
Midsummer
Night's Run focuses more on
participation than anything else,
both winners looked at the event
as a chance for competition.
"I didn't enter the race to get
second," said Teats, a senior at
Morehead. "I've always loved
this race. I finished eighth three
years ago, but unfortunately I
was hurt in (1996) and had a
schedule conflict last year."
Last night marked the first
time King ran the Midsummer
Night's Run
"I just started getting into
road racing, and this was a race
that everybody was talking
about," King said. "I've never
been in a race with this many
people before."
Officials estimated nearly
10,000 participants in both divisions.
"The beginning was very
strange," King said. "There were

Men

Paul Erway won the 5K wheelchair division in 13:12.

Above: EKU runner Jamie
King won in her race debut.
Right: Tony Teats of Morehead State said his second
wind helped him to victory.
little kids all over the place, and
it was a logjam at the start. But
it was really a fun race to be in."
King won despite feeling what
she called "less than her best."
"I struggled throughout the
race," she said. "At one point, I

fell back to third. For a while
there I was worried how I was
going to finish, but I just had to
suck it up and pull through."
King cTossed the finish line at
Mill and Vine streets just ahead
of Donna Anderson, who finished

1. Tony Teats ..••...... 14:59
2. Henna Haava ........ 15:07
3. Daniele Keech ....... 15:10
4. Davis Machungo ...... 15:15
5. Jeff Faith ........... 15:20
6. Mike Snyder......... 15:25
7. Salta Ogawa ........ 15:30
8. Cam Hurbert ........ 15:35
9. Paul Gilvin .. , . , ..... 15:37
10. Tim Menoher ........ 15:40
Women's
1. Jamie King.......... 17:29'
2. Donna Anderson ...... 17:36
3. Christina Brown .....• 17:41
4. Mandy Jones ........ 18:13
5. Sara Grabill •.......• 18:28
6. Stacey Bitz ......... 18:44
7. Hopey Newkirk ....... 19:12
8. Kara Goetz ...•..... 19:18
9. Leslie Swigert •..•..• 19:40
10. Robin Lawhorn •...... 19:42

in 17:36. Christina Brown took
third with a time of 17:41.
Last year's winner, Hopey
Newkirk, finished seventh at 19:12.
Teats pulled away at the 2mile mark, separating himself
from defending champ Henna
Haava. Haava finished with a
time of 15:07, while Daniele
Koech took third at 15:10.
"I was very lucky to win,"
Teats said. "Two-thirds of the
way through, I got my second
wind and really began to pick
things up," ·
Despite the festive theme of
the whole event, both runners
talked afterward about how
challenging the race was.
"It's tough competition,"
Teats said. "I saw a lot of runners that I run against from
EKU and other schools. Of
course you tend to run faster
times on the road, but that's really the only difference."
King said, "This race gave
me a very good workout, much
more than I expected."
Paul Erway won the wheelchair division with a time of
13:12.
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Will new rule
do more harm
than it helps?
By Mark Story
HERALD-lEADER STAFF WRITER

The potential abuses that could
arise from the new NCAA work policy for college athletes seem more
nwnerous than sand in the desert
The new rule allows scholarship athletes to work during the
school year. Athletes on full
scholarship can earn up to $2 000
in outside income.
'
The rule also allows universities or athletics boosters· to attain
jobs for athletes.
"There are so many potential
problems with this thing, it's unreal," says Murray State Athletics
Director E.W. Dennison.
Areas to watch:
■ Recruiting violations.
It is not hard to imagine the promise of a
don't-really-have-to-doany-work job and guaranteed extra income becoming a big part of recruiting pitches.
Kentucky
football
coach Hal Mumme was
asked if he feared that the
new rule could lead to ...
"Recruiting violations
and stuff?" Mumme said
finishing the question'.
"You bet. There may be
kids with their hands aut
that we're going to lose
out on in this. We're not
going to promise anybody a job. But if kids
have their hands out, we
don't want them at Kentucky anyway."
■ Introducing
widespread recruiting abuses
into non-revenue sports.
The $2,000 limit on income
from jobs applies only to athletes
on full athletic scholarships. Competitors in some non-revenue
sports are on partial scholarships.
In their case, they can earn up to
$2,000 more than the cost of a full
scholarship at their school.
Kentucky swimming coach
Gary Conelly abhors the new
work rule. He fears that particularly gung-ho swimming schools
are going to use it to promise athletes additional aid.
"We won't do it at Kentucky
but there are going to be schooIJ
who are going to use this in 'the
wrong way," Conelly said. 'Tm really afraid of what this thing
could lead to."
■ Pay for no work.
College athletes always have
been able to work during the
summer. And there always have
been rumors of athletes receiving
pay for jobs in which they didn't
do any actual work.

"I've seen what has gone on
over the years, the worst of this
(summer jobs) program," UK Athletics Director C.M. Newton said.
"~reating jobs. The promise of jobs
without havmg to do work then
signing off on it, bogus situations."
If schools use the new rule to
cheat, Newton has some advice
for the NCAA.
"They should drill those
schools," Newton said.
■ Big pay for little work.
There is another related issue.
\Yhat if athletes - particularly
big-name athletes - are in work
situations that involve gratuities?
What
if
the
star
·quarterback/restaurant waiter earns
$2,000 in tips in one night? What if
the star point guard/pizza delivery
man gets a $500 tip for one run?
"This is a question of institutional oontroL" said Bob Oliver, a director of membership services for
~e NC~ "If the star quarterback
t~ working at Chili's and gets a $200
tip on . a $30 bill, clearly there's
something wrong. That's something
the institution needs to catclt"
■. Make a little, lose a lot.
Right now, scholarship athletes from economically disadvantaged backgrounds are eligible for
Pell Grants from the federal government.
To get the grant, an applicant
submits to a federal needs analysis
based upon the income-tax form
submitted by a player's family.
It is unclear as yet whether
money earned under the
new NCAA work program will count against
the Pell Grant standards.
Applicants
could
earn as much as $3,000
under the Pell Grant
guidelines this year, said
Sandy Bell, UK's assistant athletic director for
compliance.
If the money ·earned
under the work program
counts toward the Pell
Grant income standard
then it is conceivable
needy athletes actually
could wind up losing
money in the long run by
working. Income earned
this year could mean less
Pell Grant money next
year,
■ Make a . little,
lose a lot Il.
•·
Which brings us to
another issue. What if a
student-athlete with marginal grades takes a job to earn
some spe,:iding money, runs out
of study time, flunks out and loses a $10,000 scholarship?

that

■ Inequity between schools.
Wouldn't you think that St
John's, located. in New •York City
would figure to benefit more fro~
this rule lrulll say, Miss~ppi State?
.. There 1_s, after all, a fairly sig?ificant difference betwee1i"'the
Job markets in the Big Apple and
Starkville.
.
.
And isn't this rule going to increase the stratification between
the elite athletic schools - with a
bevy of eager boosters willing to
line up jobs for players - as opposed to smaller schools without
similar resources? ·
■ Celebrity problems.
The rule specifically states that
businesses cannot use the athletes
in any form of advertising. So in
theory, that use of celebrity never
should become an issue.
That doesn't mean a famous
athlete - a Tim Couch or a Scott
Padgett - could have a normal

work experience if he is worki
with the public.
Padgett said if he or anotl
member of Kentucky's men's h
~etball team took a job in a spc
mg goods store, "We'd spend
whole lot of time talking abc
basketball, and I'm not sure w,
ever really get a chance to s
sporting goods."
Co_uch was asked to imagi
what ti would be like for him
take a job in a restaurant
He laughed.
"I think it would be pre!
wild," he said.
T~e J'!'C~•s Oliver says ci
orgamzatton 1s not naive abo
the possible ramifications of ti
new rule.
"But we didn't put this in 'f,
cheaters," he said. "If we try th
and people won't do what is rig!
we'll change the rule.•
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Chris Offutt
moves back
to his native
Rowan County
I think it's
pretty clear that
Chris Offutt
is the outstanding
Kentuckyborn writer
of his generation.
So it is especially welcome
news that, after his 20 years
of wandering, mostly out West,
Offutt has moved with his family back to his native Rowan
County, just in time for his 40th
birthday Aug. 24.
He will teach creative writing
half-time at his alma mater,
Morehead State University.
Meanwhile, he will continue his
own writing, which has earned
lots of praise here and abroad.
"I had always been homesick,"
Offutt said last week. "Each year

it got worse."
In recent
years, he moved
back and forth
from teaching at
the universities
of New Mexico
and Montana
while his writing took off.
He scored
Offutt
three quick successes: a collection of short stories, Kentucky
Straight (1992); his memoir, The
Same River Twice (1993); and his
first novel, The Good Brother
(1997), which got him a big writeup in Time magazine, among
other places.
He also won important prizes:
a Guggenheim Fellowship, a
National Endowment for the Arts
grant and the $30,000 Whiting
Award for promising young writ-

ers.
And, in 1996, Granta, an inter- ·
national literary magazine published in New York and London,
picked Offutt as one of the 20
best young American novelists
younger than 40. (Granta also
picked such worthies as Ethan

Canin, Edwidge Danticat,
David Guterson, Mona
Simpson, Kaye Gibbons,
Jill McCorkle and former
Kentuckian Ann
Patchett).
But Offutt's life was hard,.
especially with two small sons to
raise. Twice, he was "flat broke,"
he said. Once, his wife, Rita, had
to sell their couch "to get grocery

money."

me. I read this and started crying.
I started crying so badly, just so
fiercely, that my wife got up and
thought someone was dead."
At that moment, he recalled,
"My heart said, 'I want to go

The pivotal moment came last
year during the Christmas holidays. One night, restless and
unable to sleep, Offutt got up at
his house in Missoula, Mont.
"I was starting to feel homesick," he said. "I wanted to go
home for the holidays but couldn't. I started reading a book of
Appalachian recipes, (Berea
author) Sidney Farr's More

home.'"
Soon thereafter, Morehead
advertised the half-time job.
Offutt applied, and he got it.
He took a "significant salary
cut," he said, but he expects to
make up the difference with his
writing. He is working on magazine articles and essays, and his
next book, a collection of short
stories titled Out of the Woods,
will be published by Simon &
Schuster in January.

Than Moonshine.
"I came to this passage where
she says: 'People who have lost
an arm or a leg complain that
they still feel phantom pain. I
used to fancy it was that way for
us mountain people. Take us anywhere in the world, and there will
always be pain in the missing
part buried so deeply in the hillside soil.'

The Floyd County limes
- ---

"I'm whole," he said. "I'm connected. For the last few years I
felt that I wasn't connected. Now
rm complete."

Wednesday, August 12, 1998 ·
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Sullivan College
program at PCC
In an effort to bring diverse baccalaureate degree options to Eastern
Kentucky
residents, · Sullivan
College announces that beginning
this fall, graduates of Prestonsburg
Community College will be able to
study for a Bachelor Degree in
Business Administration from
Sullivan College at the PCC campus. Sullivan College, Kentucky's
largest private four-year college or
university, with campuses in
Louisville, Lexington, and one post
at Ft. Knox, pas signed a formal
articulation agreement with the
entire University of Kentucky.
Community College System. This
will help the graduates of the community colleges, including PCC,
transfer their credits to Sullivan to
complete their bachelor degree: A
2+2 agreement was signed between
Sullivan and the community college
system. The Prestonsburg area is
the first to implement this new
agreement
Sullivan College offers regionally accredited certificates, diplomas,
associate, bachelor and m3.sters
degree programs in a variety of disciplines. Sullivan is accredited by
the Commission on Colleges of the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools. This is the same
accrediting body that accredits the
University of Kentucky, Morehead
State University, Pikeville College,
and PCC. Qualified students will be
eligible to receive student loans and
grants to assist with their education.
This includes the Kentucky Tuition
Grant and the College Access
Program Grant. In addition, students may be eligible for Sullivan
College Scholarships.
Classes will be offered in the
evenings and on · Saturdays to let
students keep their jobs while continuing their education. In addition,
PCC graduates who graduate from
Sullivan College will be eligible for
nationwide fee free lifetime placement assistance. More than 97% of
all Sullivan College graduates
requesting assistance have found·

employment in their career field for
the last 10 years. Last year· this
number was more than 99%.
Graduates from the Bachelor in
Business Administration program,
identical to the one that is being
offered at PCC, and requesting
assistance, have had I 00% employment rate since the program began.
House Bill I, the Kentucky PostSecondary Education Improvement
Act of 1997, declared as one of its
major goals "a seamless, integrated
system of post-secondary education
strategically planned and adequately funded to enhance economic
development and quality of life."
The president of Sullivan College,
A.R. Sullivan, stated, "We are
pleased with the cooperation we
have received from Prestonsburg
Community College as they support
collaboration
to
create
a
'Communiversity,' where citizens
of Eastern Kentucky have choices
in their career plans. We agree the
people of this area should be able to
complete their education at home
and be able to find good employment without having to leave the
area.
"Bringing Sullivan College's
accredited career programs to
Prestonsburg another step in that ·
plan. Prestonsburg Community
College is eager to develop seamless opportunities for students and
has demonstrated their commitment
to the implementation of the postsecondary reform. We applaud their
efforts. The college president has
been very cooperative and easy to

is

work with."
For more information about the
Bachelor Degree in Business
Administration from Sullivan
College, call I (800) 467-6281, or
e-mail the college at davisson@sullivan.edu. You can visit the colleges
web site, at www.sullivan.edu: An
information night will be held at
Prestonsburg Community College
on·Tuesday, August 18, at6 p.m. At
the meeting you can have your transcripts reviewed and learn how to

_
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BOok photos are a
natural attraction
Ann Olson's photographs
are on exhibit at MSU
By SHERRY KENESON-HALL
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Ann Olson
sees a different world through
the lens of her camera.
The camera allows Olson, 55,
to take a closer look at nature
and' see some of the wonders
that surround her at her home
in Elliott County.
Olson was the photographer
for George Ella Lyon's children's book "Counting on the
Woods."
An exhibit of 19 photographs
from the book opened Friday
and will continue through Sep.
15 in the Strider Gallery at
Morehead State University.
"Counting on the Woods" is
a unique counting book, according to Olson, because most
counting books are illustrated.
The photographs are used to illustrate the words of the poem.
Olson said they also give the
book emotional impact.
The book was the first nature photography project for
Olson. She and Lyon had
worked on another book before, and Lyon remembered
how much Olson liked to take
photographs, she said.
"She sent me the poem and
didn't give me any instructions on what to do," Olson
said. "I made some artistic decisions in the photographs."
Olson said she wanted people to look at the book and realize how wonderful nature
can be.
"The photographs were all
taken on my property, but I.
don't want anyone to think
that this is the only place you
can see natural beauty," Olson
said. "There are wonderful
things all around us. You just
need to stop and take time to
look."

Olson took most of her photographs at dawn and dusk because she liked. the way the
light changed the subjects.
"Once I began to really look
at things, I realized that each
picture had a story," she said.
"One photo would lead to another and I was amazed at how
many photos I was getting."
Olson· said she shot at least
1,000 color slides in order to
capture Lyon's words into photographs.

In the book, Lyon writes a
poem about trees, animal
tracks, nest bugs and other objects found on a hike through
the woods.
Olson said she tried different
ways to capture the words.
The most difficult for her was
the phrase "Ten trees whose
innumerable leaves clean the
air for everything that
breathes."
"People probably think I just
went out and shot a picture of
six bird tracks or seven stones,
but it isn't that easy," Olson
said. "I really had to try different things and look at different
angles."
The most challenging part of
the book for Olson was not.
taking the pictures, but the
time frame she had to war k
with once the project started.
Olson said"her ·editor wanted
the pictures in the book to be
taken in the spring and time
was running out.
"The book was published
very quickly for a picture
book," Olson said. "I had just
over three months to complete
the-photos."
Olson said she was hired in
April of 1997 and the book was
set to be printed in the fall.
The book was actually in
stores by late February of 1998.
There were originally 10,000
copies printed and the book's
second printing has just been
completed.
"Many people in this area
bought the book as a present
for people overseas," Olson
said. "I have met people of all
· ages who have bought this and
enjoyed it."
Olson hopes the book will inspire parents to take walks
with their children. The book
could promote talks about nature too, she said.
Olson used Fugi V:elvia slow
slide film at 50 ISO, and a tripod for her shots. She wanted

a slow film so the colors would
really show.
"Not one picture has been
touched up in this book,"
Olson said. "I had to rely on
nature to provide me with
color and lighting."
Anotlter challenge for Olson
was living .up to her own expectations. One particular photograph she remembers was of
a bluebird.
"Once I saw how· well that
picture had turned out, I knew
all the others had to be at least
that good," she said.
The book flows because of
the harmony between Lyon's
poem, Olson's pictures and the
layout of the photographs,
Olson said.
Olson said she loves photography because of the way it
lets her take a closer look at
the world, adding that everyone has some artistic ability
and most people just need to
discover what it is.
Olson said the book could be
found at the Joseph Beth Bookstore in Lexington, ColfeeTree
Books in Morehead, V & S Variety in Sandyhook, The Renaissance Book Company in
Huntington, the Carter Caves
and Cave Run Gift Shops and
many other places.
"I can't paint. I can't draw.
But I love to take pictures and
I love nature," she said. "I
think people can really feel
that when they pick up this
book."
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Colleges' joi~t program upsets
Morehead State
Sullivan to offer
business degree
in Prestonsburg
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal
A Louisville-based·college's plan to
offer ~ new bachelor's degree program m Eastern Kentucky has upset
Morehead State University.
But the president of Prestonsburg
Community College - where the
business degree will be offered by
Sullivan College - hails the effort as
a step to broaden opportunities for
the area's students.
The Sullivan program, scheduled
to start late next month, is the first
effort in the state between Kentucky's public community colleges
and a private, for-profit school. It
also exemplifies the goal of "seamless" education set out by the 1997
higher-education-reform law. One of
the law's purposes was to expand the
educational options of college students regardless of which school offers the credits.
Morehead State President Ron
Eaglin, whose school has offered junior- and senior-year and graduate
business courses in Prestonsburg for
several years, says the new cooperative program undercuts his school's
efforts. He also said it will mean unnecessary duplication of courses and
cost students more because Sullivan's
tuition is about 50 percent higher
than Morehead's.
"Obviously we're disappointed that
Dr. (Deborah) Floyd (the PCC president) has taken this route," Eaglin
said. He called Morehead's business
offerings in Prestonsburg "exemplary" and said his school is prepared to
continue expanding its offerings to
PCC business graduates.
Whether the arrangement has any
broader implications could not be determined.
Murray State University President
Kem Alexander called it "a precedent that needs to be examined very
carefully by the Council on Postsecondary Education."
Floyd said Morehead had never
asked for a formal arrangement with
her school for a bachelor's degree in
business. She said she is open to
such an arrangement if Morehead
will offer enough courses so that
PCC graduates can earn degrees
without having to travel to Morehead,
about 50 miles away.
·
Floyd said all she did to help facilitate the Sullivan program was to invite Sullivan officials to Prestonsburg
to discuss their program and then
give them access to a mailing list of
PCC business graduates.
· ·
She said her overture came after
former community college Chancellor
Ben Carr signed a systemwide agreement in December with Sullivan. The
agreement permits similar arrangements on the other 13 two-year college campuses now operated by the

Kentucky Community and Technical
School System.
Eaglin said he interpreted that
agreement as allowing PCC graduates to transfer their credits to one of
Sullivan's campuses in Louisville,
Lexington or Fort Knox, not for Sullivan to begin offering courses in Prestonsburg. He said he has sought a
clarification on that point from state
officials.
Carr, now a University of Kentucky
vice president, acknowledged that the
agreement did not specify whether
Sullivan could offer courses at the
community colleges.
Floyd, noting that some PCC
graduates have had difficulty in obtaining four-year business degrees
through the Morehead program in
Prestonsburg, said she was only trying to help them.
"All we are is a broker," she said.
"We're always open to increasing opportunities for our students. We like
to give them options, whether it's
with Pikeville, which is a private college, or Sullivan, which is a proprietary school, or Morehead, a public
institution.
"I don't even know if (Sullivan)
has a market here. They may not
have enough of a market to offer the
courses That's their decision."
The student mailing lists, Floyd
said, are available to any school that
will offer quality courses to help PCC
graduates get their bachelor's degrees.
·
One Prestonsburg student who already foresees problems with the
Morehead program she's signed up
for is Patricia Goodman, a December
PCC graduate.
"I found that this semester alone
almost every class I needed that
(MSU) taught is on the same night at
the same time. They don't have
enough variety to where I can get my
degree here without having to drive
back and forth to Morehead at least
one night a week for however many
years ti would take (to earn a .MSU
business degree)," Goodman said.
She is exploring Sullivan's offerings. "I just want to get finished as
soon as possible," she added.
Floyd and Tony Newberry, interim
chancellor of the community college
system, said they saw nothing wrong
with competitive junior- and senioryear business programs in Prestonsburg. "Sometimes, competition's

good for an area," Floyd said.
But Michael Moore, Morehead's
executive vice president for academic
affairs, said he doubts that there are
enough students seeking business degrees in Prestonsburg for two viable
programs.
"At this point we're not breaking
even down there. Many of the
courses we're offering are underenrolled and wouldn't be offered on
this campus," he said. "But our goal
is to (break even), but if someone
else comes, that will make it harder
to do so."
In the last two years, Moore said,
Morehead has expanded its upperlevel business courses in Prestonsburg from three to 18. Most of the
153 students there last spring were
taking business courses, he said.
Moore said that tuition for Morehead's junior and senior business
courses in Prestonsburg will be $95
per credit hour, or $285 for a threecredit-hour course. Sullivan courses
will cost $154 per credit hour, or
$462 for a three-hour course.
Tom Davisson, Sullivan's vice
president for school operations, said
no students have yet enrolled in Sullivan's courses. Sullivan will hold an
information session tonight at PCC.
Faculty for the courses, Davisson
said, will come from PCC, the region
or Sullivan's Lexington campus. Most
course offerings will be at night.
"Maybe in the future (some wilf be
offered) on the weekend, depending
on what the demand is," he said.
Newberry, the community colleges'
chancellor, said the Sullivan program
is consistent with the role of the
state's two-year schools, which is to
offer educational and cultural serv11
·
so any
ices in their communities.
support or encouragement that was
offered to Sullivan would also be
available to Morehead," he said.
Newberry complimented Morehead
for its cooperation with community
colleges in Eastern Kentucky and
characterized the current dispute as
"an anomaly" that will be resolved.
"There are just so many (educational) needs around the state. No
one institution, or any bilateral partnership, can fill all the needs," he
said.
"It's really good news that you
have other institutions, whether they
are private liberal-arts colleges or
private proprietary institutions like
Sullivan that are looking to fill those
needs."
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Kentucky education leader
addresses chamber members
Gordon Davies, president of
the state council on postsecondary education, visited Morehead last Thursday to address
the Morehead-Rowan County
ChamberofCommerce.
Davies told the chamber that
the biggest challenge for college
students in Kentucky is to try to
stay in the state for employment
opportunities.
"Many students leave Kentucky for jobs elsewhere," he
said.
"I spent an hour with five
governor's scholars recently, and
they said they're being told in
high school that they should
leave Kentucky and go elsewhere.
"We have to change that perception, we have to create a set
of experiences for them to stay.
Education opportunities in Kentucky are second to none. There
are reasons to stay here.

"That's the challenge, it's not
easy," he said.

Students in college now have
grown up with the telecommunications revolution. This has
made the process of interaction
between human beings free of
boundaries of space where
they're not likely to have to talk
face to face, Davies said.
The kind of education that
begins to emerge in this situation is indicative of an education
that is client driven in its
response to what commu!}ities
and businesses need, he said.
It's based on customer choice.
In education, we're not far from
the tailor-made MBA (master's
in business administration), he
added.
"A part of my task here is to
find wnys in which we can sens1b)y deregulate the post-secondary educational institutions.
"We need faster ways to
respond to changes that occur in
the environment around us and

the ability to shape our environment.
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undergone major renovations
in recent years as well, Pickett
said.
A married student housing
complex with 54 units opened
in 1992, replacing a group of
trailers.
;:
While many institutions of
higher learning have seen
shrinking student bodies in re•
,·
cent years, Kentucky Christian
College's enrollment has increased more than 20 percent
in the past decade, Pickett
s'aid, with a projection of 530
students this fall.
But the rapid influx of stul!ents has stretched KCC's fa·
~ilities to their limits. The
By TOM LEWIS
lhnith Center is the result of a
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
lhandate from the Kentucky
Department of Education's
GRAYSON - The Wayne B.
t'rofessional Standards Board
Smith Center for Christian
tor the c·ollege to upgrade its
Leadership; under ·construcilassroom space and to provide
tion at Kentucky Christian
students increased access to
College, is an illustration of
iiducational technology, as well
the growth - and growing
!Is to comply with American
pains - the Grayson school
bisabilities Act standards.
has experienced in the past deL "The (Smith) Center will
cade.
15rovide facilities with which
The 27,000-square-foot, twokcc can do a much better job
story building wi!Chouse
~ preparing Great Commisseven classrooms, a computer
~oners who are equipped to
lab and 18 faculty offices, and
use today's technology in sharit will be home to three of
ing their faith,'' said - college
KCC's schools: the Melvin and
President Keith P. Keeran.
Ruth Keeran School of EducaThe Wayne B. Smith Center
tion, the School of Bible and
is
named in honor of the man
Ministries and the ·school of
who served as minister of LexWorld Missions.
ington's Southland Christian
When the $2.5 million Smith
Church for 40 years. He was a
Center opens in December
1999, the college will.have comfrequent speaker at campus
pleted over· $5 millfon in exevents and a guest lecturer in
pansion in less than five years,
KCC's Master of Ministry prosaid Kevin. Pickett, KCC's vice
grani.
president of· institutional _ad- ,
"It ·is an honor to be ·in. an cement • •,,•;
, · /•r•.,ll-...;,1!
• • •. :, ;.'>a.,.n.,!
:,:;,,, "
}V
volved with a college whose
( The McKenzie Student Life
primary purpose: is . training
Center·-"with a we!"gnfi'o<im,'
young men and · women for.
locker rooms, rai:qu'e'tbalr
God's service," Smith said. "It
courts, a lounge and"snack bar
pleases
me that this building
- opened in December 1996.
· is dedicated to, that mission
The school's dormitories. have·

Growth
trend
pngoing
atKCC
-

New building to

house 3 schools

"The men and women who
are responsible for our colleges
and universities have the
responsibility to create higher
expectations.
"We have the responsibility
because it is in the ultimate selfinterest of all ofus that we don't
develop into a society of rich and
poor or haves and have nots,"

Davies told chamber members.
Educational facilities must be
flexible. Today, the non-traditional student is defined as 18,
white and living in a dormitory-,
he added.
"Most college students are
coming back to college because
they need something - profesi
sional education, continuing
education or because the pro•

gramming language just
changed again.
"We want opportunities for
everybody: more jobs, better
jobs. We need to think about the
kinds of jobs we want to create,"
he said.
and its use will enable KCC to
continue producing graduates
who will impact our world for
Christ."
"Few, if any, have invested
more of themselves in others
iir have been more generous
~nd compassionate than
Wayne Smith," Keeran said.
•1rt is appropriate for those
Svho have benefited from his
-ministry to provide a permanent expression of apprecia·fion that will serve to preserve
his spiritual legacy for generations to come."
No other major capital construction projects are planned.
But Pickett said the college is
running low on dorm space,
and its gymnasium is small,
meaning more buildings could
pop up on the Grayson campus.
"Facility-wise, I think we're
above average for a school our
size," he added.
Founded in 1919, Kentucky
Christian College is affiliated
with independent Christian
churches and churches of
Christ.
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WKUplan
forl-way
loop irks
neighbors
Some fear proposal.
to increase parking
limits route home
By CHRIS POYNTER
The Courier-Journal
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
For
years, students at Western Kentucky
University, like those at many colleges, have complained about a lack
of parking.
Now, school President Gary Rans-•
dell has a plan that may make students happy, but it isn't so popular
with some neighbors of the campus.
Ransdell will unveil the plan today.
He said it will increase the number of
spaces and reduce traffic on campus,
where accidents have seriously injured students while they walked in
the past two years.
The proposal, to be outlined during
a faculty and staff meeting this morning, would create a one-way "loop"
of streets around the main section of
campus. The loop would have 700
spaces for angled parking. There also
are plans to close parts of some
roads and create more green space.
Some facets of the plan would be
completed by the end of the year.
The plan doesn't sit too well with
Charles and Vera Guthrie, who live
on Normal Drive, one of the streets
that would be changed to one-way.
"This is going to create an island,
and we are not going to be able to
get home easily from anywhere,"
Vera Guthrie said yesterday as she

ROADS
CLOSED

turned into
green space

BY STEVE DURBIN, THE COURIER.JOURNAL

sat in her living room looking over a
Skip Spurrier lives in an apartment
map of the proposals. "I do not think on Normal Drive several blocks up
it's going to alleviate the accidents. I the street from the Guthries. He will
think it's going to create more be- start his second year at Western
cause when you have one-way traffic, when classes begin Monday, and he
they are gomg to speed more than likes the idea of more parking.
they do now."
"I used to have to drive to class evThe Western campus sits on a hill ery day, and it would take you 30
in the middle of Bowling Green, with mmutes to find a parking space," he
four roads forming a rectan11le said. "Then, you have to walk two
around it: Big Red Way, University miles to get to where you wanted to
Boulevard, Normal Drive and 15th be at."
Street. Big Red Way and 15th Street
He compared the traffic around
are already one-way. The university campus to the video game Frogger,
has asked that the city make Normal in which a frog must cross a busy
Drive one-way, and that proposal is road without 11ettin11 killed.
pending. Western owns the portion
Spurrier said he isn't sure he'll like
of University Boulevard that would the one-way loop, but he understands
be made one-way.
the need to reduce traffic.
The plan is getting good reviews
"I'll guess we'll just have to wait
from some around campus.
and see how it works," he said.
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ACT scores
in Kentucky
rise slightly
Number of students
taking college prep
courses up by 50%
By Linda B. Blackford
HERALDlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Kentucky's college-bound students made a slight jump on the
exam used in most state college
admissions last year, although
scores are still below the national
average.
Kentucky's rise on the ACT
Assessment test - from 20.1 to
20.2 - is the first movement in
five years. The national average
on the test, which measures English, math, reading and science, is
21. A perfect score is 36.
State officials say the rise is
statistically significant, but not
large enough to be explained by
any one factor.
"It could be a whole bunch of
things working together," said
Brian Gong, associate commissioner of assessment for the Kentucky Department of Education.
However, Gong did point to a
dramatic rise in one area: a 50
percent jump since 1994 in the
number of students taking the
classes considered necessary for
college.
By ACT's definition, those
classes include four years of English, and three years each of math,
social studies and science.
By 2002, all Kentucky students will have to take a similar
course load in order·to graduate.
Many students appear to be tak. ing tougher classes in anticipation
of the stricter standards.
"The number of students who
have taken the set of courses to be
well-prepared is increasing, and
that's related to achievement,"
Gong said.
Those numbers are also expected to grow because of the
Kentucky Educational _Excellence
Scholarship program, which
awards financial aid to all Kentucky students-who go to "college
in the state. The. higher a stu.dent's grades and ACT·scores, the
· more money the student receives.
But Kentucky graduates still
have a long way to go.

ACT scores for 1998
The first chart shows Kentucky
in comparison to other Southern
states. The second shows a slight
increase in Kentucky's ACT scores,
but a dramatic jump in the number
of students who are completing the
classes most often needed
for college.
Average
%of
Composite Graduates
Tested*
Score

State

20.1
·--;10.8
20.2
Kentucky
20.2
Louisiana
19.5
Mississippi
18.7
North Carolina 19.4
South Carolina 19.0
Tennessee
19.8
Texas
20.3
Virginia
20.7
Alabama
Ronda
Georgia

Year

•:;.

64
__ 3_9
16
67
76
81
12
14
77
32
6

Percent
All
Total Completing Students
Students Core
Scores

1994 24,752
28
1995 · 26,291 ;'31"
1996 25,895
35
1997 27,447 .. ··37
1998 28,210
43
SOURCE: Kentucky
Department of Education

20.1
··;20,1
20.1
20.1
20.2

CAMILLE WEBER/STAFF

A 1997 study by the state Council on Post-Secondary Education
found that an increasing number of
students need remedial classes. As
many as 44 percent of freshman in
1995 needed remedial classes, although the definition of remedial
varies from school to school.
Among the states where the
ACT is the primary college entrance exam, however, Kentucky
still ranks last in the percentage
of students who take college prep
classes.
The ACT test was taken during the 1997-98 school year by
28,210 Kentucky students, about
67 percent of high school enrollment In the past, however, only 40
percent of Kentucky high school
students actually went to college.
ACT scores are important because they provide a reference

point for judging how well Kentucky students are doing compared to students in other states.
Kentucky's regular public
school test has been geared solely
to Kentucky's curriculum. A separate standardized test is used for
national comparison.
In addition, all students take
the statewide test, while only college-bound students take the ACT.
Kentucky still faces a gap in
the ACT performance between
African-American and white students, a gap widely mirrored
across the country.
In Kentucky, black students
scored an average of 17, while
white students made an average
of 20.5.
Fayette County, which has a
much higher overall ACT score of
22.3, also suffers from the racial
gap. Superintendent Peter Flynn
says he has asked principals to
find underachieving students and
encourage them to take college
core classes.
·
Once they enter those classes,
Flynn said, it's important to set up
support services such as peer tutoring.
"The key is to get AfricanAmerican, and all students, to take
the core courses, and we know
their scores will go up," Flynn said.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL
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Kentucky's
average
ACT score
edges up
Modest increase
encourages officials
By-LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - For the first
time in five years, Kentucky's average score on the ACT collegeentrance exijm. rose even as the na-

' tional average stayed the same.
I Officials of the state Education De_. P.artment called the results a sign of
's"ignificant" progress because more

Kentucky students are taking the test
- a factor that often lowers the average, because most of the top students
were already taking it.
Kentucky's average rose a tenth of
a point - from 20.1 to 20.2 - according to national test results released
yesterday by ACT Inc., the Iowa testmg company that gives the exam to a
·million students a year.
. The change may not seem large,
but state and national ACT averages
move more like a turtle than a rabbit.
The national average on the test,
scored on a scale of 1 to 36, has not

f-/10/!.!£

->

moved by more than one-tenth of a
point during any year in the past decade. This year, the national average
stayed at 21.0 - almost a full point
above the Kentucky average.
"While the change is small, it is
certainly in the right direction," Kentucky Education Commissioner Wilmer Cody said.
One reason students may have
fared better on the ACT is that more
of them are taking what the ACT
calls the "core courses" of four years
of English and three years each of
mathematics, social studies and science that ACT considers necessary
for college-bound students. Kentucky
now requires most of these courses
for graduation.
Forty-three percent of the Kentucky students taking the test expected w take all the core classes by
graduation, up markedly from the 28.
percent taking all those classes just
five years ago.
Education Department officials
said yesterday that the harder classes
and attention to curriculum.may have
helped boost the scores.
"There's plenty of room to improve, but we ·are moving In the.right
direction,'' said B~an ~o~g, th~' de~
· partment's top testmg offtcuil: .
·
One co\lege admissio!' di~e~or
said the trend toward semors f1n1shing high school with more academic
courses has been obvious since the
passage of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act in 1990.
·z
"Kids just aren't tak!nt: shop
classes or something else their senior
year," said Phil Bryan, deal), of admissions ·at Murray State Umvers!ty.
"They arc taking more hard-core.
courses, and it is showing up."
-_ .,:
More than the overall average,
Kentucky officials pointed to other
developments reflected in this Y.ear's
scores.
The results show that two-thirds of
the Class of 1998 statewide took the
ACT exam, a record high. The number of Kentucky students taking the
test rose about 3 percent from 1997
and is up nearly 14 percent from the
1994 figure.
In Jefferson County, where 60 percent of high school students take the
ACT the average score climbed
three-tenths of a point - from 19.8 in
1996-97 to 20.1 - the highest for the
county in more than 12 years but still
a tenth of a point behind the average
for the state.
The district improved three-tenths
of a point in reading and six-tenths
of a point in math, "and I think that
is really tremendous," said Bob Rodosky, executive director ?f accountability, research and plannmg.
"We're now within a point of the
national average (21), and we've never been that close before," he said.
. Kentucky still lags behind m?~t
states in the number of ACT part1c1pants taking the core collegepreparation courses. In Tennessee, 63
percent of the students took those
classes; in Illinois, 52 percent. And in
West Virginia, the rate was 45 percent - 2 points above Kentuckv.
With its 20.2 average ACT score,
Kentucky is 'in the same category as
Georgia, and now rates ahead of Alabama and West Virginia, which are
at;·2.o •.r,and several. other states, i~cluding.North Carolina, South Caroh11a and·,Tennessee, all of which have
a~esbelow20,i,;!
..
(i?l!lParing states',performances on
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the ACT is tricky because it is not the
predominant college-entrance exam
in many states. In Indiana, for example, only 20 percent of last year's
high school seniors took it, and Indiana's average was 21.4. That is twotenths. of a point above the average
for the previous year, when only 19
percent of seniors took the test.
In many states, the SAT exam administered by the Educational
Testing Service, of New Jersey..:. is
the more prevalent college-entrance
test. But in Kentucky, where the ACT
is the test used by all public and private colleges, officials said the results
pro,ide important information. The
ACT provides a breakdown of each
school's scores by subject as well as
race and gender. Those numbers are
available from local school officials
at every Kentucky high school.
Scott Trimble, a state testing official, said, "Even though at .the state
level, 67 percent of last year's class
took this test, in some schools that
number may be 90 percent and in
other places 40 percent."
Among other trends gleaned from

the ACT scores is the gap between
black students and white students,
both in the percentages taking the
test and the scores they earn. Kentucky's black students averaged 17.0;
white students, 20.5.
That gap was smaller than the na•
tlonal one, mostly because white students in Kentucky perform well below white students from other states.
Black students in Kentucky scored almost the same as those across the
nation.
A new scholarship program that
uses lottery proceeds to reward high
school students with good grades and
high ACT scores should help boost
achievement, Gong said. Also. he
said, new high school graduation
standards that take effect this year
mean that all students will be taking
more challenging courses.
"By 2002, everyone in Kentucky
should be taking something that
aligns with the ACT's college core
classes," Gong said. "If you don't
take those courses and don't have
that background, it's hard to do good

on the test."
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Local Reaction

~

Reporters and photographers
for The Courier-Journal fanned
out across Kentucky and Southern
Indiana yesterday to listen to conversations and talk to people
about their impressions after
President Clinton acknowledged
his "inappropriate relationship"
with Monic;a Lewinsky.
Here is a sampling of what they
said:
Perjury and
obstruct10n of justice
are serious charges,
but Clinton's sex life
is his own businesses, said Ben Clark,
20, a sophomore at
Western Kentucky
University.
"This really doesn't
affect me, 11 said
Clark, who is not registered to vote.
"He should go on and be president of
the United States and take care of
matters that affect the people." . ·,
"This (has been) the most expensive •
piece of fornication in all of human
history," said Dr. Thomas D. Clark,
95, a Lexington resident and
Kentucky's historian laureate.
Clark, a Democrat, said he was not
competent to determine whether
Clinton had broken any laws, but he
thinks Clinton can still govern.
,
"But I think he needs .. , to be very
assertive in his leadership. Otherwise,
he's sunk .... The thing that has disturbed me in this whole thing was displaying such.damnable poor judg-

ment.,.

_,

.. · ·"
. ·....

·

"He said about as much as he could-.
say and maintain his dignity and allow
us to move on, 1 ' s·aid Lindsey Back~

51, a Morehead State Un\versity gqvernment professor. "My sense would
be ... it's not worthy o(\mpeach- . : ·
ment."
· ·· -·· 1···-

-•-•. '
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Staff members Mark S,;h-,,ver;: · ,:, !
0

Sheldon S. Shafer, Darla Carter;_C,.
Poynter, Ricliard }Yi)soil, Joseph .. · .: :~1
Gerth, Paul Baldwtn and James ·· , .,,
Wallace contributed to t~i_s ~icl~, '.. 1'.'1
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gHMO

CHA is seeking increases of St. Luke's Hospital in Northern
about 30 percent, which would al- Kentucky, Pattie A. Clay Hospital
low the plan to break even.
in Richmond, Mary Chiles Hospi- ,
UK's Board of Trustees yes- tal in Mount Sterling, and the,
terday authorized the $17.7 mil- Rockcastle County Hospital. UK•
lion
expenditure, although the fi. is the majority shareholder.
and support ongoing operations
By Jim Warren
CHA's problems are part of
HERALD-LEADER MEDICAL WRITER
of CHA, said Frank Butler, presi- nal amount could be less. Butler
The University of Kentucky dent of the health maintenance said UK's partners in the HMO the continuing shakecut from Kenalso will be providing extra mon- tucky's experiment in health-care
Hospital is ready to spend up to organization.
ey
to support the operation, reform in 1994-96. While reforms
Butler said the HMO is facing
$17.7 million of its own money, if
necessary, to shore up the sag- a financial crunch mainly be- which could reduce the amount expanded access to health insurance for"pecple with high-risk conging finances of an HMO that it cause the premiums it charges :_ UK has to spend'.'
The
organization
launched
ditions, they prompted dozens of
operates in partnership with five which haven't been increased for
in
1996
as
the
Commonwealth
insurance companies to pull otit of
nearly
two
years
are
too
low
other medical organizations.
is jointly Kentuck}'. and ?;i~gered ongqing
The cash transfusion is in- to cover the costs of providing Health Alliance tended to meet a projected short- health care for the HMO's some owned by UK, 'Appalachian l'i.e- m8:"ket mstab1hties. The state
fall over the rest of the fiscal year 100,000 members. Butler said gional Healthcare in Lexington legislature this year repealed many
.
' . of the reforms, but insurers are still
clamoring for rate increases to
make up for losses they say they
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1998
incurred under reform.
Carter told trustees that a 235According to Butler, CHA
room Embassy Suites hotel being
originally expected to have about
built on a 16-acre parcel in the park
40,000 people insured by early
is expected to open next year, while
this year. Instead, it has more
financing is nearly in place to build
than 100,000, about half of whom
the first two buildmgs of a Kentuck}:
are state workers who bought
Technology Center. Plans for a retail
mall on the site remain in limbo, he
CHA coverage through the Kensaid.
tucky Health Purchasing Alliance.
Also, during the meeting, trustees
CHA also administers care for
unanimously passed a resolution apabout 75,000 Medicaid recipients
proving the financing and lease
in Central Kentucky.
agreement for the expansion of ComButler said many of CHA's
monwealth Stadium, which is to begin later this year.
clients are people who see the docAssociated Press
tor frequently, which increases
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Universicosts. State employees traditionalty of Kentucky's board of trustees
ly are known for high utilization
unanimously approved the appointof health care, but Butler declined
ment of two new vice chancellors for
to single them out.
the school yesterday.
James A. Boling, who had been as"I don't think it's any more
sociate dean for research at the UK
true of them than the rest of the
College of Agriculture, was named
population we have covered," he
vice chancellor for research and
said. "Basically it's across the
graduate studies. Shirley Raines, the
board."
dean of the College of Education,
was named vice chancellor for acaThe main problem, Butler
demic services at the university's
said, is that CHA's premiums are
Lexington campus.
too low.
Raines, an expert in early childThey were approved in 1996,
hood education, will continue to
but haven't been increased since
serve as a dean, the university said.
Her position as chancellor is a new
then, he said.
one. Boling replaces David Watt, who
"Rates have been unrealisticalhas been named associate dean for
ly low for several plans, including
research at the UK College of Mediours," he said. "They're going to
cme.
have to be changed to reflect the
Also approved without dissent
were proposals to rename two camreality of the market in this state."
pus buildings for UK alumni and
benefactors.
The school's Civil EngineeringTransportation Building will be renamed for Oliver H. Raymond, a 1954
civil engineering graduate who has
nade more than $3 million in gifts
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1998
and _pledges to the College of Engineenng.
WKU president pushes plan to reduce traffic
The Transportation Research
Building, which now is used primarBOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A plan to reduce traffic at Western
ily for chemical and materials engiKentucky University will "enhance our campus environment and
neering, is to be renamed in honor of
make us more accommodating to guests," university President Gary
S.J. "Sam" Whalen, a high-tech enRansdell told faculty and staff members yesterday.
trepreneur and 1949 metallurgical enThe president, speaking in Diddle Arena before classes start next
gineering graduate.
week, unveiled his proposals to reduce traffic while creating additionTrustees heard a presentation from
al green space and parking spots.
university Vice President Ed Carter
Neighbors of the campus are upset ove.r the plan because it will
on the history and status of plans for
change
their driving habits and dump more traffic onto side streets.
the university's Coldstream Research
Ransdell also outlined his priorities for the academic year, includPark, a 750-acre.office eark off Newing a $4.6 million plan to renovate and improve several buildings.
town Pike on Lexington s north side.
He also said Western will intensify efforts to recruit students from
the Louisville area. The university's board-of regents will meet in
Louisville on Oct. 30.
·

Board approves $17. 7 million grant
to CHA to cover projected shortage

UK trustees
approve two
•
asnewme
chancellors
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Berea is top in- its category
in magazine's_college-ratings
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal

This is the fifth straight year that
St. Mary's, an undergraduate school
for women, has placed first in its re- . Berea and St.
Kentucky's, Be~ea ~ol}.ege ,~dill!•..:giona\,jp;oup_.,m_:,;:~_v_em,Qth:e!l ye,ar.,iH• .;;iD_.,,a·ry's· ··w·ere•rated;,,. a
Ma!"Y's C:~1lege, 1n Ind1an~·••occupy· pJa~l!lthetof>,JOr. ·,;:'~•.1,'J! · ' - )"c:,~• · · ·
,~ -~
their fam1ha_r spots atop their g!oups
Sponsored oy· the ~1sters: of the ' · as the top regional
of regional hberal-arts colleges in the Holy Cross, St. Mary's 1s one of three_.
latest college rankings by U.S. News Catholic colleges-in Notre Dame, Ind:
liberal-arts
& World Report.
The others are the University of
II
• th
The magazine's 12th annual "best Notre Dame and Holy Cross Junior
CO eges In
e
colleges" edition names Berea and College, St. Mary's has about 1,400
South and
St. Mary's as the top regional liberal- students; its freshmen are from 36
M"
st
arts college_ s _in th_v_So_ll/l)_!lnd_ ,M_ i_d_.~--~_tes and i:woJo;eign co_untries.
·_•at"·
!,,:,c·~,,west,' respectiv~Jyt,Jt •~Qt~ ,J!lllt;~tf- "f~ntucky's',Jsll!!~ Colleg~,P~9Jld ,,;;,
· e~Ji;Mary's has the'highesf.:'irallliatlol) seventh amcirig,tlje·soutli's ,regionalf#"d-: ",_ --,.- ·-' ·,.,,,..,.
rate among liberal-arts scliciols in its colleges in the 'U.S. News rankings .. · '
'
. :•·,.•
region, with 75 percent of. its 1991 Indiana's Taylor University tied for
freshman class having graduated second and the University of .Evans-. • ,
,. ,. _ . ·
within six years.
ville placed 13th among the Mid- · diana University-Purdue University at
Berea has been named·the·South's west's regional liberal-arts schools. · Indianapolis-were ranked ip the-third
top school of its type in five of the
The University of Notre Dame tied tier and the University of Louisville
magazine's annu_al rankings. Found- for 18th place among the 228 nation, a_nd Indiana -State University placed
ed in· 1855 to educate blatks and al universities ranked by the maga- iMhefourth, or bottom, tier.
.-,s.:
whites together. the college has an zine. No other school in Kentucky or
Kentucky's Centre College and
enrollment of 1,500. and typically Indiana placed among the top 50.
Transylvania University were ranked
about half its students are Kentucki- · Indiana University-Bloomington in the second tier of national liberalans.
tied for 30th place and Purdue Uni- arts colle11es, .as were Indiana's. DeAll Berea's students attend tuition- versity tied for 36th among public na- Pauw University, Earlham College
free, and all of them work lO Id 15 tional universities. When measured and Wabash College.
.
hours a week in a college-sponsored· against both private and public naThe magazine tries to gauge collabor program.
tional universities, however, both leges' academic quality by measuring
"Fostering students' learning, labor those universities made only the sec- academic reputation, student retenand service to others has been a Be- ond of four "tiers." which represent lion, faculty resources. selectivity. firea tradition since the college was descending levels of quality in the nancial resources, alumni giving and
founded." said Berea President Larry magazine's ranking system.
the difference between the predicted
D. Shinn.
.
The University of Kentucky and In- and actual graduation rates.
Lexington Herald-Leader
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.lf. 's pr,ivate colleges make. the_ grade.
Holly E. Stepp
\LD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

,
.
II
I<entuck y s private co eges
ped
. ,
.
. k? newsfmagazllmes nadtwnan mgs o co eges an um-·r
11
'0 ses.N
& w Id R
.. ews
or
eport
,d Berea College as the best
·ral arts college in the South
r t d C tr C
', ts e " en e o_11 ege as a
,t value_ among liberal arts
eges nationwide.
The magazine, which hits
'sstands Mondav. ranked AsY College in WIimore as the
enth-best among Southern libarts colleges.
The only public university in
•tucky to crack the maga:'s top ten rankings was MurState University.
The 8,600-student school was
,ed sixth among public reial universities in the South.
The Universitv of Kentuckv
,ed in the third tier of univef:s of national stature. That
·ed it outside the top 50, but
he top half among 228 such
,ols.
Transylvania
University
<ed in the second tier of naal liberal arts universities.

U.S. News & World Report
annually ranks more than 1,400
U.S. colleges and umversmes
· sueh factors as aca-'
cons1"d ermg
demic reputation and faculty
qua 1·I1y.
The rankings, which are volt
f
···db
un_ ary, -t"re ten. rt~)Ze
y
~mvers~ ies o: mis ea mi; stuents a out umvers1ty quality.
The big three Ivy League universities _ Harvard Princeton
'
.
and Yale - topped the rankmgs.
. NortheaS!ern schools rank_ed
high among the 162 national libera! arts colleges - Amherst Col- '
lege m Amherst, Ma,ss., Swarthmore College.
Swarthmor:e,
Pe!11:·• and Williams College m
Williamstown, Mass .. were the
top three.
For .th e ..
Kentuc k y co II eges
and umvers1t1es that _received
high marks, the. rankmgs are
good news, despite the contra,·ersy.
Berea College was ranked as
the best liberal arts college in the .
Scuth for the fifth year in a row.
"(!Ne) deeply appreciate this
recognition of our contributions to
the students and families of southern Appalachia," said Berea President Larry Shinn.

f

m

The rankings affirm Centre
College's mission to provide a
high quality education at a relalively low cost, said college President John Roush
"Our faculty· deserve a great
deal of credit for the college's success - these professors challenge
students and make them think,"
Roush said
.
Centre was listed among the
top 50 liberal arts colleges in the
nation.
Asbury College spokesman
Brady Nasfell said Asbury's ranking was especially gratifying after
a year's absence.
"We were left out last year bef
cause o some errors in data, so
it's nice to be in the rankings
again," Nasfell said.
"I think our small classes and
high quality faculty are part of
what makes us notable."
Kern Alexander, Murray State
University president, said the
rankings help get Murray's name
out beyond its traditional region
of Western Kentucky, Indiana and
Illinois.

"
.
I think very many of the fac-.
tors U.S. News & World Report
uses are very v a]"d
d
fu1
I an are use
for stu_dents making decisions
abou t coJIege, • A]exander sa1'd.

Ilic lJaily Independent, Ashland,.Kentucky,

ll1ursday;_August 20, 19!c!8

degrees in Prestonsburg to
support two viable programs.
· In the past two years, MSU
has expanded its upper-level
business courses in Prestonsburg fivefold to 18, according
to
Michael Moore, MSU's ex"·-''·,
·•···
,
He wants clanf1catlon on
1·
·~! ,,
ecutive vice president for acasaid
,, •; ·
that issue from the stat~. c:1rr demic affairs, and Sullivan
S
_. she invited Sullivan said the agreement did not will charge about $177 more
ofliclfils'ti.to her campus after specify whether Sullivan co_uld than MSU for a three-hour,
fo~~~~te community col- offer courses at community upper-level business course in
legeft~J¼/lnqeJior Ben Carr co!!eges.
,
_ Prestonsburg.
sig~fd•.:;:_~ system-wide. agree- . The only_ re~so~ we re there
· But Floyd noted that some
ment:'$.'µi
__"-·December with the 1s at the mv1tatlon of Pre- PCC graduates have had trou· ,:~{;,~:'.
stonsburg Community Col- ble obtaining a business bach,,,1,_, .••,,,.
.,
lege," said Sullivan Colleg_e elor's through the Morehead
l~'!>lk•
,,~·,;:.,,:.:! ·
President A.R. Sullivan. -"We center In Prestonsburg beour
with
did no_t initia~e this."
cause limited class offerings
•)<.;,",,;:,
Sulhvan said he was "rather forced them to travel to MSU's
-~"-'•'
_:if,''\'(
.
shocked and puzzled, prot1es- main campus, more than an
·;;,{0t·. Deborah Floyd
sionally frustrated" by Eag- hour away.
·
.::lj;~;f'. PCC president
lin's response to the progra~
"It's very few stlldents who
••~••"''"
and guessed the MSU pres1- have to come to Morehead to
·l'.i"~'
· dent preferred being "the only get that degree," Eaglin counLoul~W.e school permitting game in town" over havjng tered.
simllatiarrangements with the competition.
,
Sullivan College,. with a proothef/;1:ttwo-y¢ar colleges now
"Does Morehead own PI'es- jected fall enrollment of 2,600
un4jt~lie _:,:!(;entu_cky Com- tonsburg 0 Is Prestonsburg a students, is Kentucky's largest
mllll~~and il'.echmcal School subdivision of Morehead?" Sul- private college or university. It
gained four-year status in 1990.
Syst!)![11',,
_
.
livan asked.
"Business and businessE:fg!i,ii} said_::J1e thought the . Eaglin said MSU has offered
agreilm~nt was meant to allow · upper;level business courses at related programs are 100 pertwo-Y,eaii' college graduates to· its extended campus center in cent of our focus," said Sultrarisfefi!credits to one of Sul- Prestonsburg for several years, livan, the school's president.
While Sullivan's business
livarl.:s'.(ciunpuses in Louisville, but there are not enough stuprogram
is accredited by the
Leitj[~ or' Fort Knox, not dents interested in business.

~SU que$tiJ,Jl~ ;rI::art·ner~hip

1;Cites duplication· ~, ,~l-t~]\,ises
I· 111

.

•.., , , •

' '"l
~-,,.

'·

,,;G
··•{

Prestonsburg area'.·~ .l, .';
While he admittedfthat PCC
; .OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
had the right to pursiie a partnership with SulliJl'i:i, '.'\Vhy
, PRESTONSBURG - A week in the world wouldr1l,<;C make
after his school launched a overtures to this ot}ii;: in~titlljoint bachelor's in business ad-·. tion?" he asked
/~\ilc
,,
: ministration program with
·
· · _,~~i Ashland Community College,
i••_;,,11
I·
••1Y-i1
, -Morehead State University
;President Ron Eaglin is critiur position4illto help
'cizing a similar agreement be. .
't,,.;:
·'"
tween Prestonsburg Com' Cholces ·
:<if:·
' -munity College and Louisville-.
-~based Sullivan College.
The baccalaureate program
,,,,\.
to be offered in Prestonsburg
'.i.li;1l:·
.,•
by Sullivan is the first such
PCC PresidentiI.).eborah
partnership in Kentucky be- Floyd said it's because Moretween a public community col- head never asked ~~f,tschool to
lege and a private, for-profit join in a so-called)i1/wo-Plusschool.
Two" program to-l;rffiow ·stuBut Eaglin said the program, dents to get a busl8{~.s degree
slated to start in late Septem- . without leaving Prestonsburg,
ber, will lead to unneeded du- and the Sullivan plan[is a step
plication of courses, will cost toward broadeningtopportunistudents more because of Sul- ties for area students}:
livan's tuition scale and will
"Our position is:to~help our
unclcreut MSU's efforts in the students with cho(j~·... Floyd
i ,:

,

, ~Y ToM LEwrs

I

Q

-~,:. '
;f/i[,

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

McConnell should
back amendment ·

Thu[llday, August 20,

:.-~~/!. ~~qplem : ::e!~~~~~~;~i:;I~~~~::i:'.r
a

§ttidents

~~-

~~;~~~;:d:~\~~t:a°f!J~tiqnal
t:ainpg as permissible[p9;rk activities.~
);:i,1_}.,.'i.
Actjording to the 1999;\Q~S., Census,
On July 9, the U.S. Senate passed
Kentl'i~ky ranked wors{f:l,ifthe nathe Wellstone Amendment to the
Higher Education Act of 1998. It says tion in the percentage o(.a?ults. over
the age of 25 with less than a nmth
states may allow welfare recipients
grade education. A recenfUniversity
to go to school for two years before
they must also work an additional 20 of Kentucky study sho~d that a ·
single parent living in rural Kenhours a week. This amendment
tucky;needed a full-timejcili earning
would expand the educational opport unities for welfare recipients, al- at least $10.71 an hour to support
t~o children. We cannci~ :11,ilpe to attract or build good-payiiig busi-

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, MSU's graduate and undergraduate business administration programs
have special certification from
the association, with more
stringent requirements. For
Sullivan to say its programs
are comparable to those offered by MSU "is just false "
Eaglin said.
'
Floyd and Eaglin said they
would encourage future partnerships between their
schools. Sullivan said a cooperative effort involving his
school and MSU "would have
been wonderful."
"We have absolutely no interest in joining ranks with a
proprietary, for-profit institution," Eaglin replied.
Last week, MSU and Ash1and Community College
launched a program to allow
students to complete two years
of business training at ACC,
then complete a bachelor's in
business administration at
MSU's Ashland Area Extended
Campus Center without leaving Ashland.

Lexington Herald-Leader
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~ne.sses here without an educated
··work force.
:.: · We all benefit when doors are
·9pened to people seeking education
·'and training. I urge everyone· to
'"write or call Sen. Mitch McConnell
'and ask him to reconsider his position on the Wellstone Amendment.
He serves on the conference committee which will determine the final
version of the Higher Education Act
when Congress reconvenes in September.
Betty Hines
Morehead

List of top colleges released: Ilarvarcl,
Princeton and Yale universities share !Ill' No. l spot in
U.S. News & World Report's annual r:mking of till'
top universities in the nation. The U11i,·t·rsity of
California-Berkeley and the University of Virginia
share the No. 1 spot in the magazine's ~epc1rnte ranking of the nati011's public universitie~. ·1·11e rm1ki11t,.rs
are included in the magazine's annual Iiublication,
Ame,ica 's Bes/ L'olkges, which goes 011 sale Monday.
The magazine used several c1·iteria. i11l·lu<ling an institution's reputation among academics: lh(• percentage
of students that go on to graduate; farnlty pay, class
size, student-faculty ralio and other indicators of faculty resources: student selectivity: lirnrncial resources,
such as spending per stucl(•nt: arnl alumni giving.

Au3. 2 'I, J~'ti

~ £.MSU ARCHIVES

Clip .;;,,eet
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS, MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689
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would not be paid by the uni- . ·' ·
MOREHEAD - State Rep. versity for any days spent in
John Will Stacy was hired last the General Assembly, adding,
week to fill a newly created "We don't want a conflict of infund-raising position at More- terest."

::i r~:~1l,;;fu;!~~~ 1Ull.!x.~1~{i~tHJn'l}W61ifi1p:1
•~c;~rJt~u~?~~\•}~.•r _.,"Mf·· · ,.

1
"Ii'
puoticAn'lliaaijr~ ·''~"'· · 1'"":,:~1·it111
Stacy, a West Liberty Demo- , prlll\ritl.'fioµs"ij1~.IfeVe'nue' pf~pt_,q
crat and chairman of the · Committee Chairman Harry
mµtimwn of five years of exHouse education budget sub- Moberly_ Jr., D-Riclimond,
perience. ~:training,or _workcommittee, assumed the role of works at~_,Easter!). Kentucky
ing_, with :v,o.lunteers, .. fund:
assistant dean for development 'University' as director of judiraising and/or sales. ·
at MSU Monday at an annual cial affairs and services for the
Stacy has a law degree from
salary of $48,000.
disabled, and Rep. Jesse CrenNorthern ·Kentucky University
According to the job descrip- shaw, DcLexington, is a Kenand owns pharmacies in Sandy
tion, Stacy will be responsible tucky State University faculty
Hook and Frenchburg.
for planning, and executing. member. .
Stacy, who is'unopposed in
fund-raising programs for•. Morgan _argued that the law
the November general election
MSU"s·
colleges and .will I permitt~g legi~lator_s _to work · for the 71st District Kentucky
report to Dr. William Hig- at publlc umversitles was
House seat, was first elected to
ginbotham, special assistant to meant to _allow them to teach.
the House in 1992.
the president.
not to raise money. He added
Stacy said he would spend·
Stacy was the unanimous !hat lawmaker~ ~e~e prohibsome time getting more familchoice of a six-member search ited from workmg directly for
iar with MSU's ,programs and
.
h
. local and state governments.
personnel, then help the
C?mmi!l'e~ for t e n~w posi- ' "I just think they (MSU)
school's deans identify the
tlon, H!ggmboth am said.
. found them a loophole ... ," he
strengths of their colleges and
As a lawmaker, Stacy 1s said
·
aware of MSU's need to raise
· . .. .
.. ..
promote them in the region.
funds, Higginbotham said. He
Q_ualificat10ns for assistant
"You have to build on what
is a.Jl;o. familiar with the region dean for development mclude you do best," he said.
and
movers and shakers;;;
and he gets along .well with
others.
,aw •
THE MOREHEAD NEWS-MOREHEAD, KY
"In· fund-raising, people give
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 21, 1998
to people," Higginbotham said.
But Rowan County Republican Party Chairman Doug
:Vlorgan said Stacy's new job
was a conflict. of interest and
that he was disappointed in
help them raise funds for their
Stacy and the university.
By SEAN KELLY
needs. Stacy said he did not
Stacy said since MSU was in
Staff Writer
know how many other people
his legislative district, along
applied for the job.
.
with the university's extended
State Rep. John Will Stacy
Stacy's application for the
campus center in West Libwas named to a newly-created
position drew fire from Rowan
post at More1!ead State U,~".ererty, he was supposed to be an
County Republican Party Chairsity
to
coordmate
fund
ra1smg
advocate for the school whethman
Doug Morgan, who claimed
programs for the school's four
er he was on its payroll or not.
there was a conflict of interest.
colleges.
Not to be. he said, "is tg do a
think that it would
Stacy (D-Morehe~d), ?1st be "Ia would
clear
conflict
of interest,"
dis.service to the very people
District representative smce
Morgan
said
Thursday.
"As a
who are complaining."
1993, is assistant dean of devel- legislator, he votes on all_ocaBut Morgan countered that
opment, in the MSU office of tions of monies" for state umverdevelopment1 and •alumni relastate legislators set the fundsities.
.
tions. The position pays $48,000
ing for several agencies and inStacy, who also owns phara year.
·
terests.
macies in Sandy Hook and
"I just found out Friday," he Frenchburg, said it would be no
"If I represented one of these
said, adding he started the job different than the many other
other interests and had to comMonday. Stacy said it would not legislators who have employpete with one of these univercause a problem with his legisla- ment outside the .General
sities when they had a state
tive schedule. He will take an Assembly.
..
.
legislator on their payroll
unpaid leave of absence while
Stacy is unopposed m his
whose sole job was to raise
the legislature was in session, November re-election race to
he said.
.
funds for the university, I'd be
represent the 71st District,
Stacy will be working with 1 which includes Rowan, Morgan,
concerned," Morgan· added. "If
different MSU colleges to try to Menifee and Magoffin counties. ~
he wants to be a lobbyist; he

· ·

'''iflW1fre:.~At>;

row-·

its"'

Legislator-is hired·-·"'
for new MSU position

606-783-2030
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Morehead State hires Rep. Stacy

~egislator is hired
ts MSU fund-raiser

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University
has hired state Rep. John Will Stacy to fill a new
fun?•ra,srng poSition. Stacy, D-West Liberty and
chairman of the House education budget subcommittee, assumed the role of assistant dean for develop1;1ent at MSU last week at an annual salary of

Morehead State University has hired state
"P· John Will Stacy to fill a newly created fundising position. Stacy, D-West Liberty and chairan of the House education budget subcommit2. assumed the role of assistant dean for develiment at MSU last week at an annual salary of
l8,000:,Stacy will be responsible for planning
1d executing fund-raising programs for MSU's
ur colleges and will report to William Higginitham, special assistant to the president. As a
.wmaker, Stacy is aware of MSU's need to raise
mds and is familiar with the region and its lead·s. Higginbotham _said. But Rowan County Re1bhcan Party Chamnan Doug Morgan said Star's new job was a c~mflict of, interest. Stacy is
,opposed
for re-election this.fall!•
_, ,,.

$48,000.

Rowan County ~epublican Party Chairman Doug
Morgan said Stacy s new Job was a conflict of interest.
. But_Sta,cy said that because MSU was in his legislative d1stnct, he was supposed to be an advocate fat
the school whether he was on its payroll or not.

~
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Bookstore battles university
vlorehead business brings ·suit >·
;harging MSU with urifair trad~

1 11
•

'y Frank-E. Lockwood
JRTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - They lined up
hours at Study Master Book Co.
1st week, hundreds of university
cudents eager to save a few bucks
n textl:iooks.
·
They're "penny pinchers," store
wner Kevin Terrell said, and
1ey've been coming here to get
the best prices on Morehead State
iniversity textbooks" - guaran,ed - since the store opened in
994.
But Terrell, 26, says he'd have
ven more customers if Morehead
•rate would stop engaging in what
e calls ''unfair trade practices."
So, in an attempt to get relief,
.e has sued the university in feder1court in Ashland.
Morehead's attorneys recently
sked the court to dismiss the suit,
,hich was filed July 10.
"We don't believe there's any
1erit to the plaintiffs lawsuit in
1is case. That's as simple as I can
,ut it," said the university's attorey Douglas L. McSwain.
Under federal regulations, firstime recipients of federal student
Jans must be enrolled for 30 days
,efore they can receive their many. Morehead extends credit to
hese students so they can buy
extbooks before school begins, but
he books can be purchased only at
he campus bookstore, owned and
,perated by the university.
Morehead has rebuffed Study
,laster's request tliat students be
iermitted to buy at the off-campus
;rore.
··Study Master alleges that this
ir

.• "t"'' .
~,~ Cotm
-ty....<•.;.r;t.:·~=~•.::._•,~
Fl-""

!,;,,11\foney's tight::;~he said. •As

long as they give· riie a good deal
on my books, I don't care about ap-

pearanres."

Charles Hembree saved $29.50
on his Total Quality Management
textbook by buying it used at
Study Master - instead of new at
arrangement violates state and fed- . the Morehead bookstore. "That'll
era! antitrust laws.
.: ·
buy a' couple more
"YOU ought to be
. ·,
meals,ti_
;23..
sa/c\:
!!te)~erea
able to spend your '
na ve,
:;
money the way you
Moreh~'ct, i:loesn't
want to," said Terrell,
guarantee - tliat ' its
a Murray State Uniprices,aretlie lowest in
versity alumnus.
town, said the campus
And financial-aid
bookstore's director
recipients would beneTeresa Brown. But its
fit most from lower
prices are "competiprices, he said.
tive," she said, and its
"When you've got
. profits go to the unia house payment, a car
. versity instead ot to a
payment, two or three
private businessman.
mouths to feed, you're
In
addition, she emlooking. to save any,
ploys ·2(F._v;ork-study
thing you can get a
students, · providing
hold of," Terrell said.
jobs and income. And
Morehead argues
it's convenient - right
that because it is a
on campus.
state agency, it's exBut Terrell figures
empt from antitrust
low prices can trump
laws.
all those arguments.
But at Study Mas"Most
people
ter, located downtown
wouldn't come over
not. far from campus,
here unless they could save some
antitrust laws are the furthest thing money. That's the gist of it" he
fr~m . students' minds. They're said.
•
thinking about bargains - and
they haven't come for the decor.
During rush week, the bookstore is about as tidy as a typical
college dorm room: styrofoam
packing peanuts litter the floor
books are piled high on the coun'.
ters and shelves and 28 boxes of
textbooks have just arrived.
"Somebody called it 'Hurricane
Alley' the other day," said Terrell
But the customers don't mind.
Most of them are unfamiliar
with the lawsuit, but they know a
bargain when· they see one.
"Everybody I've talked to said
it's cheaper here," said April
Howard, 20, a sophomore from
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Future co~µni!t,y coQ.~ge grads won't get UK degrees·
I , ,
By ,Holly E. Stepp

l,'...

I

HERALD-l.EAOER EDUCATION WRITER

It's a differenc~ officials say most
students won't nollce, but come 2094,
degrees earned by most commumty
college students won't come from UK.
An, agreem~nt that would phas~
out UK s authonty over the commum
ty colleges was approved y~sterday
by th~ Ken,tucky Commumty and
T h
I C 11 ge System Board of
Rec ~;~a o e
ege ·
· •h
. The change wou,ld remove t e
last rem!'ants of UK s contra! of the
th
commumfr ~lleges - an actic;m at
wru: the ongr1;al goal of Goy. Paul Pattons 1997 higher educallon reform

· .i'.iJhe t:hange ~-proi:iipied hy a ~~:il!id:;alumni.'. The ,compromise gave
r~uir~ent frorii'{~conjpiunity col,
c~ntrol .ovp- s.~e-acadeinic pro1 , ccrediting~.fuisbcf~tion the·,•,~grams and allowed.it to grant degrees
:;her:1i Associatig!fof Colleg;s and '(fur'those programs.
.
Schools.
':(]i!'.
, Under tlie agreement; approved
The action "lias done what the unanimously yesterday, community
governor wanted tp do all along," said college degrees granted after June
Rep. Stan Caye, R..~on, one of a
would be issued by the-system.
group of legrslatqrsiy,ho opposed re·
moving the co~ty colleges from
The colleges themselves, however,
UK.
·_,;\_t£t,\,.
. , . would still carry the UK Community
"'lo. th
t
College System name, as required by
UK's connecttQ/)i;.. e co~u; ~ .law.
;,
colleges _was th1p,c;oIDpro~rse
a
The accrediting association
guaranteed passag_lt!if the h1gh0; ~ufirst reviewed the governance
cation reform at:t:\IPatton's ongmal
changes .last summer and quesproposal, which ~pped the commutioned why UK granted degrees
nity colleges frorti;y,K, was opposed
when it didn't control day-to-day
by many legislators; UK supporters
management of the system's 13 col-

l'W,

2004

act.

leges, UK still controls Lexington
Community College.
"This agreement allows us to
do what is best for our students ensure that tl1ey are attending a
. college that is fully accredited and
meets high standards," said
. Martha Johnson, regent chairwoman. "The key thing is that this
does not change the quality of education that students receive and
our commil!nent to excellence."
, Interim KCTCS President Jeff
Hockaday said the system will submit the proposal, which UK's

'= ; ~ ~ § .c§ I ,,,Board of TrusteesthisI expected
to
th
ed
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iting association in early Septemher. The association is expected to
approve the change next June.
Hockaday said Ih e Councr'l on

Postsecondary Education's ap-
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proval of new KCTCS degr·ees last
month was a pivotal step toward a
.
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UK
clean separation om
.
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"That was a major break with
tradition and represents major pro-
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HowJt WIii work

The agreement between the
Kentucky community and Technical
College System and the University
of Kentucky would work as follows:
■ on June 30, 1999, all existing
academic programs at the comm unity colleges would fall under the jurisdiction of KCTCS.
■ students who enroll in UK degree
programs at the 13 community colleges by June 30 , 1999 , and complete the program by June 30,
2004, will have their degrees awarded by UK.
■ All other degrees would be awarded by KCTCS.
____________
UK President Charles Wethington said he supported the agreemen! because it would fulfill the
expectations of students currently
enrolled in the community colleges.
'IThis allows students who enrolled expecting to earn a University of Kentucky degree to indeed
earn a University of Kentucky degree," Wethington said.
Cave said he wasn't· surprised
by the action.
"It really begs the question
whether UK even had a choice in
the matter," he said, "whether the
so-called compromise was really

even a compromise."
"(During the special session of
the General Assembly), supporters
(of higher education reform) divested UK of any real control of the colleges," the accrediting association
"recognized that," Cave said .
Cave said that he thought it
was misleading to keep UK's name
on the community colleges.
"If UK doesn't confer the degrees, its name shouldn't be on the
colleges -- it goes hand in glove."

Some regents said they were
worried that UK's name would
eventually be removed from the
community colleges altogether.
Regent Anita Williams, who
wasn't thrilled about the change,
said she felt the accrediting associatio1: backed the system into a carn_er, rf the ~<!lleges want to be consrdered legitimate.
Williams, a Prestonsburg_ Comd h
mf unity Colleged studht, _sar
or many stu ~nts avmg
s
name on l~err diploma ~as part of
the attracl!on of attending one of
the community colleges.
"For me and other students, being part of UK is very important,

Jit

and having at least the name is important to us."
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Community college change OK'd
LEXINGTON, Ky. - An agreement that would
phase out the University of Kentucky's authority over
the community college system - and remove UK's
name from l!lOSt community college students' diplomas in a few years - has passed its first step in the
approval process,
The Kentucky Community and Technical College
System board of regents unanimously approved the
agreement Friday. The agreement still must he approved by UK's trustees.
The change was prompted by a requirement from
the community colleges' accrediting association. the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
•
Under the agreement community college degrees
granted after June 2004 would be issued by the system, The colleges themselves, however, would still
carry the UK Community College Svstem name, as
required by law.
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Collins to l~alliiK for «rorgetown post
-- •.
---' -~t:"'
·
}\(.!
By .JOSEPH GERTH
"~Vlien her c9ntr~ct-:~_nded at UK, I
and RICHARD WILSON
was-, fortu,nate e~ougliJto talk with
The Courier-Journal
her abou_bspend1hg,a\portion of her
- li'!'e helping Georg~fown," Crouch
LEXINGTON, Ky, - Former Gov, said.
,
Martha Layne Collins is leaving the
Collins, whose contract ended reUniversity of Kentucky's College of cently, went to UK two years ago to
Business and Economics for a posi- head the fledgling.Iqtemational Busilion at Geoq~etown College,
ness and, ManageriI~fit, Center. She
Collins will work out of the presi- had spent the pre_vioµs' 1six years as
dent's office in a loosely structured president of St. Catliilt,ine College in
joh that will allow her the freedom to Springfield.
· ·
do outside consulting and speaking.
Her title at Georgetown will be
ller starting date hasn't been set yet.
"executive scholar in-residence,'' but
Collins declined to talk about the Crouch said she will"riot have any
new job yesterday, saying it would.be teaching duties.- He refused to dispremature to comment.
close her salary.
.
But Georgetown President Williain
Collins, who spearheaded Gov.
II. Crouch Jr. confirmed that Colliris Paul Patton's, effortfliist winter to
will woi·k for the school in a part• keep United Parcel Seryice's sorting
time capacity and that she will be hub in Louisville, sutimi!ted her res"more of an idea person, helping us ignation this week to Richard Furst,
think through some of the issues of dean of UK's Carol '.Martin Gatton
the future.··
College of Business and Economics.

·1

,·1!j•--"_"
'•
.. ;,. i'.'

',•

Furs(,said Collins, 61, is leaving the
school _ on good terms. He returned a
reporter's phone call "lo make sure
them'.§,, n,.o. negativ~ ~onnotation ,to
th1s'afall;"·Furst said ma bnef mter•
view.;\'fwas :ivorried about this because often people hear about things
like this and they say, 'Oh, oh, something bad happened,' and that's not
the c;ase ~tall."
.
Fur'St' 'issued a_ three-paragraph
memo'·t'o the faculty and staff at the
scho~I yesterday announcin!l Collins'
departure. In it, he said Colhns plans
to "pursue other local, national and
iniemational interests."
During her term as governor from
1983'10 1987, Collins attracted Toyota
Motor Manufacturing to the Georgetown'area, where it built an auto-assembly plant.
.
In iwo years at UK, Furst said, Col!ins was instrumental in a number of
new programs incll.Jding an executive

•(·
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Up slightly
State ACT scores are a bit higher

J ',.,

development program, the new;UK
Sports Marketing Academy and.a series of new programs for Japaneseowned ,an~ Japanese joint-ventvre
compames m Kentucky.
:, ·
Furst said Collins will continu~ to
advise him and will work on selected
projects at UK. "While we will niiss
her as director (of the center), I am
very pleased that she has agreed to
work with us on selected iritematipnal programs," he said in his memo.,
Collins. who at one point was a· finalist for the presidencY. at West~m
Kentucky University, will be joining
her husband at his alma mater.
.
Bill Collins became adviser to the
athletic director last fall after he was
released from a federal prison camp.
Collins was convicted on charges of
extortion and tax fraud in 1993 for
crimes he committed before and during his wife's governorship. Martha
Layne Collins was not implicated.
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NKU to ffl:OVe Griffith sculpture
HIGHLAND HEIGHT-S, Ky. - A sculpture in the
central plaza at Northern Kentucky University will be
moved to a less prominent location because of com- plaints that it syr,ibolizes racism.
NKU emP.loyees last week began dismantling Red
Grooms' tribute to film director D.W. Griffith a native of Oldham, County. The sculpture, whi~h has
been on campu~: since 1979, is the focal point of a
gathering place for students.
'
Some faculty, students and staff complained that
the sculpture was a hurtful reminder of the famous
Griffith movie "Birth of a Nation," which has been
criticized as projecti~g racism and black stereotypes.
The movie, released m 1915, was used as a recruiting
tool by the Ku Klux Klan. Others argued that the
sculpture has nothing to do with the movie and is a
valued piece of art that honors a filmmaking pioneer.
NKU President James C, Votruba decided this sum•
'!'er to keep the s~ulpture as part of NKU's art collecllon but to move 1t to a less central location. The new
site will he chosen this fall, Votruba said.

It's not enough of an in- incoining freshman to take
crease to really brag about, the ACT.
' In fact, the record number
but the scores recorded by
members of Kentucky high of 28,210 Kentucky high
school class of 1998 improved school students who took the
slightly on the American Col- ACT last year represents two
lege Test. After five years of out of every three members
flat scores, the improved of the class of '98. In conscores are a positive sign trast, only about 40 percent·
that Kentucky high schools of the class_ of '98 actually enare doing a better job of pre- rolled in college.
To have overall scores inparing their students for the
crease at the same time a
rigors of college.
As we said, the increase is greater percentage of seniors
are taking the test is an·
ever so sight: from 20.1 to
achievement. An increase in
20.2. And Kentucky students the number of marginal stustill rank below the national dents takir.g the task can be
average of 21.0. A perfect assumed to have a negative
score on the ACT is 36.
impact on overall scores.
The American College Test
No one is ready to point to
is a far better measurement the latest scores as evidence
of Kentucky high school se- that the Kentucky Education
niors than its counterpart, Reform Act is a success and
the Scholastic Aptitude Test. _students are learning more'
That's because ·only a small than ever. However, any impercentage of Kentucky high provement should be apschool seniors fake the SAT, plauded. As Kentucky Educawhile every state-supported tion Commissioner Bill Cody
university and community said, even a slight improvecollege in Kentucky requires ment is better than a decline.

DAVID
HAWPE

David Hawpe 's column appears
Sundays and Wednesdays in The Fo-

rum.
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A tribute to Steve Hantilton
(Editor's Note: The following
photographs and most of the
information included. here is
from an article by Marty Appel
that appean;d in a recent issue of
Yankees Magazine.)
Steve Hamilton, a former

standout with the New York
Yankees and the NBA's Minneapolis Lakers, died _Dec. 2,
1997 at age 63 afier a 10-month
battle with cancer.
At that time, he was director
of athletics at Morehead State
University.
A standout athlete in baseball, basketball and track at
MSU, he bec_ame the university's athletic director in 1987.
Hamilton was featured this
year in an issue of Yankees Magazine, the official publication of
the New York Yankees.
The four-page spread was·
titled "A tribute to Steve Hamilton" and featured color and
black and white photographs
from throughout his baseball
career.

. It detailed Hamilton's trick
pitch, his intelligence and
warmth both on the field and
off, and a trade to the New York
Yankees from the Washington
Senators:
Baseball fans under age 30
may have had a hard time
understanding the amount of
media attention devoted to
Hamilton, Appel wrote.
Afier all a quick check of the
record books shows 34 wins and
36 saves spread over eight sea-

sons in pinstripes stuff oflegend.

hardly the

But ·'Hambone' was, as they
say, a cut above, in part because

at 6-foot-7 he was at the time
the tallest Yankee in history.
What many have also forgotten
is that by 1970, after Joe Pepitone and Tom Tresh were traded, he was the senior Yankee in
point of service to the team as
well as both the team's and the
league's player representative.
To the media, he was special
because of his warmth and
thoughtful intelligence. He
knew the names of writers' children. He would ask how filing
stories from the road was
accomplished. He never looked
down on those who didn't play
the game and, in fact, spent a
great deal of time wondering
how he ever got so lucky.
Hamilton woke up one morning in 1963 with the Washington Senators and, that night, he
was on the World Champion
Yankees, traded for Jim Coates.
"We were in a typically cheap
road hotel with the Senators,"
Hamilton recalled. "The bed was
too small ·ror me; my feet were
sticking out. George Selkirk, our
general manager, woke me with
the news. He actually apologized
for waking me up! Imagine apologizing for telling me I'd been
traded to the Yankees!"
Hamilton was indeed quite
an athlete, having been one of
the few men in history to play in
both the NBA and Major League

Baseball. He appeared in 82 regular season and 10 playoff
games with the Minneapolis
Lakers from 1958-60 before
moving full4ime to baseball.
There was always a bit of
Andy Griffith's Mayberry character in Hammy as Appel called
him, the easy-talking, ever-smiling s'1eriff who knew a lot more
than you thought he did. Hamilton was a keen observer of baseball's passing' scene and an
active participant in the players'
movement.
As a skilled-educator, the job

came easily to him, and his ability to communicate with his
teammates was balanced by his
gift for communicating with
management in a reasoned
manner.

Hamilton first endeared himself to the New York press by
accidentally swallowing his
chewing tobacco while on the
mound .early in his Yankee
career. Hamilton proved to be a
great storyteller, including
details about the grounds crew
coming out to clean up afier him
and Mel Allen having no idea
how to describe what was going
on at the mound.
After pitching for the pennant-winning teams oC 1963 and
1964, Hamilton remained with
the team for the rest of the
decade, watching the downfall of
the dynasty but dominating lefthanded hitters with a remarkable breaking ball that helped
produce a 1.39 earned run .aver-

age in 1965.
The sweep of the breaking
ball made the best lefiies in the
game look like fools trying to
hang in there with him.
He hardly needed his trick
pitch "Folly Floater" late in his
career, but he did develop this
odd blooper pitch that
approached the batters at such a
hrgh arc.
If truth be told, he probably
threw the pitch about 40 times
in all. He knew it was a novelty
and if he needed a lesson in
that, it came during spring
training in 1970 when a minorleague umpire stepped in front
of the plate and caught it, thinking Hamilton was simply asking
for a new baseball.
Hamilton finished his career
with the Cubs in 1972 after
short stints with the White Sox
and the Giants and then
returned home to Kentucky and
MSU.
Al though he would pitch for
six teams in his 12 seasons, he

was with the Yankees for eight
of those years. He pitched in two
World Series and was a teammate of Mantle, Maris, Berra,
Ford, Stottlemyre, Kubek and
all the greats of the 60s.
"I look at team pictures from
those years," he once said, "and

I even ask myself who that funny-looking guy is with all those
great players. And then it's like
the morning Selkirk woke me
up. Please don't apologize."
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Hanrllton, far right, was always "one of the boys," whi.ch
included, from left, Stan Bahnsen, Danny Carter, Fritz
Peterson, Bobby Murcer, Mel Stottlemyre and general
manager Lee MacPhail.

Steve Hamilton started his career with the hapless Washington Senators before being traded to the Yankees..
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3 colleges join for 2-year degree
Program will train 20 respiratory therapists a year
respiratory therapists a year. Un- down barriers" that students
til now, these students had to once faced.
Ashland Community College
MOREHEAD - Three state travel to Lexington to get theraPresident Angeline Dvorak
colleges are teaming up to create pist-level training.
Students will spend one year agreed.
a degree program for respiratory·'A seamless education is now
care students in northeastern Ken- taking traditional academic courses in Ashland or Mavsville. Then a reality
not political
tucky.
The two-vear associate of arts they'll receive techn.ical training rhetoric," she said.
With last year's reorganizadegree program, offered jointly by for 15 months at the Morehead
tion of the state's system of comAshland Community College, technical college.
Starting pay for registered munity and technical colleges, ofMavsville Community College and
Rowan Technical College. was respiratory therapists ranges from ficials are hoping to see more
$10 to $12 an hour. Most of them teamwork and fewer turf wars
announced yesterday.
Gov. Paul Patton and educa- work in hospitals, treating heart between Kentucky schools.
"This is a very powerful extion leaders praised the partner- patients and people with breath·
ing disorders. Others work in ample of the kind of collaboraship during a stop in Morehead.
"This is the spirit we are try- nursing homes and with home- tion that can be brought about
by partnering,'' said Anthony
ing to foster," Patton told about health agencies.
Rowan Technical College Di- Newberry, interim chancellor of
80 people at Rowan Technical
rector Kenneth "Jamie" Brown the University of Kentucky ComCollege.
The program will train 20 said the program will "break munity College System.
By Frank E. Lockwood

NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

the. Mor-e.J,e..aj

Earlier yesterday, at a stop in
Ashland. Patton pointed to Ashland Community College as a
school that is making good things
happen for the regional economy.
That college is working with
Honeywell North American Project Operations to create opportunities for its students in Ashland.
Their partnership, also unveiled
yesterday, will create a fonnal internship program for the area's
students focusing on process engineering.
Honeywell also will give
Ashland Community College
graduates priority for jobs at its
offices in Cincinnati and Ashland.
In return, the school will offer
educational programs and training for Honeywell employees,
Dvorak said. The partners will
also cooperate on recruitment and
promotion.

Ne.us, Tue~ 1 Aw:,-. 1..Sj 1992

Governor visits Morehead

Colleges beco1ne partners
for respiratory care degree
By KIM HAMILTON
Staff Writer
Governor Paul Patton visited
Morehead Monday to sign an
official agreement that will connect three area colleges to offer
an associate respiratory therapy
degree.
The formation of the Northeast Kentucky Consortium Respiratory Care will offer t he new
degree program at Rowan Technical College, Ashland Community College and Maysville Community College.
Patton was the keynote
speaker for the ceremony held in
Morehead at Rowan's technical
college, formerly Rowan VoTech. About 80 people were in
attendance.
"We want to motivate our
people to improve their educational status, and this is one of
the programs to convince every
Kentuckian that education
pays," Patton said.
"This program a llows s tu dents to earn an associate
degree from a college in their
area they want to attend. We
believe this will show the way
for many institutions," said Kenneth "Jamie" Brown, Director of
Rowan Technical College.
"It's a sacrifice to get a posts econdary education,• Patton
s aid. "You have to pay tuition
and forego the opportunity to
earn wages while studying, but
it can ensure a better quality of
life that will pay off in the
future ."

The three colleges will
expand the establis hed tec hni cian-level respiratory progr a m
into an associate degree program.

The cooperative effort uses
existing facilities to give s tu dents a new option for learning
a high-paying professional
health profession and to help
area health care facilities meet
the i r need for weJl -trained
employees.
Through the coll aborative
agreement , s tudents will be
jointly e nrolled at Rowan and
either Maysville or Ashland.
Th e first year of required
general education courses will
be offered at ACC and MCC and
the second year of professional
respiratory care courses will be
offered at RTC, with clinical
experience at hospitals throughout eastern Kentucky.
The respiratory care program
is a selective admission program, and students can apply
after completi ng their general
education requirements.
The first class will be admitted fo r fall semester 1999.
"The significance of the consortium is that it will give s tudents the opportunity to receive
a degree which will be required
in ord er t o practice," Brown
said.

"This is th e first consortium
approved by the Co uncil on
Postsecondary Education for the
Kentucky Community and Technical College System, and we
are pleased to be aligned with
House Bill l 's legislation to better serve s tudents in a seamless
system."
In addition to providing the
career option for new students,
the program will allow those
who completed the technicianleve I program at Rowan t o
upgrade their skills to the associate degree level that is expected to become the national standard in three years.
The ability to increase educational opportunities in the state
is one of the main goals cited in
the 1998 legislation that established the community and technical college system.
This consortium is one of the
first joint agreements out of the
community and technical college
system. The respiratory care
degree is also one of the first to
be granted through the community and technical college system rather than the University
of Kentucky.
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Conflict at Morehead
Legislator should take closer look at his college job
rational. So, such arrangements are
tate Rep. John Will Stacy sees
no conflict of interest between not only accepted but legitimized in
this commonwealth - even though
his elected position and his
new job as assistant dean for devel- the influence various universities
opment at Morehead State Universi- have with key legislators helps foster the waste, duplication and turf
ty. The West Liberty Democrat isprotection that keeps Kentucky
n't looking hard enough.
mired in higher-education mediocTrue, with or without the job,
rity.
Stacy would be a legislative advoBut even if you see nothing
cate for Morehead. As he is quick
wrong with a university emto note, the university lies in
~
..
-~-,-~
ployee supplying one of the
his district.
hands
that holds Kentucky's
Now, though, Stacy's siteducation purse strings,
uation has gone beyond just
there's still a huge red flag
taking care of the home
waving over Stacy's new job.
folks. With this job, he has a
·
As assistant dean for depecuniary interest in Morevelopment,
Stacy will be
head's fortunes; and as
Morehead's chief fund-raiser.
chainnan of the House subSimple common sense tells
committee on education bud- Stacy
you the individuals, businessgets, he's in a position to ines and industries with cash to spare
fluence those fortunes.
for universities often may be indiIn that regard, Stacy is not
unique. Other prominent lawmakers viduals, businesses and industries
with vested interests in various legare employees of state institutions
islative initiatives.
of higher learning - most notably
When you put a legislator in
House Budget Committee Chainnan
that situation, the potential for conHarry Moberly, who works for
flict of interest is huge. UnfortuEastern Kentucky University.
nately, neither Stacy nor Morehead
In a rational world, such a conState University seems to recognize
flict would be a no-no. But the
world of legislative ethics is hardly it.

S
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-XCC's amazing success continues
The secret of KCC's sucKentucky Christian College continues to buck the
cess. is that it has never wanational trend. While many vered from its primary task
small, private colleges are ex- of training young people for
periencing enrollment deChristian service.
clines and financial woes,
Its dedication to training
the Grayson college is grow- · church workers has given
· ing at an impressive rate.
Kentucky Christian a solid
When the 27,00-square-foot corps of churches and indiWayne B. Smith Center for
viduals who give generously
Christian Education is com- to support the school.
pleted in December 1999,
Kentucky Christian ColKCC will have spent more lege· is not for everyone, but
than $5 million in capital improvements in the last five for almost 80 years it has
years, including the McKen- ·served well those seeking- a
zie Student Life .Center and good education in a Chrisextensive renovations of dor- tian setting. It is a valuable
part of this region's higher
mitories.
·
Just as important, the col- education opportunities and
lege projects an enrollment an important force in Grayof 530 students this fall, an sori' s economy. May its
. increase of more than 20 per- growth continue well into
the next century.
cent in the last decade.
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ACC, Honeywell
sign pact creating
training partnership
By AMANDA GILMORE
. OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Gov. Paul Patton returned to Ashland Community College this morning
to announce a unique training
partnership that is the first example of the cooperative effort
he envisioned in last year's
controversial post-secondary
education restructuring plan.
The partnership between
ACC and Honeywell's North
American Project Operations
office in Ashland "emphasizes
and highlights the things we
were trying to do" with the
higher education restructuring
plan, he said.
Patton was greeted with
standing ovations and cheers
today - far different from the
tumultuous response he got in
ACC's auditorium last year
when he first announced his
plans to cut the umbilical cord
that had long connected the
state's community colleges to
the University of Kentucky.
Ashland and Honeywell have
developed a program that addresses and capitalizes on the
community's unique needs and
opportunities, Patton said.
"This does illustrate ... the
vision we had when yve said
we need to do more in post secondary education," Patton
said. "It takes into account the
particular attributes of a business and the needs of Ashland."
The program will increase
the region's "mental capital,"
Patton said, which is "over
time, the only way to build a
better Kentucky."
Patton joined ACC President
Angeline Dvorak and Dave
Gillespie, director of operations for Honeywell's Ashland
office, in signing the partnership agreement.
'.' The college will offer a twoykar field engineer progr~m
that will include courses on mstrumentation, technology and
· systems design. For !~s pa~,
}:!oneywell agreed to give priority consideration to ACC
graduates when hiring for its
offices in Ashland or elsewhere in the country.
Also, Honeywell will fund an
internship program, provide
guidance in curriculum development and assist with guest
lecturers and class project advisers.
· Dvorak said ACC's training
will be designed to meet the
special needs of Honeywell,
thus making the college a focal
point for the company's recruitment.

"ACC will be able to offer
new educational options to our
students and play a positive
role in enhancing economic development in the area," she
said.
The agreement "captures
and embraces" the spirit of
House Bill 1, which created the
Kentucky Community and
Technical College System in
i997, Dvorak said. One of the
goals of that -legislation was to
develop collaborative efforts to
Increase job tra~ing resour~es
li.vailable to busmess and mdustry while expanding job opportunities for area residents.
, "This is a true, true parthership in every sense of the
word," she said.
l Gillespie said the program
~ith ACC will "provide the
foundation for building a vibrant Tri-State economy that
is dependent on no one company or industry."
: ACC brings state-of-the art
technology and many other resources to the deal, Gillespie
said.
i "Students graduating from
l,\cc will find themselves f~y
trained on equipment their
9-rospective employers are only
·iii the process of acquiring,"
:rte said.
:; He praised Dvorak and ~e
non-bureaucratic way m
¼Vhich ACC moved to put the
:program together.

:;-.. "They understand what busiifesses need and they did this
)ii record time," he said.
,;: Honeywell, a multi-billion
:i!bllar company that employs
inore than 57,000 people in 95
~untries, considered other oplions for the training program,
~illespie said. But the coml)any selected Ashland primarily because of the cominunity's ability to make new
.recruits feel at home.
~: "Word has gotten out,"
"i}illespie said.
.·· The Ashland Honeywell office got its start in 1990 as Con:\Tol Systems Consultants Inc.
1t was purchased by Honeywell
:five years later and now spe"i::ializes in industrial automa:ticin control.
:· The majority of its work is
on projects that are part of
:Honeywell's TotalPlant Automation Alliance Program.
::Such projects involve tying. to'gether all of the automation
:ifystems within a plant, such
;is the Marathon Ashland Pe:t;:-oleum refinery in Catletts'.l,urg.
~:: It is in the Tota!Plant pro:gram that the ACC-trained
:field engineers will work, said
·:sruce Mills, manager of the
'.Tota!Plant Academy.
..; "The field engineers are the
·people on the front line," Mills
.explained. "They are able to
;(\valuate a system and work on
'the equipment."
··:_• The company has already
·~tarted to identify potential
'students, Mills said. The first
'.training classes at ACC. should
i\>egin by January, he said.
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·A_ woman struggles

to earn· and learn
\

.

By Judy Jones '
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

JACKSON - Evelyn Turner
is working with the real-life questions about welfare-to-work.
With four young children and
a disabled husband, a part-time
job and a full load of college
courses, Turner needs the magic
that will replace cash assistance
with wages, Medicaid with
health insurance.
She isn't there yet, but she
thinks she's getting closer.
Under welfare reform, for example, transportation and daycare costs are included in the
$1,900 a month she gets from the
state. She received neither under
the old welfare system.
"I earned three scholarships,
two that paid my way through
summer school," Turner said.
"But I couldn't have gone at all if
it weren't for the day care."
For Turner, one of the tens of
thousands of Kentuckians struggling to make the transition from
welfare to work, self-sufficiency
remains uncertain.
But Turner, who lives in the
Canoe community of Breathitt
County, has a plan.
A B-plus student at Lees Campus of Hazard Community College
in Jackson, she wants to finish her
associate of arts degree in May. In
the meantime, she's selling Avon
products to meet a 20-hour-perweek work requirement of welfare
reform.
It makes for a full day.

On the road
During the summer session,
that day started at 6:45 a.m.
She downed a cup of coffee,
scrubbed out her 2-year-old
daughter's potty, collected her
Avon catalogs and books for
class, got dressed and headed out
the door by 7:10.
From there, she drove to the
post office, stopped off at WalMart, hit the Hardee's drivethrough for a sausage biscuit and
was at Lees for a 9 a.m. computer
class.
Her professor, Cal Gillett,
teaches the basics of computing,
along with some software the students might work with in an office.
"Most of these people are nontraditional students, in the summer," Gillett said. "They're women
struggling with kids. And it's not
easy to prepare them for the workplace, because we'll start them on
the latest version of a software,
but they might end up in an office
using 10-year-old equipment"
. After class, Turner jumped
into her 1991 Chevrolet Corsica it has 141,000 miles on it - and
pulled into the drive-in teller at
First National Bank. On the first
of the month, the lines were long.

.

While she waited, Turner filled
out a deposit slip for her welfare
check. She also filled out a mileage
voucher for driving a low-income
person to the doctor - something
the state does to help some welfare
recipients supplement their income. The state reimburses 22
cents a mile and requires filling
out a form - a full page and part
of another - for each trip.
She pulled out a statement
from Kentucky Farm· Bureau for
$233.39 for three months of auto
insurance, and wrote a check.
"Insurance around here is so
high, it just kills you," she said.
She filled out another form for
her $60-a-month transportation reimbursement, along with proof of
college enrollment. Seventeen
minutes of waiting, and a pile of
paperwork completed. She was fi.
nally at the teller window with
one hour to be back at Lees for a
three-and-a-half-hour math class.
Before that, she went to Rite
Aid to pick up pictures of her 6year-old daughter Morgan's elementary school graduation. Besides Morgan, she and husband
Lewis have Rachael, 3; Sephra, 2,
and Lewis Jr., 8 months.
Without taking time to look at
the pictures, she headed toward
Lost Creek for an Avon delivery.
She barreled down Ky. 15, and got
behind a elderly man in a pickup.
"I must get behind every person in the county who thinks the
top speed of their vehicle is 25
miles per hour," she said.
Finally, she pulled into a steep
driveway, dug through the back
seat filled with toys, Avon books
and generic toaster pastries, and
located the order.
With the delivery made, it
was back to Jackson, to take the
mileage vouchers to the food
stamp office.
By then, it was 12:42 p.m. The
caseworker told her it would be a
45-minute wait.
She decided to come back in a
couple of days.
With 10 minutes before class,
Turner flipped through the pictures and finished the sausage
biscuit left over from breakfast.
The pale yellow pageant dress her
daughter wore to graduation was
a $2 yard sale bargain.
By 1 p.m., she was on the
front row in pre-algebra class. At
4:30 p.m., it was back in the Corsica for two hours of Avon deliveries. By 6:30, she was back home
for a night of feeding and bathing
the kids, boxing up Avan orders
and studying for the next day's
classes.
Turner got an 800 number which cost $5 - so out-of-county
customers could place orders. Her
home answering machine - a
year-end clearance special hawks Avon specials.
"I didn't grow up on welfare,
and neither did my husband," she

said. "I don't mean to stay on it,
either. But with four kids, it's
hard to come up with a job that
can pay for everything they'll
need. But it's hard to stay in
school, work and keep up with
everything else, too."

'I have a chance'
Turner ended up on welfare in
1991 after she couldn't keep pace
with her traveling sales job when
she started having children. Her
husband hurt his back in a construction accident and has been
unable to work.'
"I could get a job at minimum
wage," she said ...''But I can't raise
four kids on minimum wage.
There are no jobs here unless you
have a degree."
Her associate's degree may
open opportunities as a substitute
schoolteacher or in an office usihg
her computer skills.
In the meantime, under welfare
reform, the state pays her $423 a
month in cash assistance, $521 in
food stamps, $60 in transportation
and Medicaid and $900 for day
care for three of her four children.
She would have to find job
netting $1,900 a month, plus
health insurance, to replace the
current value of welfare.
Turner has been working
steadily under welfare reform, including in the state's Other Work
Experience Program, which
places recipients in jobs where
they do not earn a salary, but repay their welfare benefits.
That helps the recipient which in tum helps the state meet the 20-hour a week work re-'
quirement of welfare reform. ·
Turner worked in the
Breathitt County food stamp office, where she spent most of her
days shredding documents.
"Doing OWEP, it doesn't lead
to a job - not for most people.
It's more like if you have done a
crime and were penalized, by doing community service," she said.
. :Sometimes the welfare office
hires recipients to be caseworkers,
so Turner got on the state register, but never got a job.
In the meantime, she completed a state-funded training program for medical transcriptionists, attending class from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. on Saturdays. She couldn't
find a job at that, either.
That's when Turner started
selling Avan, while taking classes
at Lees.
In June, she earned $590.76
selling Avon. That doesn't include
gas, wear on the car or catalogs.
"I'm assuming this will get me
off welfare," Turner said. "Before
welfare reform, if I started working, even if I just got minimum
wage, I would have lost everything except my medical card.
Now, at least, I have a chance."
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

East Ky.
colleges
in parking
fee battle
By Lee Mueller
EASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

PRESTONSBURG For
more than a quarter-century,
Morehead State University has offered extension classes for its students at Prestonsburg Community
College's campus in Floyd County.
But Morehead officials this
week suddenly pulled their students out of PCC's classrooms, citing a decision by the community
college this year to begin charging
all students - including Morehead's - a $10 parking fee.
The move was unannounced
and unexpected in Prestonsburg.
PCC President Dehorah Floyd
said Morehead students learned
ahout it Monday when they
showed up for night classes and
found posters on classroom doors;
telling them to go to either the
Mountain Arts Center or a local
Baptist church for classes.
"I'm just stunned," Floyd said
yesterday "We're an open campus
and we've been providing them
classroom space for years, free of
charge."
It is at least the· second flap in
two weeks involving Morehead
State and the community college,
bur a Morehead official yesterday
said the incidents were not related.
"They're two totally separate
issues," said Morehead vice president Michael Moore.
- Last week, Morehead president Ron Eaglin criticized a decision by Floyd to offer a new bachelor's degree program from Sullivan College, a private Louisvillebased business school.
Eaglin said Morehead offers
advanced business classes in Prestonsburg and the Sullivan program undercuts that effort. The
university's "Big Sandy extended
campus center in Prestonsburg is
beginning to offer four-year degrees to Eastern Kentucky students without making them travel
to its main Rowan County campus, 65 miles away, Moore said.
But Floyd said the Sullivan
program was a step to broaden
opportunities for area students.
About 1,200 students are enrolled in Morehead's Big Sandy
Center off the PCC campus, director Margaret Lewis said, including about 200 in 14 classes that
were scheduled to be held at the
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Classes begin today for PCC
students, but classes for Morehead students began last week,
Moore said.
"Our concern was that our
classes began last week, so this
was an after-the-fact fee," Moore
said. "It's not fair to our students."
Floyd, however, said she
nounced a month ago that students would be charged the security fee. Faculty members will be
charged $15 for parking spaces,
she said.
It would be unfair to charge
PCC students for improved security without charging Morehead's
students, many of whom attend
classes at night, she said.
"Their students already use
the computers in our library and
they don't pay a technology fee,
which our students do," she said.
Moore said he was told Morehead's new classroom sites would

an-

not cost the university any money, either.
Mountain Arts Center director
Bob Meyer said that was true,
technically. The center agreed to
allow Morehead to use its chorus
room on Tuesdays and Wednesday, "but it's not exactly a freebie," Meyer said.
In return, Morehead must provide students to work on the center's database program, he said.
Meantime, Moore indicated
yesterday the decision to move
Morehead's classes off the PCC
campus might not be final.
"This is just .a small glitch in
our relationship," said Moore, who
said he is still negotiating payment of the security fee with
Floyd.
"They're welcome to our campus - we want them back but they'll need to pay the fee,"
Floyd responded. ·
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MOREHEAD - Northeast
Kentucky may breathe a little easier - physically, educationally and economically
- thanks to a new collaboration formalized here
Monday. by Ashland Community College, Maysville
Community College and
Rowan Technical College.
The three schools have
joined to form the Northeast
Kentucky Consortium for
Respiratory Care to provide
a new degree program for
residents of 17 coiirities. The
schools will expand an existing technician-level pro. gram into an associate degree program, using existing facilities and at no
extra cost to taxpayers, program coordinators announced Monday.
It is one of the first joint
agreements signed between
the community college and
technical branches of the
Kentucky Community and
Technical College System.
The respiratory
. . . care degree
'
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will be one of the first to be
granted by KCTCS instead of
the University of Kentucky,
which used to control the
state's community co)leges.
"What we're seeing today is
nothing less than the future of
higher education in this state
unfolding before us," said Dr.
Anthony Newberry, interim
president of KCTCS's community college division, who
joined Gov. Paul Patton at
Monday's formal signing of the
consortium agreement.
Technical and community
college collaboration to increase educational opportunities was one of the main goals
cited in higher education reform legislation championed
by Patton in 1997. Community
colleges joined KCTCS in January, and the technical colleges, formerly Kentucky Tech
campuses, became part of the
system in July.
"This does signify what we
were hoping to achieve in
making changes to the higher
education system," Patton
said.
Through the consortium,
students -will be jointly enrolled at Rowan Technical College and at either ACC or
MCC. The first year of re-
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Eligible.
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Students in the following
counties will' eligible to, ..
apply for admissibn to the' ...
Northeast Kentucky
Consortium for Respiratory
Care·program: .
Bath, Boyd, Bracken,
Carter, Elliott, Fleming,
Greenup, Lawrence, Lewis,
Mason, Menifee,· •
Montgomery, Morgan,
Nicholas, Powell,.
Robertson and Rowan.

oe

quired general education
courses will be offered at the
two community colleges, and
the second year of professional
respiratory care courses will
be offered at Rowan Technical
College, along with clinical ex·
periences at hospitals in Eastern Kentucky.
Students will benefit with a
new educational option in a
high-paying, high•demand
health care field, program coordinators said. Hospitals and
other health care providers
will get access to a supply of
local, well-trained employees.
Communities will benefit by
having new employees to support the growth of their health
care businesses. Patients who
need respiratory care will benefit. And taxpayers will benefit
because the new program is
provided at no extra cost.
"We believe that this is only
the beginning for new programs to follow and will show
the way for Kentucky," said
Kenneth J. "Jamie" Brown,
Rowan Technical College director.
ACC President Angeline
Dvorak and her MCC counterpart, Dr. Hans Kuss, also heralded the joint venture as a
significant step toward ending
turf battles in higher education and providing more efficient services to area students.
"We're experiencing the
very spirit of House Bill l,"
Dvorak said in reference to
higher education reform legislation.
The respiratory care program is a selective admission
program, limited to 10 students
a year from each community
college, and students will
apply after completing their
general education requirements. The first class will be
admitted to the professional
component in the 1999 fall semester.
The associate degree respiratory technician program is
expected to become the national standard for respiratory
care professionals in three
years, Brown said.
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MINORITIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Stucly Jind~ fewrblacks
get degrees·
.
.

By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier.Journal
Colleges and universities in the
South have made little progress
over the past two decades in their
graduation rates of AfricanAmerican students, according to a
study released yesterday.
And the same pattern mostly
holds as true for Kentucky as for
the other 18 states that formerly
operated dual higher education
systems.
The report by the Atlanta-based
Southern Education Foundation
shows the enrollment rate for Af•
rican Americans at Kentucky's
public colleges roughly matches
their presence in the typical college-age group within the state's
population. However, proportionally fewer black students graduate, and still fewer attain doctoral
or professional degrees or teach
at the state's universities.
One reason for the Jack of progress, the report says, is the public has mixed feelings about the
goals. Other factors are financial
aid policies based more on scholarly merit than financial need,
and court decisions limiting college affirmative-action programs.
The foundation's study - supported by grants from the Ford,
Rockefeller and Coca-Cola foundations - shows educational attainment across the South has remained virtually unchanged for
blacks for two decades.
In 1976 and 1996, black students were 8 percent of full-time
freshmen in Kentucky, similar to
their 8.2 percent presence among
18- through 24-year-olds.
But in 1994-95, blacks accounted for. only 5.3 percent of students awarded bachelor's degrees.
That figure was down slightly from
1976-77, when blacks accounted for
5.4 percent of Kentucky's bachelordegree recipients.
·.
Seven African Americans - 2.5
percent of the total - received doctoral degrees in Kentucky in 199495, up from none in 1976-77, But the
number of professional degrees
awarded to blacks dwindled from 19
in 1976-77 to 12 - just 1.6 percent
of the total- in 1994-95.
The foundation's study showed
that under-representation of African
Americans is particularly acute at
states' flagship universities, and the
University of Kentucky is no exception. In 1996, blacks accounted for
just 5.2 percent of UK's undergraduate students and just 3.5 percent of
its faculty members,
Black professors make up 4 percent of the faculties at Kentucky's
other traditionally white public colleges. In part, that's the result of a
"pipeline problem," said Ralph Fitzpatrick, special assistant for minority affairs to University of Louisville
President John Shumaker.
"If we don't get the (AfricanAmerican) students enrolled at the
undergraduate level, and if we don't
retain !hem and we don't graduate
them," he said, then they never enter the college teaching ranks.
Often, Fitzpatrick said, U of L
loses promisinS black faculty members to universities that bid high for
a very limited ·pool of black academic talent, especially in such
fields as science. medicine and law.
"That's great for the faculty member ... but it's not so positive for
the university that has done seemingly the right kinds of things" to
create a welcoming climate for African-American professors. he said

Across the 19 states examined, the
foundation's study shows, it took 19
years for ·the representation of
blacks among bachelor's degree..ecipients to increase 1.8 percent. In
16 of the 19 states, including Kentucky, proportionally fewer blacks
earned bachelor's degrees in 1990
than in 1980; in nine of the states,
but not Kentucky, proportionally
fewer black freshmen enrolled in
1996 than in 1991.
Other key findin~s in the foundation's report - "Miles to Go: Black
Students and Postsecondary Education in the South" - include:
■ About one-third of blacks entering four-year colleges in the 19
states fail to graduate within •six
years•. , .
· ■ I1f 13 ·of the 19 states, most
black ·freshmen enrolled in public
colleges were at historically black
schools. That was not true m Kentucky, which has only one historically black state college, Kentucky
State University.
■ In 15 of the states, including
Kentucky, average black family income was two-thirds or less than
that of the average white family's in-

come.

■ In most of the states, including
Kentucky, blacks are underrepresented in rigorous college-preparatory courses. Blacks constitute 18 percent of all high school graduates but
only 5.7 percent of the students who
take Advanced Placement tests.
■ Black faculty members accounted for more than 10 percent of all
full-time faculty in only five states,
and even there they mostly at community colleges and historically
black schools.
■ Nearly half of all black students
who earned doctorates in the 19
states earned their degrees in education, while fewer than 5 percent
earned degrees in mathematics, engineering, physical sciences or computer science.
Michael Jacobson, U of L's math•
ematics chairman, said there are no
African Americans among his 25-30
graduate students and only about 10
among the more than 150 undergraduates majoring in math.
"It's something we would like to
figure out ways to address, but have
not been very successful," he said.
Financial aid policies can open or
close access to higher education for
blacks, the report said. The authors
found that the 19 states distributed
more than one-third of their financial aid without regard to need, a
practice they said works to the disadvantage of African Americans,
whose need is typically great. By
contrast,. the 31 other states distributed only 3.4 percent of its financial
aid without regard to need,
·Kentucky, which at the time offered only need-based financial aid
for students, was an exception to
the regional pattern. Earlier this
year, Kentucky adopted a meritbased scholarship program, but it
also fully financed need-based programs for the first time.
"Substantial remnants of segregation continue to burden each of the
19 states ... hobbling the participation of black students in postsecondary education," the report says.
At the same lime, the authors
add, "We believe that most, if not
all, of these states are eager to put
the past behind them and to create
systems of higher education that are
renowned for their dedication to opportunity for all students."

Sherron Jackson, who monitors
Kentucky's efforts to wipe ,out the
legacy of college segregation' for the
state Council on Postsecondary Education, said better student prepara:
lion, Startin~ in primary school, is
the key to higher success for black
students in college. He said having
more black faculty members and administrators is important, too.
In some ways, the climate for Af.
rican Americans at colleges and universities in the South today seems
an unmourned world away from the
campuses where Jackson and Fitz•
patrick enrolled in the 1970s.
. Segregation and the ·violence often used to enforce it permeated the
atmosphere when Jackson attended
Southern Mississippi University and
Fitzpatrick attended the University
of Louisville.
Much has chani;ed in Mississippi
and elsewhere, said Jackson. But he
said the new report shows that in
some ways "the more things
change, the more they stay tne

same, basically."
When Jackson attended Southern
Mississirpi, he had stark reminders
of racia violence close at hand: A
son and daughter of Vernon
Dahmer Sr., a black civil rights
worker who was murdered in a !966
firebombing, were among his fellow
students.
Today, he said, African-American
department heads help shape poli•
cies at the Hattiesburg, Miss., campus, where Jackson once helped organize civil rights marches.
Fitzpatrick, who grew up in Hickman, Ky., and attended segregated
schools through the eighth grade,
said he wonders whether students
today have the keen motivation that
prevailed among the 100 black students that U of L annually offered
full financial-aid packages for sever•
al years, starting m 1969.
·
"I think we were hungry for
something different" from the limit•
ed horizons available to many
young African Americans like them•
selves, he said. "I'm not sure the
students today bring that same level
of expectation and excitement to the
table."
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Fraternity
houses join
in UK ban
on alcohol
By TIM WHITMIRE
Associated Press
'

LEXINGTON, Ky. - .As the
school year begins, Unive. rsity of
Kentucky fraternity members are
resigned to the school's new ban
on alcohol in fraternities. ·
"We're going to be abiding by
the rules so we don't lose any of
our privile~es," said junior Jeremy
Nalh, president of UK's Kappa Sigma chapter.
"Personally, I wish they didn't
do it. But if that's the way 11 comes
down we're going to enforce it."
The ban on drinking in all oncampus undergraduate housing
was adopted by the university l~st
spring after several mon_th_s of dis-

cussion between adm1mstrators
and student leaders. About 13 percent of UK's approximately. rs,qoo
undergraduates jam fratern!t1es
and sororities but the soront1es
and undergr~duate dormitories
have been dry for years, so fraternities are feeling the brunt of the
new rules.
"This hasn't been an independent arbitrary decision on the part
of 'the university," said David
Stockham, dean of students. He
cited an increase in binge drinking
as a reason for the change, alon~
with "the tremendous cost of liability insurance, as well as the
even greater cost of injury and
death to young pear.le."
Last year afcoho -related student
deaths rocked the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Louisiana State University.
"We have largely escaped that,
but that potential is there," Stockham said.
Nationally, UK is one of nine
universities that have adopted alcohol-free housing, according to
the Indianapolis-based National Interfraternity · Conference, which
represents 66 national fraternities.
The others are Rhode Island, Idaho Iowa, Oklahoma State, Utah
St~te, Northern Arizona, Colorado
and Washington State.
In addition, eight NIC member
fraternities will phase m alcoholfree housing, most by mid-2_000 ..
Jonathan Brant, executive vice
president of NIC, said his g~o~p
supports alcohol-free fraternities
but prefers that they make that decision on their own.
"If (fraternities) buy in and
think it's the right thing to do, t~at
is going to be the best way to implement alcohol-free housing,"
Brant said. He said, however, that
NIC recognizes that a university
may need to ban alcohol in oncampus fraternities.
Under UK's new rules, fraternities that want to serve alcohol at
parties must do so off-campus, and
they are asked to have a third party handle the distribution, Stockham said.
.
The idea is to have people m
charge "who know how to ma~age
the distribution of alcohol m a
group setting, -particularly when
there might be underage people
there " Stockham said.
So~e fraternity members believe the rules will drive students
off-campus to drink - and drive.

BLACK

5,226 (8.0%) •

WHITE ;7,607

(~~~~!!A

10,505 (90.7%)

197 (69.4%)

Trends In the representation of blacks amens
first-time, full-time freshmen, 1976-1996
1976 1986 1996

mi~~
Alabamar:•,,~. . .. 20.2 20.4 25.1
~~llti~
Delaware·.;;.;;:::•; Yii.12:li"'10.7i •t16.2~

South Carolina
• Texas
West Virginia

Drinking in the houses on UK's

Frat Row 11 is safe," said sophomore Brian Denger, who belongs
to Kappa Alpha. "Even if they do
get drunk and they're underage,
they're just staggering back to
their dorms."
"I hate to say you should wait
for a tragedy he said, "but nothing bad ever happened from having alcohol."
"I think fraternities are an easy
target," said senior Ben Ruley, a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha.
uwe've got a common stereotype
- the main reason we exist is to
drink alcohol."
Ruley, who sits on the universi.ty's Inter-Fraternity Council, said
council representatives will monitor houses to enforce tlie rules.
Nalli said he will fine anyone
who brings alcohol into the Kappa
Sigma house.
Stockham said the university expects fraternities will police themselves.
1"

15.9
10.6

4.5

5.4
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"We're not going to be storming
into individual rooms," he sailf.
"The standard line that we use is
if students draw attention to themselves for alcohol abuse, then the
university will respond."
Violations could result in discipline under the scliool's code of
conduct for students and in termi-

nation of a student or fraternity's
housing contract.
Although alcohol also is banned
at UK athletic events, not every
inch of campus is going dry. A
rule banning the sale of alcoholic
beverages on university property
does not extend to private corporntions that lease property from the
university and hold vafid alcohol
licenses, such as the university's ·
faculty club, Stockham said.
Alcohol also is allowed at private events held in university facilities, with the permission of administrators.
Some fraternity members see a
double standard.
"If you're going to make a rule,
it needs to be for evervhnrtv " Rn_

•
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UK students coine back
:to; alcohol-free cantpus
By TIM WHITMIRE
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
LEXINGTON - In a move
9nthinkable two decades ago,
when the film "Animal House"
immortalized the stereotype of
t!he booze-soaked frat house
l;Jniversity of Kentucky of~cials have banned alcohol
Jlrom on-campus undergradul).te _housing, including the
school's fraternities.
[ Such a policy likely would
);lave had Bluto, Otter, Pinto
<!]ld the rest of the Delta House
brothers manning the barricades, but the atmosphere
arowid UK fraternities as the
school year begins is of resigned acceptance.
"We're going to be abiding
by the rules, so we don't lose
any of our privileges," said
Jeremy Nalli, a junior and
president of UK's Kappa Sigma
chapter.
: "Personally, I wish they
didn't do it," he said. "But if
that's the way it comes down
. '
. to enforce it."
'
we
re gomg
Tl;le policy was adopted by
the university last spring after
several months of discussion
between administrators and
student leaders. About 13 percent of UK's approximately
18,000 undergraduates participate in the Greek system, but

thesororities and widergradu- .
ate dormitories hav~ been ·dry ·
for years, so fraternity members are feeling the brwit of
the new rules.
"This hasn't been an independent, arbitrary decision on
the part of the· wiiversity,"
dean of students David Stockham said, citing as reasons for
the move an increase in binge
drinking among students, "the
tremendous cost of liability insurance, as well as the even
greater cost of injury and
death to young people."
Last year, alcohol-related
student deaths rocked the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Louisiana State.
"We have largely escaped
that, but that potential is
there," Stockham said.
Nationally, UK is one of nine
wiiversities that have adopted
alcohol-free housing, according
to the Indianapolis-based National Interfraternity Conference, which represents 66 national fraternities. The others
are Rhode Island, Idaho, Iowa,
Oklahoma State, Utah State,
Northern Arizona, Colorado
and Washington State.
In addition, eight NIC member fraternities have committed to phasing in alcohol-free
housing, most by mid-2000.

. . Jonathan Bran("executive
vice president of NIC, said his
group supports alcohol-free
fraternities, but prefers that
they make that decision on
their own.
"If (fraternities) buy in and
think it's the right thing to do
that is going to be the best way
to implement alcohol-free
housing,'' Brant said. If not, he
added, NIC recognizes the need
for a university to demand
that the fraternities go dry:"
Under UK's new rules, fraternities that want to serve alcohol at parties must go offcampus and are asked to have
a third party handle the distribution, Stockham said.
The i~ea, Stockham said, is
to have m charge "people who
know how to manage. the distribution of alcohol in a group
setting, particularly when
there might be underage people there."
Some fraternity members believe the rules will drive students off-campus to drink and drive.
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UK classes start today
How-to course aids
students adjusting
to life on campus
By Linda 8. Blackford
HERAL[}LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

They've been unloading boxes all
week, but today 24,000 University of
Kentucky students actuallv head to
class.
·
Despite the influx, UK officials expect a smooth opening day.
The only major construction will be
tucked away at the football stadium,
and all traffic arteries will be open.
The real traffic problems may occur at the new W.T. Young Librarv.
The enormous building - which seats
4,000 - opened in spring, but the I
million books were added during the

summer.
"The library is the biggest new
thing," said Carl Nathe of UK public relations.
The library features 600 computers
for students. And every seat and desk in
the library has Internet access for laptop
computers: students can bring their own
or check them out at the library.

Most people already know where
the library is, but for any lost fresh·
men, there's always UK 101.
The course - an eight-week, one·
credit how-to class for new students hits everything from campus directions
to avoiding date rape to good study
methods. It also starts today.
But even more important, UK administrators say, the course appears to
keep freshman from dropping out.
"The retention rate of students who
took UK 101 has proven to be higher
than that of students who didn't," said
Louis Swift, the dean of undergraduate
studies. "Students who took the class
were more likely to stay at the university for their sophomore year."
A three-year study released this summer showed that 98 percent of UK 101
students returned for their spring semester, while 90 percent of the srudents who
didn't take the class came back.

A university as large as UK can be
a big change for new students.
"! felt really lost the first semester I
was here," said Cara Brennan, a senior
English major from Frankfort who took
UK 101. "Then I learned that there are
plenty of people here who are out there
and want to get to know and help you."
The program, which is taught by
faculty and students, has grown
tenfold since it started eight years ago.
Although it's still voluntan·. this vear
37 sections will be taught to more than
900 freshmen.
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Qfficla
obJect to new
.· ~
park lllg J.ee
By BETH HUDSON ·

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

PRESTONSBURG Morehead State University students have been
pulled off the campus of
Pres tons burg Community College in a flap
over parking fees than an
MSU official _claims are
: unfair1• ..';ifr;V~f~:x~,if:.;,, : ~~-~
MSU classes were
moved off the PCC cam. pus Monday after university officials said they
learned the community
college planned t<:> charge
all students at its campus
·a $10 parking fee;·':· ·
w f, were j us t
stunned," Prestonsburg
Community College president Deborah Floyd said
tnis. morning.' "We've
never. even charged them
(MSU) for janitorial .serI
i vices or 'lights, so you
1
• c a iJ. rm a g i n e h o w
' shocked we., were when
· they decided· to pull their
students off our campus
over a $10 fee/L,.. "'-"·;,
"We were just as aston1
ished to learn_Qf that (tl);e
'parking fe,e) \IS she, was
that we were moving our ,
.classes," .said Michael
Moore the, university's '
vice-p~esiaent for · aca- .
demic affairs,
Moore said the university was never formally
notified of the fee and
that it was unfair to students to assess a fee after
classes had already started.
"It is against our policy," Moore said. "We
don't institute fees after
the fact. It may not se,em
· like tliat'much,'but that's
more than some of our
,, students 'can
:afford ;:if
" .. , 'I . ' ' .; ' . ~-• • l '
they haven'.t been gi:ven ,
the opp'ortiinity tci plan
for it."· ~;,:··,.. ·. ~ ·~ · ·. ~ · .. i
Classes b~gan last
week for MSU extended
campus students.

r ."

1

I

temp_orar~~Y. _lll!!Yed, to
other free space.-,- a local,

:.·i~t~\~i~c~;ts~}ie~t~~ I
.,ip!,~ 1t!i{~Jl.U)!~,!Vfay-'?~. ~...-

. .;-re~r:1:\~i~:!~W~~ s~~~

lmany~w_e!lM,P\11-tMS.Q,off'ic;'.1),s
·11have:criticized:,the,,commumty.
.co11ege li~fe.~.~~1-~{,;~(~
i\,...t::
'1 On Tllu'r'sday, mpv.er.s~ty
pres4'clent''Ron Eii'~li:if' ~~-~~
tiomfd ·1criew:·partnersh1p ;iii
which P,CC.:will offer_ classes
on its camp.us ,P.rov1ded ,by
Louisville-based S.ullivan College .. -·-•·-··-·•-··•" ..... ·- ,,, · -,,
While Eaglin a~knowled!!ed
the arrangement was legal, he
said MSU feared it would undercut the university's own
business _progra!A. tn Prestonsburg.
:
MSU has 18 business courses
at PCC. , .,.. ' ' ,· . . ' '
Moore said today the issues
were not related. ·
·
"Those are en.tire.ly separate
concerns/' he said. .
·
He added, however, that
both the Sullivan College partnership and the parking fees,
, if the university decides to
the tab ' would P1ace an
pick
upburden"
"extra
on MSU fmancially.
-, ,... , ,~ .- --:"We're not even breaking
even (at PCC)," Moore. said.
"We're having to front the cost
of many of the classes because
some of them are so small,. and
we do have a significant _coSt
in sending faculty th.ere. Nonetheless our mission is fo serye
our st~?ent~,, ~~d. ~h~fs ~~e
bottom lme.'
Floyd said that ~slllso P_CC's
goal which- is not being fully
realized as long as there is a
rift between her school and
MSU. , ':,.,.,. · · · · - ·'-,,
"We are··an open campus,"
Fl,oyd said. "We :want to )lave a
1

i~;~ .

'"'''h""-- _,".

606-783-2030

· : 'cici rer'ffoiisfil mtn·tn"':1lt
:

rs

'"tht·tesf~~e'res't"~,IBe

,'community,~;thab:alJ'''insti1:utions of higher education.work
to::~~-"said lie''~o:g~;~~e
problem was a ''.MIP.S.~Jn_:.9P!Il.m:i~!t~~~i~-it:~1rt'wiiifts
'to correct that aiuhhad' ifiitiated a meeting with PCC last
week to discuss a a.egree·pro~
gram with the conuiniri.ity'college.
!,,el ill'tt
"That's when we happened
to learn about the fees, during
a conversation," Moore said>
Floyd disagr~ed and said
PCC announced the fees over
the summer. ·
··
"There has yet to be anything on my desk about it,"
Moore said.
' ' . . :, , _
MSU has about 1,200 students enrolled in its ·classes- at
PCC.
· •,., ·
About half of those
also
PCC studei:lts and.'!iave alr'eady
·d th ~ M
·d
pal
e e,e; · !lo.re sal ~\,:,. · ·
Moore .expects the issue to
be resolved, "one' way or another" this week,
One solution might be to
· keep the classes where they
are for the rest ofthe semester
an· d th.e'n• move ·back"t•o' the
PCC campus in. tlie ·spring,
when students can be forewarned of the fee, he said:
"Our door is always open to
Morehead,» Floyd said. "As
long as we have room for
them, they're , welcome. Mistakes happen. ·But this is part
of our new security on campus
_:_ I paid the fee myself. We
only want what's fair. '."
"They can come back any
time, this week or next week
or the week after that, whenever, but they're going to have
to pay the fee.'' , ·
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B)'.'. Deborah L. Floyd., .. · ,-. ' ·: .. will become 'communiversities;' ·,:; · grams in allied-health
his week thousand; of
open to our· communities for area - business and eriirepreneurship,
munity ~allege students be- residents of all ages to learn."
·raw en!'orcement, technology and
gan classes. For many, this
The pursuit of seamlessness
education.
is their first college experience'-"'- drives our community colleges to;, . Far too llllll\Y of our best and
anticipation, excitement \and. step to the forefront of the com- ;- brightest l~ve rural areas to purstress of change is in the air. '.And,' muniversity trend. Expect corr;:// ·. sue higher educatiol\ and never
. f~f;.t!!~. colleg~
the ;'.f.iri;_t' · munivers!ty Iqders~p to wo~~:=, .return home.)11stead, stude~;,.,.
·academic year as part of the new 'closely with economic develop-,
should be encoilraged to make a·
'Kentucky Community and Tech- ment officials, business leaders,
difference at home. They are
nical College System (KCTCS) and academic leaders to forecast
obliged to do this - but to no
an'_;exciting change prompted by employment needs and to develop greater extent than that we are
'the passage of the 1997 Postsec- effective programs to fill those
obliged to provide them with
ondary Education Reform Act. . . needs. Expect communiversity
opportunities - educational and
As I consider the change and' · leadership to put student success
employment - at or near home.
challenges prompted by this act, I ·· first and institutional turf last as
This is both the incentive we
am reminded of
they work cooperatively to deliver must offer and the premise that
noted author
courses and programs for the hen- directs much of what the commuRobert K.
efit our people.
niversity and the KCTCS must do
<?ree'!leaf, who
To this end, we must broaden ' for the people of this commonhkewise cha!our choice of educational suppliwealth.
.
.
lenges us to be
ers and partners by establishing.
At college ceremomes, I .
servant-leaders
articulation agreements with insti- encourage our students to.achieve
who lead best
tutions that can best deliver proall that they can·- and I implore
by servmg the
grams our students need and
those who leave to pursue higher
needs of our
want. We must work together to
education to return home to make
people. The
Floyd
· -~,. establish innovative programs
a difference. !hose who h:iv~ .
1997 Post.
. . . .. with fully accredited K-12 schools, returned real~ liow s ~ l 1t 1s.
s~ndary Re~orm Act challenges • vocational colleges, regional unito ~ark and rea;_a fanuly m their
higher-education leaders to serve
versities research universities
native commumhes.
our pe?ple through a "seaml8:35"
and priv'ate and proprietary ~!Communiversities promise to
educational syst~._!1:1 rr;9delmg ·
leges.
provide opportunities to our stuservant-leadersh1p;1t 1s mcum,
Co
·:
'ty
dents in tum producing more
bent upon us to pursue partner: .
mmun1vers1 means our
. bl' d
t't'
.
.
l
11
'
campuses should be open to our
".ia
e an compe I ive commun1ships that enab e our co eges to
.
.
.
hes
become bridges_ stfccessfullypubhcs ,and our hb.ranes should
La. t
k I efl cted
tw
·
·
· hi h · Ii .. J ech:
have full Internet access as we
. s wee , r e
on o
C?nnecting our. g_ sc oo, t . _.,. th'nk
•· 'd r ll I
tributes to former Gov. Bert T.
1 g 1ObaJrYan
meal, and commumty college r. ··
act oca y. n
Combs- his portrait at Jenny
graduates with relevant education Prestonsburg, we are proud of our w·r
.
1ey State p ark and a d'isplay m
· · , ... , ;.,;. ,.•-..,.,-,,,. · ,.,,.
beautiful River Walk and.
and trammg, ...i:,•··,,,,_,,.,, .. ,.,-.,,,,...
E -- · .·
JT .
.
theFloydCountyCourthouse's
Last week, ueorge A. Baker-III,
nvrronmenta ra1_,1 proJects
Hall fJ . H'1 1..
a leading authority on 'community. fun~ed through vano~ partnernew that
i:;:tikyce.
si~n
college education,_pres°ented a ':-' sh!P5·. \V;.value our_ umque partwas
cou
f
no
_
. .,,,--.. rhon'" ,·,
nersh1ps, such as our stud,ent
prosper un I a1 areas O our com
k
b
h
wor s op on em raCJng~=.,,e,.. ·
·· · -,
monwealth prospered He was an
for the faculty and stiiff of;;,J J;i,< he3:lth c~g'niim?ged' \>y the . . .
.
·
_
Prest b
Co
· • ·.lY·• Coll' •.·, Umvers1ty of Kentucky College of nnpressive man who truly mod
o'!s hill!"g mmum,.-,:c:.• ·1eg«!;_, Medicine ::::_ a model clinic that is
eled Sl:rvant-leadei'ship. Upon
Baker, m s monograpu, - , ,. ••
·
returning to campus I saw one of
''Managing Change: A M6del'for .. tlie olily oqe of its cype in the .
.
. . .,
Co
'tyColl
Lead •.
natiori;:,,..1•• ,'.''.,., ''"'_-._
thefn11tsofh1sv1s10n,ourcolmmuni
ege
ei:5•~ -. -: -.
·: .. · . ·
,.. •
lege. I know Bert Combs was
says that_ t!'e greatest of th~• We are proud that ~e East
proud of our past. But, I am confiforces dnvmg ~e comm1!Illty col- Kentucky ~nter for Science, .
dent he support our vision of the
lege sho~ld be th~ effec_ti~en~
~\hematics and 1:echnology will future_ a vision that embraces
expectation~ of the pulihc. W~:.
soon have a permanent home _on
change as we become a comrnuni~e responsible to fu.e. ~OI111;11~-.
ow;,gunpus, due to collabora~ve_
versity
hes we serve for the matenal we
efforts by Eastern Kentucky msti·
offer. In other words;·
owe our
tutions for the benefit of area stu■
communities the "seamlessness"
dents. We anticipate that the new
Deborah L. Floyd is presiset out in the Postsecondary
Regional Postsecondary
dent of Prestonsburg Community
Reform Act. Prestonsburg
Education Center will be built to
College, which serves the Big
Community College has embraced further our communiversity goals
Sandy Valley of Central Apa new vision
our campuses as we bring to our region proPaiaclzipJ
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/·ib·ci~c1ithiijgi.oup i··gtrcc~ec1s~m aoihg;.

.:wl!:i,t ,Q~neral Assemb1y failed· ·to do ·

· having'tlie"'coiimi.imity 'ccilleges lo~e .a<:creditation, UK's
~ e ,will .pe"'femoved from
their degrees'.· However, tlie
change should not affect any
.·· studelJ!s_,ng_~_.enro_lleq,_ tn the
conup.un1ty colleges;·· " " · : · .
. ... "This agr~ment aliows us
. 'to. do _-_-~yJi~t/¥i;~J1es_t for our
,... ~tudents ....: ensure that they
are attendmg·· a college that
is fully-accredited and.'meets
high staJ!,dar~,': said Martha
Johnson, KCTCS ·regent
chairman. "The 'key thing is
that· it does not. change the
quality of education that students reteive and our commitment to excellence."
She's right. While it still
will be called the UK Community College System - as
required by law - that name
is something of a misnomer.
However, just because UK's
role in the community colleges is declining steadily;
that doesn't mean the quality
of education the schools' provide is also declining. In fact
in the long run, just the op'.
posite may be true..

The. Southern Association . ' by the General Assembly did
of Colleges and Schools has · not set well with the South~succeede'cC:in?doing ·wli~t'tll:e'l';~' erif'·:Associ.aHoii:':':"~ ancf when
"Kentucl(}{'(fflneraJ~i~s~m.glft.' ·f11e·"·$~i'u{li~):i{iAs·so:C1t11-fion,
. faP,ed .JCJ : ,dQ;~: ~emoyi_!_lg ·: ,t,p.1!,~ . §p_ea1¢,;· _co].!!:lg~~-;. l\steJ!,, :'!'h~
Uni_versity of 'Kentucky's organization ·accredits colname from degrees awarded leges·.throughout the South,
by 13 community colleges and degrees awarded by
that were once under UK's · schools without accreditation 1
control. ' ·
are of little value. Students ,
In an· agreement an- with degrees from non-I
nounced Friday between UK accredited schools often have
and the Kentµcky Com- trouble getting into graduate
munity and Technical Col: schools, and their credits
lege System Board of Re- often won't transfer to angents, UK will cease in 2004 , other school. .- . .
to award degrees granted by
Why should UK continue
all the former UK com- to award degrees at the community colleges with the ex- munity colleges when it had
ception of Lexington Com-· no control over their day-tomunity College, the oilly two_. · day management? the acyear school left under the di- crediting group asked. That's
rect., control of UK in the · a good question, and one for
higher education reform· act which neither UK nor the
approved by a 1997 special KCTCS board had a ready
session of the General As- answer. So, rather than risk
sembly. Instead, degrees at
Ashland Community College
and the 12 other schools in
the system will be awarded
by the KCTCS board.
_T[l_eJ)allY Jndependef\t,. Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, August 26, 1998
: ,. That's .. a more honest reflection. of -the changes in
_governance that have taken
place in higher education in
Kentucky. During the closing
days of the May 1997 session,
It will be many years be- care was available for the
legislators reached a compromise that appeared to allow
fore any of the young people children of a limited number
UK to continue to have a limenrolled in a new program at of young mothers through a
ited role in the community,
Ashland Community College federal grant. But the grant
college system.
will receive their degrees, ran out, .and the program
While the bulk of the decibut their presence on the col- ended.
sion-making authority was
lege's first floor is making it
ACC President Angie
shifted from UK to the new
easier
for
their
parents
to
Dvorak
promoted KinderColboard linking the community
further
improve
their
educalege
as
a way to encourage
colleges and vocationaltions.
more young people - partechnical schools, UK would
The
new
KinderCollege
ticularly single mothers - to
have some control academic
day
care
center
at
ACC
·
programs at the community
attend the school. That's a
meets a real need for parents worthy goal. No longer
colleges and the schools
would still be called the UK
of pre-school children.
should finding affordable
Community College System.
This is not the first time quality day care be an insurHowever, the same providay care has been offered at mountable obstacle to going
sions that Rep. Steve Cave,
ACC. A few years ago, day to college.·
R-Lexington, said were essential to approval of the
higher
education reform' bill
,
.

. _lYleeting a need

.. Day'care center·'is

gre;t addition'
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Dor1n shortage
leads to student
stays at hotel
About 100 from MU at Uptowner
By MARTHA BRYSON HODEU
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.

HUNTINGTON - There is
room at the Inn but none in
the dorms for about 100 Marshall University students who
r(Ulorted to campus for fall semester last weekend.
Aggressive recruiting of new
students has led to a shortage
of dormitory space at the university, which has admitted
more than 4,500 freshmen and
transfer students this year,
compared to 3,992 last year.
As a result, about 100 students are staying at the Up~~er Inn a few blocks from
campus, according to John
Winters, assistant communications director for the university.
:~Despite amenities like a pool
1µ1d weight room that no Marsfiall dormitory can claim, students staying at the hotel will
not pay anything extra to stay
in the hotel, Winters said.
;)l)Food service is part of the
·package, but not room service
- students will be expected to
eat in the cafeteria at the Towers dormitory.
Winters said the university
hopes the need for extra space
will dwindle as time passes.
"Typically, some students
who sign up for a dormitory
room never claim their room,"
Winters said. Students staying
atthe Uptowner Inn will move
into a dormitory as space becomes available, Winters said.
."Of. course, the}' ,might not
want one of those .vacancies at
Towers," he said: ·"There's no
pool."
If someone should decide to
decline a dorm room, an extra
charge of $20 a day will apply,
according to Communications
Director Keith Spears_ He said
he didn't _think. .iLwas likely
there would be any takers at
that rate.
,. ..
_. ..
"With a college-aged son myself, I·know . what that would
do to my budget,"' Spears ·said.
"Twenty 0 do.Jlars. a ·week
maybe, but-riot a day." ""':•: ·. •
Marshall has booked ·a block
of rooms, but. the:•hotel-- will
still have space·~ror· 'regular
customers, Winters said.

The influx of students
caught Marshall by surprise in
other ways, according to Joan
Mead, dean of the College of
Liberal Arts.
"Growth in applications for
the fall of 1998 is unprecedented," she said.

As of July, about 700 sections of 172 undergraduate
classes were filled and classes
closed in departments such as
English, biology, communications and software development.
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Edi~orfals

An 'unseamly' battle
Turf tiff at Prestonsburg College not what state needs
nother tiff has erupted in
enrollment at PCC and because it
higher education.
amounts to program duplication.
Like the ones before it, the
The dust hadn't settled when
topic is turf, although this one is
the dispute between Morehead and
garnished with a fee dispute.
PCC took a new tum. In this week's
The quarrel between Morehead
episode, Morehead yanked its stuState University and Prestonsburg
dents off the PCC campus when it
Community College is not the brand learned the college would charge
of collegiality that
students (not just
this state needs.
Morehead's) a $10
The new· and
parking fee. Curt
much touted "seamIt started when
. . signs posted on PCC
less system" of higher .. , ·,·; :?,,Prestmisburjj i''f;;,,"iii~ classroom doors told
edu~tion ~s a)ready ' .
Collbgt1! 7~ Morehead studen!5 to
showmg nps m
i'..\s i.granted Sullivan':'s;J,}fl · go to the Mountam
places.
. .. : :College, a privately · ~s Center or a BapIt started when
· :owned sclwo~ the !fJ}ace
t1st church for class.
Pr~tonsburg granted
··t,o.offertliisses at PCC.
Morehead officials
Su_Ihvan College, a
,.,: Mor,ehead i,s ticked off
say the abrupt ~eparpnvately owned
'·'
'that might cut
ture from PCC IS not
school, the space to
:i. .int,o its business · , related to the Sullivan
offer classes at PCC.
' ~-'enrollment at PCC. '' flap, but it sure looks
Sullivan, which
;
·
like a counterstrike.
grants business de.-J,/:l',:~,_.~2~:::-~::!.
Where is this gogrees in Louisville
ing to end? Do we
and Lexington, wants to do the
need a father figure to ~tep in and
same in Prestonsburg.
say: "Now, kids. Let's play nice."
· The president of PCC, Deborah
We encourage these mountain
Floyd, thirtks there's room at the
cousins to talk like adults and work
table for any college that wants to
out their differences.
serve students and fill a need.
Neither the colleges nor their
Morehead is ticked off because
students will gain by letting this
Sullivan might cut into its business
tiff grow into a full-blown feud.

A

";i'admmunity

because

i~he- Ylneh~,..Je,,.,~ fri~, A'-':{· .;g, 19'(8

Judge to rule on Hicks'
mental defect defense
By SEAN KELLY
Staff Writer
A Montana judge will decide
in September whether a ps;rchologist's report can be used m
the defense of a Morehead State
University professor, accused of
attacking a woman with a stun
gun.
The defense contends that a
mental defect or disease allegedly caused Charles Hicks to
attack a 20-year-old Bozeman,
Mont. woman while posing as a
home buyer.
Hicks' attorney, Larry Jent of
Bozeman, Mont., notified prosecutors that mental disease
would be used as a defense
because of the psychologist's
report, said Deputy Gallatin

County Attorney Jane Mersen.
"I read the report differently,"
Mersen said in a phone interview Tuesday. "It doesn't say he
hllll a mental disease or defect.•
Gallatin County District
Judge Mike Salvagni will hold a
hearing Sept. 4, on the prosecutor's motion to bar the psychologist from testifying at the trial.
Jent, who requested the
court-ordered psychological
exam for Hicks in June, did not
return a phone message lefi by
The Morehead News before
, press deadline Thursday.
Mersen said a ruling on the
·
motion should be handed down
by Sept. 21, when a trial scheduling hearing will be held. She
added that the trial will likely
lie held in December or January.
Mersen said Judge Salvagni
has not set a hearing on a
motion by Hicks, handwritten in
prison, requesting a larger role
m hie defense. ·
.

"He wants a full legal
library," as part of the request,
Mersen said. She added that
Hicks cited a federal statute in
his motion to Salvagni made in
early August. Jent apparently
did not know about Hicks'
motion until after it was
received by the court.
· Hicks, 62, entered not guilty
pleas in June to felony counts of
aggravated kidnapping, burglary and aggravated assault of
Marcie Fitch of Bozeman.
: Hicks was brought to Montana in June, after waiving
extradition from Morehead May
27. He is in jail under $100,000
bond. Hicks was arrested by
Kentucky State Police May 11.
, Hicks was charged by Bozeman police with entering Fitch's
home April 27 while posing as a
home buyer, and in an ensuing
struggle forcing her into the
basement and using a stun gun
qn her. Fitch fought off her
attacker, who then fled.
: Kentucky State Police from
Post 8 in Morehead reported
finding a stun gun in Hicks'
campus office at 318 Combs
Hall, while executing search
warrants.

Clothes that apparently
matched those worn by Fitch's
assailant were also found by
state police at Hicks' residence.
One Jacket had credit card
receipts from Montana, state
police said.
Bozeman police said a credit
card receipt in Hicks' name was
found on the lawn, 25 feet from
the door. An eyeglass lens recovered in Fitch's basement is similar to one he purchased in Lexington on April 30, according to
credit card records obtained by
police.
Bozeman police added that
Fitch picked Hicks' drivers
license picture out of a photo
lineup. Hicks was charged with
aggravated kidnapping for
allegedly holding Fitch against
her will; burglary; and aggravated assault.
If convicted, Hicks faces the
death penalty or life imprisonment, or two to 100 years prison
and a maximum $50,000 fine, on
the kidnapping charge; a maximum 40 years prison and
$50,000 fine on the burglary
charge; and a maximum 10
years prison and $50,000 on the
aggravated assault charge.
Hicks, if found guilty, would
also have two to 10 years added
to any sentence he receives, for
allegedly using a weapon in the
commission of a crime.

Hicks was appointed in 1971
as a part-time faculty member
and director of institutional
research. He entered full-time
teaching of computer information sciences in 1985, and took
early retirement in 1997.
Hicks taught part-time at
MSU last fall, but did not
instruct classes in the spring.
He is listed on MSU's personnel
roster, with a $30,154 salary for
this school year on a nine-month
contract, the same as last year.
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New college program
:delivers workers to UPS
company conducts for high school
students has turnover of just 10 percent, and Metropolitan College is expected to "kind of mirror" that rate,
he said.
The program for high school students, m its-fourth year, enables students to work part time as day-shift
package handlers and to take JefferBy MICHAEL JENNINGS
son Community College classes at
The Courier-Journal
UPS. Metropohtan College students
will also work part time, but at night,
United Parcel Service has added and receive tuition reimbursement at
about 600 employees to its payroll the three participating colleges.
through Metropohtan College, a new
Of last spring's 164 graduates from
school-industry program in Louisville the high.·schoot program, 30 to 35
designed to lure workers with the of- have enrolled in Metropolitan Colfer of a tuition-free education.
lege. Holt said the figure would prob:About 950 UPS employees have ably have.been higher if the new venenrolled in the program, which is ture had taken shape before students
registering students this week, said had to decide which colleges they
Devone Holt, a company spokesman. would attend.
'
·
More than one-thir~ of the students . BRANDdN RIGGS graduated in
alreadli were _working for the pack- __ .May from ~uthern High School
age-de ivel)'. giant.
. . •
after working since Janua~ in the
Metropolitan College 1s ~ Jomt ven- school-to-work program. This week,
ture_ a~ong UPS, the Umve~sity of he registered· as an engineering stuLomsvtlle, Jefferson Com_mumty Cot- dent at U of L through Metropolitari
te~e ~nd Jefferson 1e.chmcat College. College.
Its aimed at ~ecru1tmg worke~s for
He had a B-ptus grade average in
the ,hard-to-fill l":te-mght shift _at high school but negfected to take his
~PS packa11e-sorti.ng hub at Lou 15 - college entrance exam until the deadville International Airport. .
line for most college scholarships
AND TO THE company's sur- had passed.
.·
prise, the program has proved so at"I didn't know how I was iioing to
tractive that 35 to 40 employees who pay" for college, Riggs said, until
had day jobs have applied to switch Metropolitan College provided the
to the ni11ht shift to enroll.
answer.
"Traditionally, that is a move that
Holt said enrollment in the high·
isn't made at all," Holt said.
school program has mushroomed to
Already, thanks to Metropolitan 300 this year, due largely to the new
College, the number of part-time option of attending Metropolitan Colnight employees has risen to more lege while continuing to work foi'·
than 2,000 from about 1,700, he said.
UPS. He said the company will conMetropolitan College was a crucial centrate its recruitment efforts for
part of the incentive package assem- Metropolitan College on that group
bled by state and local officials to of high school students.
persuade UPS to proceed with a
. By Wednesday, about 245 Metro$860 million expansion at the Louis- ,politan College students had enrolled
ville ·hub. Within eight years, the col- at U of L, and four-fifths of them had
tege is supposed to supply 2,200 of never taken classes there before, said
the 6,000 new workers UPS will Jenny Sawyer, the university's admisneed.
sions director.
·
.
Holt said UPS officials hope the
Metropolitan College students at
program will also improve employee the university, might total 300 by the
retention - which has been a prob- dose of registration today, she said.
tern, with annual turnover rates
About 720 Metropolitan College
above 80 percent among the com- students had registered at JCC
pany's local part-time workers.
throu~h Wednesday. College Director
A "school-to-work" program the · Marvin Copes was unsure of the

About 950
.employees get
free tuition

'·

"The response has
been, I ihink,
phenomenal in
terms of the
inte~st locally
and in the region."
Richard Green, president,
Jefferson Community College

number who had signed up at his
school.
JCC President Richard Green said
he expects the school to meet its goal
of 940 Metropolitan College students
for the fall term.
"The response has been, I think,
phenomenal in terms of the interest
locally and in the region," he said .
. Metropolitan College's recruitmentincentives include classes held in
evening hours, transportation to and
from work, and fall classes that end
by Thanksgiving so students can
work full,time during the Christmas
shipping season. Metropolitan College students will eventually have the
option of living on a yet-to-be built
campus geared to their special work,
instructional and steeping needs.
All those educational benefits come
in addition to starting hourly pay of
$8.50 and health, vacation and retirement-savings benefits.
DEBORAH WILSON, chairwoman of U of L's justice administration
department, said her faculty members who teach evening courses have
adjusted their office hours to accommodate Metropolitan College students·. Six U ofL bachelor's degree
programs - engineering, business,
communications, liberal studies, jus~
tice administration, and occupational
training and development~ are open
to Metropolitan College students this
year.
"We're excited by the fact that
now we will have students that are
supported by UPS, .as well as the
state, in terms of being able to complete their degree," she said.

Stephanie Davis photo

Attend officer training school
These Morehead State University ROTC students recently returned from five weeks in
Fort Lewis, Wash. where they were evaluated on their potential to become officers in the
United States Army. How well they performed there determines what branch of the Army
and where they will be assigned. They were evaluated by officers on physical fitness, map
reading skills, leadership abilities and tactics. All are seniors at MSU. They will be commissioned as second lieutenants next year. It is the first group of students the university
has sent to the training in two years. From left are, back row, Andy Stottmann, Louisville;
James George, Waverly, Ohio; Lawrence Hicks, Chesapeake, Va.; Joe Davis, Mt. Sterling;
front row, Breck Tarr, Raceland; Bret Hamilton, Hillsboro; Roy Miller, Jeffersonville; and
Mike Kern, Dover.
.
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Focused on football, Moore
leads veteran defense
By Rick Balley
HERAI.Dt£ADER STAFF WRITER

MOREHEAD - Before he led Morehead State in tackles last year, Eagles
linebacker Zack Moore was sort of a lost
soul.
Until he has to contemplate life after
football (as a player), Moore, who is about
to play his senior season and then seek
his fortune in the coaching field, can only
shake his head in wonder about life before
football (as a collegian).
Moore grew up in Knoxville, was a
fairly successful strong safety at Carter
High School, then became a student at
Tennessee so he could stick around home
and be with his friends.
After a year at UT, he enrolled at Walters State Community College in Morristown, Tenn.
By the spring of 1996, Moore was at
Morehead, the alma mater of his dad,
Alan, who played football for the Eagles
in the '70s.
"I felt if I didn't try to play football
somewhere, it would eat at me the rest of
my life. I dwelled on it all the time," Moore
said. "In my mind one of the reasons I
didn't do well academically was because I
didn't have the structure and team atmosphere (of football)."
· By '96, Morehead wasn't awarding
athletic scholarships, so Moore contacted
Coach Matt Ballard about joining the Eagles. "All I had to do," said Moore, "was
prove I could play and I'd have a spot on
the team."
So Moore came to Morehead, went
through spring practioe and eagerly anticipated the coming season.
"At first I was rusty," Moore said. "I'd
been working out and that helped. I eventually worked up to second team."
But Moore's odyssey through the academics maze from Tennessee to Morehead
left him without enough hours to be eligible for the '96 season.
"The only thing I could do was practice," he said. "It was hard to take at first,
but I only thought of quitting for about
two seconds. I thought about how long I'd
waited to play. If I stuck it out, it would
be worth it."
It was worth it last season when
Morehead went 7-3 in its second year as a
Division I-AA independent. It was worth
it when Moore led the Eagles with 87
tackles, including 64 solo hits.
"We'd lost some seniors from the year
before, and the coaches were trying to
find the chemistry of the guys left over,".
Moore said. "I fit into the scheme of
things. I think it went extremely well for
my first year of college football."
The Morehead defense was young, but
it was swept along by an offensive wave
that established numerous school records
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Zack Moore, a senior linebacker from Knoxville, is one of Morehead's
cap_tains. He hopes to become a coach when his playing days are done.
"We had a fair defensive team, being hydrant. He's so small (5-foot-10, 214
young and inexperienced," Moore said. pounds) he can walk under a table top.
"But when you get (42) points a game, you and you think he can't play. But he goes
can't complain."
one speed - 90 miles an hour. He's
Moore did most of his work in the film worked hard, and now he's one of our triroom. "The mental part of the game is captains."
more important than the physical part
Moore said, "When you're as small as
during the season," he said.
I am, you've got to rely on quickness and
"You can pick up a lot in the films. quick feet. If they can't catch you, they
The first things to look for are the speed, can't block you."
size and tendencies of the guy you're go'.
So Moore will give football one more
ing against. Then you look atteam ten- · fling before he pursues coaching as a prodencies, such as what they do on down- fession.
and-distance situations. The mental
"The offense (with a revamped backpreparation gives you good instincts on field) will be learning for the first few
the field."
.
weeks like the defense last year," l\loore
Moore has impressed Ballard.
said. "We've got to elevate,our play. We
"T~lk
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Schedule
Sept. 3. at Austin Peay
Sept. 12 BUTLER
Sept. 19 · at Valp~raiso ·
Sept. 26 at Dayton
Oct. , 3
ELO,N • ~ • .
Oct. 17
THOMAS MORE
Oct. 24. ·... 'iit Virginia Military
.Oct. 31
BETHEL
Nov•., 7 atChari.eston Southern
Nov. 14 KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
Nov. 21 'at' South· Florida·. ·

7:30
7
1
7
7
1:30
1
1:30
1:30
1:30
7

All Umea p.m. ond Eastern

David Dinkins, a

Drew Purcell, a

sophomore, will
battle to start at
quarterback.

junior transfer,
is competing
with Dinkins.

Scouting the Eagles
■

Coach: Matt Ballard, 41; 15-26 in four
seasons at Morehead; 50-51-1 overall; 1992
Mid-South Football Conference and NAIA
District 32 Coach of the Year.
■ Last season: 7-3 in second season as a IAA independent.
■ What to watch: The big-play capability of
receivers Todd Chase and Kimba Bush. A
stronger, quicker, faster and more aggressive veteran defensive unit. The quarterback
duel between David Dinkins and Evansville
transfer Drew Purcell. Competition and Jepth
at every position, according to Ballard.
■ Question marks: How will the inexperience
factor play out in the backfield following the
departures of QB Doug Turner, RB Anthony
Ravizee_and RB Chris Berry and the suspension of RB David Bone? "The big question is
who will pull the trigger and make the right
decisions at quarterback,· Ballard said. "The
fullback is important in our offense. We have
to establish the run and protect the quarterback.· Who will return punts with Berry
gone? "Haven't a clue: Ballard said.
■ Outlook: Morehead had the No. 2 offense
in Division I-AA (496 yards a game) and won
seven games for only the sixth time in school
histmy. This year, the defense must carry the
burden at least until the revamped backfield
starts producing yards and points. A host of
returnees and a talented recruiting class
enabled the Eagles' defense to dominate the
offense in an early scrimmage. A veteran
offensive line led by captain Bubba Combs
should open the holes and protect the passer.
RICK BAILEY

No. Name
8 David Dinkins
11 Doug Biehler
13 Chris Gatewood
14 Drew Purcell
15 Kevin Moeller
19 Danny Hirby

Quarterbacks
Ht. Wt. Cl. Hometown
6-2 195 So. Pittsburgh

6-2
6-0
6-4

6-4
6-1
Running
6-2
6-2
6-0

3 Joevon Stennett
5 Jay Bradley
22 Matthew Shugart
24 Steve Jacobs
26 Camron Dinkel
30 Adam Stegeman
35 Daniel Carter
36 Nick Fucito
41 Nicholas Wooldridge

200
180
205
210
174

Fr.
Fr.
J,.
J,.
F,.

backs
190

Marietta, Ga.

LeKington

Flemingsburg
Vandalia, Ohio
Prospect

Jr. Gaithersburg, Md.
205 Jr, Horse Cave
185 F,. Cumming. Ga.
5-11 190 F,. Decatur, Ga.
6-0 190 F,. Pike, Ind.
6-0 215 J,. Cold Springs
5-11 2DO F,, Gilbert, w.va.
6-0 190 Jr. Cincinnati
6-0 195 Fr. Jamestown
Recelveni
6-2 195 Sr. Lexington
4 Klmba Bush
6-0 168 So. Crestview
10 Kent Spencer
5-9 180 J,. Volga
80 Brian Blair
5-11 178 So. Union
81 ,Toby Moeves
5-11 185 So. Mayfield
83 Brian Ramsey
Todd
Chase
6-2
198 Sr. Brunswick. Ohio
84
6-3 210 F,. Louisville
86 Mark Stephens
6-4 205 So. Pittsburgh
88 Antwoine Mitchell
6-3 200 F,. Morehead
89 Kenley Kappes
Tight ends
6-4 200 F,. Danville
85 John Showalter
6-3 215 So. Cynthiana
87 Jeremy Philpot
Offensive llnemen
6-3 255 Sr. Noblesville, Ind.
59 Fred Combs
6-5 300 Fr. New Bern, N.C.
64 nmothy Sanders
6-2 255 So. Ghent
65 Jason Tillett
6-2 242 Fr. Lexington
69 Jason Klein
6-3 280 Sr. Prestonsburg
70 Subba Combs
6-1 265 So. Carrollton
71 Chris Stockdale
6-4 285 "- Huntington, W.Va.
72 Adam Bowen
6-3 270 So. Burlington
73 Bart Burke
74 Brad Bien
6-3 265 Sr. Harrison, Ohio
6-1 310 Sr. Harrodsburg
75 . Steve Bragg
6-2 222 So. Acworth, Ga.
76 Brad Olecki
Roswell, Ga.
6-3 252
77 Justin Sanderson
6-4 270 F,. Cincinnati
78 Jason Fights
Sr.
Wilder
6-8 320
79 Anthony McVicker
Defensive linemen
6-4 220 So. Greenville
54 Randy Saunders
6-4 250 Fr. Grayson
55 Brandon Webb
6-2 225 Fr. Middlesboro
57 Jason Freeman
6-3 215 J,. Ripley, w.va.
58 Travis Facemyer
6-3 260 F,. Lagrange
61 David Smith
5-11 260 So. Wilmlngt6n, Ohio
63 Dennis Ledford
6-0 260 Fr. Paris
66 Eric Groves
Antwoine
Linton
6-3
235 F,. Lancaster
68
6-2 245 Jr. Louisville
90 B.J. Bet:lo
6-3 245 Fr. M,rray
91 Bill McCarthy
6-2 220 Fr. Proctorville, Ohio
92 Jimmy Harris
6-2 245 Fr. Florence
93 Rob Yaegel
6-4 290 J,. Jeannette, Pa.
95 Jeremy Binakosky
6-4 225 Fr, Fairmont. W.Va.
96 Patrick Padula
6-0 240 So. Florence
98 Ben Brown
6-1 225 J,. Pittsburgh
99 Ronnie Waife
Unebackers
6-0 190 So. Hfghland Heights
31 Kevin Dawson
5-7 158 F,. Ellernvood, Ga.
37 Jason Culp
6-7 186 Fr. Lithonia, Ga.
35 Marlon Moore
6-0 230 J,. Melbourne
39 Greg Brady
6-2 200 F,. Butler
40 David Korn
5-11 205 Sr. Russell
42 Jeff Frasure
5-11 210 So. Whitesboro, N.Y.
43 David Aldi
5-10 192 Fr. Danville
44 Earnest Dunn
45 Ctint Ratllff
6-2 210 So. Junction
5-10 217 Sr. Knoxvll!e
46 Zack Moore
5-11 195 J,. Lawrencebuig
48 Russell Bates
49 Travis Bell
6-1 227 F,. Louisville
6-1 220 Fr. Louisville
50 Keith Kavlc
51 Tshombi Basemore 5-10 230 So. Louisvi1le
6-2 215 Fr. Ashland
52 Eric Brooma!I
5-11 225 Sr. Winchester
53 James Stults
Sen
Berger
6-0 195 So. Fort Mitchell
56
6-2 235 F,. Portsmouth, Ohio
60 Heath Glass
6-2 215 Fr. Cynthiana
62 Scott Keams
47 Jeff Morrett
6-1 190 F,. Marietta, Ga.
Defensive backs
5-11 188 J,. Atlanta
1 Larry Webb
5-10 170 So. Monticello
7 Jason Cowan
5.9 185 J,. Glendale, Md.
9 Marcus Turner
6-1 170 So. l.f\v:al~tte;-Ohlo
16 Scott Davis
5-10 165 Fr. Lanham; Md.
17 Ron Dixon
6-1 180 Jr. Winchester
18 Alex Belcher
5-10 170 F,. GaUinburg. Tenn.
20 Ryan Dennis
6-0 185 So. Marietta, Ga.
21 T.J. Peny
6-0 170 F,. Hamilton. Ohio
23 Brandon Phillips
5-11 170 So. Maysville
25 Tavaris Beckley
6-1 185 So. Paris
28 Tim Chenault
6-1 175 Sr. Dayton. Ohio
29 Oonzen Dawson
6-1 185 So. Lavalette. Ohlo
32 Brian Davis
6-0 187 So. Wellston, Ohio
33 Chris Knight
5-8 . 182 So. Sa!visa
34 Nici< Paonessa

"·

I
I aSked Phil
about when he
was Just
stll1'ting out.
Coming from

little-known
Morehead
State, he was
the top pick
of the Giants.
"t knew I was

going to be
picked in the
lirst round." he

said. "'But the
Giants weren't
my first choice.

San Francisco
probably was..,
How was the
transition to
TV? ,.When I
went to ESPN,"
said Phil.
'"people t_hought
I was a big stiff.
But I was in the
Parcells system
with the

Giants;. and he
told LIS.
·Just keeD vour
mouth snui'
And I did."
And now Bill
Parcells and
Phil are talking
to~etneP' on
TV. What about
i=)arcells'
!egenoary snort

:use.? ~ot on
Tv,- Phil said
'.:•olomaticallv.
··You c:on·t see
!hat on TV."
And does Phil
know the
sportscaster'
John Madden?
-Sure." he said.
"ii you've been
in the lea~ue
very1ong,you
know everyone."
As tor his
personal life.

Phil li\'eSin
Franklin Lakes.

N.J .• with his
wife: Diana.
and their three
children. The
kids are all
good at snorts.
and I asked if
his wile was

athletic. "She
loves sooP"tS."
he told me. "'But,
in our nouse.
what choice
does sne have?"

BY
JAMES

BRADY

PHIL

SIMMS

HEN
THE
Nationa1 Football League
kicks off another season
next Sunday, it
will mark the
first time since
1993 that CBS will be televising NFL games. And in San
Francisco. where Bill Parcells'
New York Jets challenge the
49ers. the network unveils its
new lead analyst-Phil Simms,
the fonner All Pro and Super
Bowl hero. who quanerbacked
the Giants for Parcells. Over
coffee in New York, I asked
Simms ifhe was excited about
his new role.
"Yeah,"' he replied. "For one:
It's the unknown, like going into
a game on Sunday. You're confiden~ but you don't really know
what will happen. Two: It's going 10 be easy working with
Greg [Gumbel, who will be
Phil's panner and handle playby-play]. Everyone likes Greg."
Simms. who retired as an active player after the '93 season,
is still blond and boyish-a lall,
rangy man with a grin. He got
into broadcastirig with ESPN as
a studio an3lyst before moving
to NBC. where he covered the
Atlanta Olympics and worked
football from the booth with
Dick Enberg and Paul Maguire.
"Enberg [the senior man]

Personal:
Nov, 3.
Born

1954. in
Springfield, Ky.
M31'f'ied to

Diana Fronlield
since 1980.
Th,.ee cbildr-en:
Chr1stot1her. 17:
Deirdre. 13: and
Matthew, 9,

Gareer

Highlights:
Include football
at Morehead
1Ky.1 State.
1975-79.
Quarterback
lor New York

Giants. 1979--93.
NFL Pro Bowl.
1985 IMVPl.
:!)86. 1993, Led
Giants to Super
Bowl title in
i987 /MVP). Set
Giants' records

for passes
completed in a
game 1401,

a season 12B6)
and a career
25761, and tor
300-yar<I games
in a career" r2tl.

1

Studio analyst
for ESPN. 1994.

Reporter for
Run to Davlight
on NBC, 1995:
sideline rePOf'ter
for NBA on NBC.
"1995--97: football
analyst for" NBC

ana repclf'ter

'°"

NFL Quarterback
Challenge, 199598: weight·
lifting analyst
IOI" NBC at the
Olympics. 1996.

Leao anatyst tor
CBS cove,.age
of the f,Fl. 1998.

was forever saying, 'No, do it
this way, not Lhat,'" Phil said.
"Not the content but the manner of presenting myself. If
Dick wanted to talk. you shut
up. Paul and I had hand signa1s. If I wanted to say something, I'd hold up a hand,
'Whoa!' With Paul, there's no
angst. His character never
changes, except he's wilder off
the air than on.
"I think a two-man booth is
easier. Like two cars are better than three: It's easier to get

GBS gets back into

the act of broadcasting
NFL football next
Sunday... And Phil Simms
has been anointed
as lead analyst. But let
Phil tell us about It.

out of the driveway. But for a
beginner analys, three is better.
You get a chance to step back,
listen and learn."
After ESPN and NBC, what
does he think of CBS? "It's
been good so far. a lot of fun,··
said Phil. ''It's like being a
rookie.And being lead analyst
is obviously pleasing. But I
don't sit around and say, 'Wow!
I knew all that BS-ing would
pay off."' Phil Simms-a BSer? ''I'm the best BS-er ever,"
he said with a big grin.
!Ill
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COPLEY:

Early reviews
good for dean
(('.PX-!

iJ)

for the Arts, which hosts performances by international, collegiate and community artists.
"He has the breadth of leadership experience and the expertise
to lead the college," says
Elisabeth Zinser, chancellor of
UK's Lexington campus.
That said, don't look for big
changes in UK arts immediately.
"The first semester you're just
taking stuff in, filtering stuff, prioritizing stuff," Shay says. "You
can't really take any initiatives
right off the bat."
That doesn't mean you can't
create some excitement.
Among his UK colleagues and
folks in the arts community, Shay
already gets a thumbs up.
"He seems like he's ready to
work," says George Zack, music
director of the Lexington
Philharmonic.
Jack Gron, chairman of the
Department of Art, says, "He
looks to helping us empower ourselves. He has the institution's
benefit in mind in terms of
growth of the entire college."
When it comes to growth,
Shay has a track record.
At his last post in the Herron
School of Art, he kicked off an
$18 million campaign to fund a
new facility (scheduled to open in
2002), established a plan for
increasing enrollment by 15 percent annually, and established a
state-of-the-art technology lab, to
name a few accomplishments.
''He brought a new sense of
energy and purpose to this
school," says Steve Mannheimer,
an associate professor at the
Herron School. "It's like if someone comes along and tunes up
your car and you realize you can
go more than 35 miles per hour."
A big thing Shay didn't do, his
former colleagues say, was
impose his ideas on people.
"It was never the Bob Shay
School of Art," says David
Russick, director of the Herron
Gallery. "He was the sort of person who would work hard, but
not need to have his flag run up
the pole every morning."
Shay understands the important role that the College of Fine
Arts. plays in Lexington.
"It's a major cultural resource
for the community," Shay says.
"We need to celebrate that."
The college opens its doors to
the community by producing, presenting and/or hosting more than
400 events a year. But Shay also
points out tidbits such as this:
About 75 percent of the members
of the Lexington Philharmonic
have some sort of relationship to
the University of Kentucky.
"You can't get closer to the
community than that," he says.
Shay has already witnessed
firsthand the stake that Lexingtonians have in UK. He was interviPwina fnr th,:, ,-ll>!ll..,,<> 1nh '"

March,·which means March
Madness.
"I happened to be here the
night UK won the national championship," Shay says. "The excitement was incredible. That's an
amazing thing for a university, to
have the top ranked basketball
team in the country."
The dean, it seems, is a hoops
enthusiast, too.

A new gig: While the College
of Fine Arts welcomes Shay, it's
saying goodbye to its director of
public relations and development.
Michele D. Ripley is moving on
up to a newly created post at UK
- national marketing director.
There, she'll be in charge of
raising the university's profile the

way she raised the College of Fine
Arts' standing the last nine years.
Ripley was instrumental in promoting events from student ensembles
to international superstars.
She also produced seven concerts in the College of Fine Arts
Gala Benefit Performance series,
including shows by Ray Charles
and Harry Belafonte.
Lexington residents may know
Ripley best, however, as the voice
of the daily arts calendar on
WUKY-91.3 FM. Ripley will
remain on the air until her successor at the college is named.
■

Rich Copley can be reached at
rcopley@herald-leader.com or 2313217.
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Another conflict
Stacy's new job raises questions
It is not difficult to see
conflicts of interest.
why Morehead State UniOf course, such conflicts
versity officials would con- between careers and legislasider John Will Stacy as the tive duties are common in
ideal choice to be its chief the General Assembly. House
fund-raiser. After all, the Budget Committee Chairman
West Liberty businessman is Harry Moberly is an emfriendly and outgoing and ployee of Eastern Kentucky
knows lots of people - from University. During his many
rich and influential business years as chairman of the
and political leaders to work- Senate Education Committee,
ing men •and women - in former Sen. Nelson Allen
the university's primary ser- was a principal in the Rusvice region.
sell schools. Former Rep.
The fact that its new as- Ron Cyrus chaired the House
sistant dean for development Labor and Industry Comalso represents the 71st Dis- mittee while serving as chief
trict in the Kentucky House executive of the Kentucky
of Representatives also en- AFL-CIO. State Rep. Rocky
hances MSU's political influ- Adkins, R-99th, an employee
ence in Frankfort.
of Addington Resources,
Our problem is that Stacy serves on the House Natural
apparently sees no conflict in Resource and ·Environment
his new job. He rightly Committee.
points out that as that as the
Indeed, what many would
elected representative from consider
a conflict of interest
the district that includes is considered
advantage
Morehead State, he is ex- in the General an
Assembly.
A
pected to be an advocate for
number
of
public
and
private
the uniyersity. The fact that
he now is an employee of the employers give their employuniversity does not change ees time off to serve in the
state legislature simply bethat, he says.
Ah, but it does. As a state cause they know those emrepresentative; there may be ployees can serve them well
times when Stacy may dis- in Frankfort.
No doubt some Morehead
agree with Morehead State
State
officials would argue
officials. He may consider a
that
since
other schools have
program greatly desired by
legislators
on the payroll, it
the university as not being
·
should,
too.
Otherwise, it is
in the best interests of higher education as a whole in at a political disadvantage.
Kentucky. As merely a state Maybe so, but that doesn't
representative, he has the make it right.
In the future, Stacy should
freedom to do that, but as an
assistant dean, he must go asked whether he is better
against his employer to do known as the "representawhat he thinks is best for the tive from the 71st District"
state as a whole. By accept- or as the "representative
ing a job with an entity that from Morehead State Unidirectly benefits from deci- versity." The two are not. the
sions made in Frankfort, same and serving Morehead
Stacy automatically sur- State may not always be in
renders a deeree of inrlemm- thP h,::i,_c;:.t ;nt1:n"'octc nf' n+l,,o:r
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Tuition offer may anchor
doctors in the mountains
By Kimberly Hefllng
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PIKEVILLE - Brandon Crum, 23, and his 22year-old brother, Joshua Crum, have a joint goal:
to set up a family medical practice in their hometown, where residents now travel more than 20
miles for care.
.
A new tuition subsidy for Kentucky residents
at Pikeville College's School of OsteopatJ:iic Medicine could give the brothers the financial boost
they'll need to set up a family practice someday in
Ashcamp, a Pike County town with a population
of about 2,000.
The two brothers will save, together, more
than $100,000 on their medical educations by taking advantage of a new law passed by .the 1~8
General Assembly that allows students to receive
grants of about $13,000 a year in return for ~ year
of medical service in the state aft& graduation.
"It's nice to know that we'll be helping our
neighbors, people we know really need it," Brandon Crum said.
The new tuition subsidy, however, is just one
reason why students and administrators say they
are excited to begin the second year at the ~tion's only osteopathic school connected.~a pnvate, liberal arts college. New labs and a multimedia lecture hall are scheduled to open in January,
and plans are under way to build a Telemedia
Learning and Research Center.
One day before a ''white-coat ceremony" at the

school, during which first-year
students were to take an oath of
commitment to medicine, secondyear medical students Thad ~ ning, 32, of Houston, and Jennifer
Parsley, 26, of West Virginia,
helped set out boxes of medical
instruments, such as stethoscopes,
that would be given to first-year
students during the formal ceremony._
Both Manning and Parsley
said they are happy to be back in
school and glad they chose to attend medical school in the area
where they want to practice medicine: Eastern Kentucky.
"Students are really excited
about going here. At a lot of other
places you don't find that," Maf!•
ning said. "It's a very student-onented student-friendly school.
They 'really put students first"
Dr' John Strosnider, the
school's dean, said_ it'_s no accident
that the two students said they
feel comfortable. One of his goals
is to preve~t the stud~ts fr_off!-
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coming "bitter and dissatisfied.
As part-of that effort, tuition pays
for laptops, required textboo~s
and various items students wtll
need to practice medicine, such as
lab coats. and microscopes.
Strosnider emphasizes, however that a friendly atmosphere
dc:es not come at the price of
learning. He said the ~ool's intent is to·make the medical school
,
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.
It's no secret, either, that the
school is designed to train ~actors
who will work in Appalachta. The
subsidy, created to equate tuition
'
P'k
·11 "th thoseat
pncesat
1ev1ewi
traditional µiedical schools such
as the University of Kentucky and
'
. 1Il
' Lo,
'JI .
the Untvers1ty
UlSVl e, 1S
' thestate
meantto keep doctorsm
- primarily in Eastern Kentucky.
Administrators and lawmakers
· tat
h the doctors wi'11
are hopmg
become established in rural areas
·
the terms
rather than Ieavmgonce
" bl'1gationsareme.
'
t
oftherro
.
Students who do not practice
in the state after taking the subsidy are required to pay the money back with interest
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Positive ·signs
2 new programs indicate changes
Two new academic programs announced with much
fanfare by Ashland Community College are positive
signs of change in higher education in Kentucky.
In one, ACC signed an
agreement with Honeywell's
North American Project Operations office in Ashland to
offer a two-year field engineer program designed to
meet the needs of the company located in the old Ashland post office. Honeywell,
in turn, will give priority
consideration to graduates of
the ACC program in hiring
future employees in Ashland.
In the other announcement, ACC will join with
Maysville Community College and Rowan Technical
College to ·offer a two-year
degree in respiratory therapy. The program will train 20
therapists a year.
Gov. Paul Patton - on
hand for both announcements - said the training
partnership between ACC
and -Honeywell will increase
the region's "mental capital"
- something which is "over
time, the only way to build a
better Kentucky."
The governor's right, of
course, and that was one of
the goals of the higher education r-eform bill Patton
pushed ,through the General
Assembly during a special
session in -May 1997. However, all House Bill 1 really
did was to change the. way
postsecondary schools are
governed in Kentucky; the
two programs announced last
week show -how those
changes can benefit· the
schools and the communities
they serve.
ACC has ·1ong worked with
businesses and industries to
design programs to meet
area employment needs and,
in a sense, its training partnership with Honeywell i~
just an extension of this service. However, what impressed Dave- Gillespie, director of operations for Honeywell's Ashland operations, is

the speed and ease in which
the new program was developed.
"They (ACC officials) understand what businesses
·need and they did this in
record time" Gillespie said.
While the ACC-Honeywell
program may have developed
under the old higher education system, it is almost a
certainty that the new respiratory therapy program
would not have become a reality under the old system. It
is a direct product of the new
Kentucky Community. and
Technical College System
created by the reform law.
Under the new program,
students will take one year
of traditional academic
courses in either Ashland· or
Maysville. They·then will receive technical training for
15 months at the Morehead
technical college. Until now,
Northeastern Kentuckians
have had to travel to Lexington to receive training in respiratory therapy, a career
that is much in demand and
offers good wages.
When Patton first proposed
his reforms, many wondered
what advantages wotild come
from· combining comm.unity
colleges and voca fional
schools. Well, the respiratory
therapy program i& just one
of many examples of how the
community college and technical schools can work to. gether to use their resources
to meet real needs.
Predictions that their separation from the University of
Kentucky would lead to the
"vocationalization" of the
community colleges
proving to be unfounded. ACC's
new fi.eld engineer_ program
is academically demanding,
and the joint program with
Rowan Technical College emphasizes the types of training
that all three schools do best.
"A seamless education is
now a reality - not a political rhetoric," ACC President
·Angeline Dvorak said.
If she's right, the entire
state will benefit.
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Group faults 19
states on college
efforts for blacks
By JAMES

W,

BROSNAN

SCRIPPS HOWARD NEWS SERVICE

In most of the 19 states
that once ran separate colleges for blacks and whites,
"public higher education
continues to be segregated
in practice," a new report
concludes.
Even in states that have
been under court order or
made voluntary efforts to
desegregate, black enrollment remains small at
"flagship" institutions like
the University of Virginia
or the University of Tennessee, the Southern Education
Foundation said.
While more blacks are
graduating from college
than ever, they are not
catching up to whites in the
percentage of high school
seniors going on to college,
or the rate at which whites
graduate with bachelor, doctoral or professional degrees, said the report, issued Tuesday.
Officials from the Atlanta
charity, founded after the
Civil War to help Southern
blacks, said the aim of the
report is to challenge the assumption that black students now have an equal opportunity in the 19 states
and what they see as growing indifference to programs to make up for past
segregation.
"The gap in opportunity
between black and white is
not being closed and may in
fact be widening," said
Foundation President Elridge W. McMillan.
He said Southern schools
are "not preparing blacks
for the high-skilled jobs that

the region covets, jobs that
are a far cry from picking
cotton."

The report includes the
states of Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia. and
West Virginia.
All 19 are affected to some
degree by a 1992 Supreme
Court decision that told
Mississippi Gov. Kirk Fordice he was obligated under
the Constitution to take affirmative steps to dismantle
the state's once-segregated
system of higher education

through programs to attract
white students to historically black colleges and
blacks to white colleges. Authors of the report said they
fear support for change has
been undermined by a more
recent federal appeals court
ruling that said race could
not be used as a factor in
admitting blacks to the University of Texas School of
Law.
The report found:
► In 13 of the 19 states, a
majority of black freshmen
were enrolled at historically
black colleges or community colleges in 1996.
►The 19 states distributed
36 percent· of their student
aid without consideration to
economic need, compared to
an average of 3.4 percent for
the other 31 states.
► The percentage of
blacks among full-time
freshmen is virtually unchanged since the 1970s and
has declined in nine of the
states since 1991.
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Grades matter
Students have added reason to excel
As they begin another year
of studies, high school students across Kentucky have
an added reason to know
excel in the classroom: The
better their grades, the more
state money they will receive
to help them pay for their
postsecondary educations.
Under a new program approved by the 1998 Kentucky
General Assembly and funded by the Kentucky lottery,
students throughout the state
will be able to qualify for financial aid to attend college.
Just how much they receive
will depend largely on how
well they do in their high
school courses.
Students can earn awards
for each school year in
which their grade point average is 2.5 or higher. Scholarships earned during high
school can range from $125 to
$500 each year for a total of
up to $2,000. Students who
score a 15 or higher on the
American College Test can
earn bonus awards.
A student graduating from

high school with a perfect 4.0
average and a score of 28 or
higher on the ACT would receive $2,500 a year for the
four years of college enough to pay 11 high percentage of tuition costs at a
state university. Students
with lower grades will receive lesser amounts.
The new program is designed not only to reward
good students but to make it
more affordable for Kentuckians to attend college. In a
state with one of the nation's
lowest percentages of college
graduates, it's important to
Kentucky's economic future
to encourage more to go to
college.·
The program also fulfills
the promise of using lottery
proceeds to benefit education. However, instead of giving the money directly to
schools, the state is investing
in the future of individuals.
It now is up to those young
people to· take advantage of
this opportunity.

